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PREFACE 
The project reported herein is Part I of a two-part investigation. Part II, entitled SORPTION 
KINETICS-Simulation and Testing of Sorption in a Packed Bed Reactor. is reported separately in order to 
discern the main thrusts of each phase of the total work. 
The project was sponsored originally under the auspices of the Bureau of Water Hygiene, 
Environmental Control Administration, U.S. Public Health Service, which has since become the Water 
Quality Office of the Environmental Protection Agency. The Research Grant Award was ECOOI94-02. 
Individuals who have assisted in various phases of the project have included: Dr. Harvey C. Millar, 
Research Chemist, Mr. Thomas R. Watson, Student Technician, and Mr. Kent Dittmer, Student 
Programmer. 
Special thanks is due to Mr. Leon Huber who gave his assistance readily and frequently during the 
programming for kinetic data processing and analysis. 
The editorial assistance of Mrs. Donna Falkenborg, Editor, Utah Water Research Laboratory, is 
much appreciated also. 
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ABSTRACT 
Six proposed rate equations for sorption kinetics have been investigated by laboratory batch 
experiments involving some 270 individual "runs" to determine sorption uptake with time for varying 
conditions of initial sorbate concentration, temperature, and sorbent species. The sorbate selected was 
rhodamine-B dye, used because it will sorb readily and is easily measured. Two sorbents, Dowex 50 resin, 
and Filtrasorb 200 activated carbon were used. Temperature conditions were 10, 20, 30, and 40°C, and 
concentrations ranged from .0008 to 400 micrograms per ml. rhodamine-B. 
Analysis of data was computer automated, requiring as input only test conditions, instrument 
readings, dilutions, and corresponding time. Output of the program for a "set" of data included three 
different kinds of plots, determination of Langmuir isotherm constants, various statistical fits, and 
calculation of rate coefficients for each of the six proposed rate equations along with commensurate plots 
and statistical analyses. 
Results indicated that one rate equation in particular showed high R2 correlations with test data. 
Further analyses established the rate coefficient for this equation in terms of degree of sorbent saturation 
with sorbate, sorbate concentration in solution, and temperature of solution. 
Keywords: Sorption, Kinetics 
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particle 
viii 
a Lang~uir isotherm equilibrium constant (same as Keq) 
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Water is changed in composition by a variety of chemical reactions. Among these are: 
precipitation, complex formation, acid-base, oxidation-reduction, ion-exchange, and sorption. All are 
pervasive throughout the hydrologic cycle of the natural environment. Water is exposed in its movements to 
a myriad of chemical environments ranging from soil-water contacts to the benthic Lone of a lake. In water 
and wastewater treatment these same reactions are controlled in reactors, as unit processes. 
In this array of reactions, sorption is prominent. It occurs in both the natural environments of the 
hydrologic cycle and in the controlled environments of water and wastewater treatment plants. In these 
plants sorption occurs both fortuitously, along with some unit processes which are not sorption oriented, 
and as an explicit designed unit process. 
Some examples of systems exhibiting sorption behavior are outlined in Table 1. which shows 
situations where sorption is either known to exist or is conjectured. For the conjectured cases (alum floc, 
resins, schmutzedecke, and algae biomass), direct evidence of sorption does not exist: however, it is 
reasonable to presume that if bacterial sorption occurs on activated carbon (Hendricks et al., 1970), it 
should also occur on an alum floc since both are surface active. 
Two questions are of interest in understanding those situations involving sorption. These are: 
(1) The stoichiometry of the sorbate-sorbent reaction, and 
(2) The kinetics of the reaction. 
In other words; (1) how much sorbate can be taken up by a given amount of sorbent, and (2) how fast does 
the uptake occur. Quantitative mathematical descriptions for these two questions are difficult to determine 
in terms of both labor and time and in terms of the form of the mathematical depictions. These tasks are 
the quest of this work. However, delineation of kinetics implies that the stoichiometry is defined also, since 
the latter is, mathematically, an implicit part of the former, as is shown in Chapter 2. 
Objective 
The goal of this work is to delineate, from laboratory experiments, the sorption kinetics for a 
dissolved chemical species interacting with granular sorbent particles. Specifically, the problem is to 
determine a phenomenological rate law. 
Scope 
Only a single chemical species is considered in experimental work. The effect of competition from 
another species is beyond the immediate objective. Temperature, however, is incorporated as a variable in 
the rate equation. 
Significance 
An adequate kinetic rate law will enable quantitative models to be built for some of the situations 
suggested in Table 1. The rate law is necessary as an input to any continuous flow mass balance model of 
such situations. For some cases, however, such as schmutzdecke sorption or sorption by a floc, a 
mathematical model is neither practical nor desirable as simple observations suffice. For other situations 
such as movement of a contaminant through groundwater, any continuous flow mass balance model is 
complicated by the three-dimensional space of movement, a probable lack of homogeneity in the aquifer, 
and the difficulty of describing boundary conditions and obtaining representative data. Nevertheless, a mass 
balance-kinetic model will give better general understanding of such situations. Also, this, coupled with 
some sorption tests, could give some limited predictive capability. 
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Table 1-1. Systems exhibiting sorption behavior. 
Environment Situation Sorbent Sorbate 
water treatment taste and odor powdered taste and odor 
control activated carbon compounds 
water treatment flocculation alum floc bacteria, viruses, 
particulates, 
molecular compounds 
water treatment ion exchange, resins ion, molecules 
softening 
water treatment rapid sand schmutzdecke bacteria, viruses, 
filtration on filter colloids 
wastewater aerobic waste activated colloidal materials, 
treatment treatment sludge bacteria, viruses 
wastewater physico-chemical powdered dissolved and 
treatment treatment activated carbon suspended BOD 
wastewater tertiary treat- granular residual organic 
treatment ment, packed bed activated carbon compounds 
or fluidized bed 
wastewater septic tank clay soil detergent compounds 
disposal leaching fields fraction (ABS, LAS, etc.). 
bacteria, viruses 
wastewater injections in granular porous various chemical 
disposal aqUifer or media compounds as may 
seepage be disposed 
hydrologic streams or lakes soil particles various chemical 
cycle compounds 
streams or lakes algae biomass various chemical 
compounds and 
colloidal particulates 
For the packed bed reactor, however, a mass balance-kinetic model is both feasible and 
quantitatively useful. Such a model would give an analytical capability to design and to develop operating 
guidelines. A suitable kinetic model is the necessary first step as the input to the continuous flow mass 
balance model. 
Other studies 
rhe subject of chemical kinetics, although a fundamental area of physical chemistry, has a history 
dating back only to the turn of the century. Not much work has been done until recently. A good deal of 
effort has been expended in using kinetics to ascertain mechanisms of organic reactions. Consequently some 
sorption investigators have modeled their work after studies in enzyme kinetics. The Michaelis-Menton 
equation, modeling enzyme transfers, is an example well known to sanitary engineers. Laidler (I 967) 
summarizes some of the history of chemical kinetics. 
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Some of the studies done by soil scientists and those working in adsorption and ion-exchange have 
done little more than present concentration changes with time for the chemical species being studied. There 
has been little in the way of systematic investigation of sorption kinetics oriented toward determining a rate 
equation. Laidler (1967) proposes a number of possible rate equations, a few of which have been modified 
to appear as proposed rate laws for this work. 
Jenny (I 936) and Thomas (1944) were the first to propose rate laws relevant to sorption systems 
which were patterned after second order reactions. Glueckauf (1955) in studies of chromalography has 
proposed a rate law to describe the sorbate concentration change within spherical particles. Helferrich 
(1962) outlines the fundamentals of ion exchange sorption and some proposed empirical rate laws; some of 
the latter have been useful for this \vork. The latest work pertinent to this effort is that of DiGiano and 
Weber (1972), who have developed integrated functions derived from diffusion equations for liquid and 
solid phases. 
There have been no studies, however, which have systematically explored proposed rate laws, with 




Sorption has two operative aspects: migration and bonding. Migration occurs by turbulent 
convection, or bulk convectIOn, and then by molecular diffusion withIn the solid phase to the bonding site. 
Fick's first law l~ the theoretical basis for describing molecular diffusion as a migration process. Sorption 
bonding is not well understood in fundamental terms but it IS most often hypothesized as due to van der 
Waal's forces, Lhough chemical forces are postulated in some cases. The nature of the bonding process IS, 
however, not ot primary interest here: rather the phenomenological description of the equilibrium 
condition is of greatest concern. Neither is the convective mode of migration of interest; molecular 
diffusion at the liquid film and within the particle is the operative mechanism important in non-flow kinetic 
systems. 
Sorption may be broadly defined as the bonding of two unlike particles, one of which must be 
particulate in size. This implies that both particles may be particulate (for example soilebacteria, soil-virus, 
activated carbon-bacteria, etc.), or one may be particulate and the other molecular (for example, soil-ABS, 
soil-ion, activated carbon-dissolved BOD). Sorption might be classed, for this work, in two categories 
according to the nature of the bonding: 
Adsorption: the bonding interaction is of the van der Waal's type; the force is 
induced by the arrangement of forces, there being no net change: the 
Leonard-lones 6-12 potential (Hill, 1960, or Hirschfelder et al., 1954) 
describes this interaction mathematically. 
Ion exchange: The bonding interation is purely electrostatic in nature. 
The substance in solution (or suspension) being sorbed is called the sorbate (or adsorbate); the 
particulate matter taking up the sorbate is called the sorbent (or adsorbent). 
The sorbent contains bonding sites which may attach certain particles. These sites are occupied in 
proportion to the intensity of competition among the sorbate particles for the sorption sites . In a gas 
environment the sorbate bonds while retaining a thermal kinetic energy can be modeled as a harmonic 
oscillator (Hill, 1960). In liquids the medium itself introduces complexities and a good model does not 
exist. Figure 2-1 illuatrates the concept of sorption as a statistical phenomenon; the sideways arrows 
indicate the vibration about the site. The figure may be misleading if taken literally, in that most sorption 




Figure 2-1. Sorption as a statistical phenomenon. 
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The sorbate-sorbent reaction can occur under any circumstances that bnng the reactants in 
contact; the enclosure or system containing the reactants is called the reactor. The reactor may be a packed 
bed of granular particles, or a fluidized bed-depending upon whether the drag motIOn of the moving fluid 
is sufficient to cause suspension of the sorbent particlBs. In a natural system the analog to the reactor would 
be the stream channel which would be a fluidized bed, with its suspended and bed-load sediment acting as 
the sorbent; in groundwater flow the soil matrix would act as a fixed bed reactor. 
Sorption as a reaction 
Discussion of kinetics or equilibrium must be with reference to a reaction. Whatever the nature of 







C + X ~ C· X ........................... (2-1a) 
C + X ~ X ............................. (2-1b) 
sorbate concentration (gm/cm 3) 
unoccupied sorbent sites (gm unoccupied sorbate capacity/gm sorbent) 
sorbate.sorbent complex (gm sorbate/gm sorbent/cm3 ) 
same as C·X 
Sorption equilibrium 
Equation (2-1) may be somewhat simplified in that water of hydration, if it exists, is not 




[Cr:< [X]* . (2-2) 
where the asterisk superscript designates equilibria and K is the reaction equilibrium constant. 
Concentration and activity are assumed equal. After making the [gllowing changes: 




,I, [Xr:~ . X'I'=: 
X = X~:~ + X~:~ ITl 
or 
X = X +X 
ITl 
where 
the total number of available sorption sites per gram of sorbent 







When Equations (2-3) - (2-7) are inserted ill Equation (2-2) the equilibrium statement is obtained. 
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a ::: 





which is the usual expression for the Langmuir isotherm. The only reason j or the foregoing exercise IS to 
relate the Langmuir equilibrium equation to the conventional exp'·e<.;siol1 for chemical equilibrium and 10 
tie the adsorption reaction more firmly to the cOllventlOnal molecular chemical reactiol1. rhe Langmuir 
equation can be de"ived other ways also (Hill. 1(60). and it can be ';\1\ 'wn to be the special mOllolayer case 
of the BET (Brunauer-Emmett-Telled, multi-layer adsorption isotherm (Hill. 1(60). 





which is amenable I( I reflressltlI1 analysis of data 
Temperature effect on equilibrium 
where 
The van 'j Hoff equation is expressed 
log a ::: 
standard state enthalpy l)f reaction 
gas constant 
absolute temperature ( OK) 
constant 
. . . (1 10) 
(1-11 ) 
This equation, conventionally used in ordinary chemical reaction, has been shown also to work for bacteria 
adsorbed on activated carbon and bacteria adsorbed on soil (Hendricks et a1., 1970). It should work also for 
the sorption of any molecular species. 
Kinetics of sorption 
In discussions of sorption kinetics, the rate of sorbate-sorbent bonding, or reaction kinetics, is not 
felt to be rate limiting. The rate limiting mechanism is the migration of the sorbate particles to the sorbent 
bonding site. This occurs in two phases, liquid and solid. 
The sorbate is delivered to the vicinity of the sorbent by turbulence or bulk convective transport. 
In the vicinity of the sorbent exterior surface a sorbate concentration gradient develops Figure 1-2 
illustrates this showing concentration gradients for two time periods. The descriptive mathematical model 
for either of these concentration gradients is Fick's first law of molecular diffusion, Equation (2-12) 
j = - DV' C . (2-12) 
6 
bulk of solution 






flux density of migrating sorbate (gm sorbate/sec/cm2) 
diffusion coefficient of migrating sorbate in liquid or solid phase as the case may 
be (cm 2/sec) 
concentration of sorbate (gm/cm 3) 




dt = j. a = 
D a de 
~ dr 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (2-13) 
mass of sorbate (gm) 
time (sec) 
total surface area normal to flux gradient (cm 2) 
diffusion coefficient of sorbate in liquid medium (cm 2 /sec) 
radial distance from center of particle (cm) 
If the concentration gradient is assumed linear within the distance, 0 , from the particle, where 0 is the 













5 (C - C) o 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (2-14) 
. . . . (2-15) 
in which Co :::: concentration of sorbate in the bulk of solution (gm/cm 3). Equation (2-15) is for "film 
diffusion. " 
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For the solid phase diffusion, 
in which 
dX 
- • (p V) = dt D 8 
dX 
.................... (2-16) a dr 
density of sorbent particle (gm/cm 3 ) 
volume of sorbent particle (cm 3 ) 
diffusion coefficient for sorbate in solid medium (cm2 /sec) 






D • a 
__ 8 _ {X):( [C(t)] 
p·V·t6.r X (t) } 
.......... (2-17) 
Langmuir isotherm function for sorb ate saturation concentration in solid phase 
at the surface of the particle in contact with liquid phase sorbate concentration, 
C(t) (gm sorbate/gm sorbent) 
sorbate concentration in solid phase at a distance I1r from particle surface (gm 
sorbate/gm sorbent) 
Equation (2-17) describes "particle kinetics." 
Equation (2-17) is not operationally useful unless some further approximations are made such as 
whether 6. r should be taken as the radius of the sorbent and whether X( t) should be a mean concentration 
of sorbate within the sorbent vis-a-vis a point concentration. Even then, C(t), the anchor point, is not 
determinate. 
Another approach toward an analytical solution is to carry Equation (2-16) further in terms of 
Fick's second law. Glueckauf (I955) has done this, but the situation is a difficult mathematical exercise 
involving some idealizations which deviate from the reality of an operational situation. Also, because tillS 
work is oriented to the need for a good kinetic expression of sorption, the solution, per se, to Equation 
(2-17) is of little interest. Therefore the approach taken, and the one felt to be the more pragmatic for 
these purposes, is empirical. 
Empirical rate equations 
l-Iiester and Vermeulen (I952) show that the form of the rate law will be the same no matter 
which mechanism controls sorption rate. For these purposes it matters little what the mechanism is as long 
as there exists a suitable mathematical description of the phenomenon. Both reaction kinetics and diffusion 
are considered under the label of kinetics. Neither does it matter whether the rate equation is rational or 
empirical. Rationality was used as a guide in the ·search for an empirical rate law. Six plausible rate laws are 
listed as follows, differentiating rate coefficients, D, by subscripts. 
dX 
dt = 












= D (X - X) 2 rn 






. . . . . . (2-20) 
(2-21) 
- r -,', - X] 
= DsLC(X'" - X) - -;- .................. (2-22) 
Each of these rate laws is some expression of a departure from equilibrium. They were obtained 
mostly from literature references [Le. Hiester and Vermeulen (1952), Thomas (1944), Helferrich (I 962), 
Laidler (1967)]. Equations (2-18) and (2-19) are first order reaction expressions. Equations (2-20) and 
(2-21) are second order rate laws. In Equations (2-22) and (2-23) Equation (2-16) is used as the basis and 
the rate of formation of X is proportional to the 2!..0duct of the reactant concentrations, [C] [X] , at any 
given instant, minus the reactant concentrations, XI a, which would be in psuedo-equilibrium with the 
product concentrations existing at any given time. In other words, these equations are expressions of 




In exploring the rate laws, Equations (2-18) to (2-23), three areas are considered. These are: (I) 
rationale for testing and desIgn of experiments, (2) experimental setup and measurements, (3) processing 
and analysis of data. Each of these areas is described. 
Rationale for testing and design of experiments 
The approach used in searching for a rate law is quite simple. First a rate law must be proposed. 
This has been done in Equations (2-18) to (2-23), respectively. Others may be included, but these six were 
felt to hold more promise than others. This is based upon previous work, discussions in the literature, and 
the fact that each has some rational basis relating to the ideas of seco!1d order kinetics and Fick's first law. 
Second, for a proposed rate law, all variables must be determined, either by direct measurel!!.ent or 
calculation. To illustrate, USIng Equation (2-20), all terms can be determined independently, except D3, the 
dependent variable. For])3 either a constant or a predictable coefficient is sought. 
Third, the task is to create in the laboratory, the conditions to make each of the variables 
determinable. And finally, the testing must be done over a wide enough range of conditions to give 
credence to any proposed generalized rate law resulting. 
Batch reactor tests 
The laboratory flask containing a sorbate solution, into which sorbent particles are introduced, is a 
batch reactor (called here a "test unit"). The "test unit" is the experimental basis for determining all of the 
independent variables in Equations (2-18) to (2-23). 
The depletion rate, dC/dt, of the sorbate from solution in the flask equals exactly the rate of 
uptake, dX/dt, by the sorbent. Measurement of sorbate concentration, C, at regular time intervals (the 
collection of measurements for a single flask is called a "run") will give the sorbate concentration depletion 
curve with time. The amount of sorbate depleted from solution is equal to that taken up by the solid phase, 




c V - C V = X' (grams of sorbent) ............. (3-1) 
o 
initial sorbate concentration at time t = 0 (gm/ml) 
volume of solution (ml) 
Thus, for a given elapsed time, X can be calculated by measuring C; correction must be made also 
for the amount of solution removed for sampling; not shown in Equation (3-1) to avoid obscuring the basic 
idea. 
From this X vs t relationship the uptake curve can be constructed, as shown in Figure 3-1. This 
curve is the basis for the kinetic analysis of sorption uptake for the batch reactor. It can be seen in Figure 
3-1 that dX/dt, C, and X can be determined at any chosen point on the X curve. The only independent 
variables not available directly then, in Equations (2-18) to (2-23), are those related to the Langmuir 










- -:k- C* -
Figure 3-1. Depletion of sorbate from solution and sorption uptake. 
Langmuir isotherm 
Figure 3-] shows that if the batch reactor test is continued long enough in time the C and X curves 
will level off asymptotically. This is the equilibrium condition and the corresponding values are labeled C* 
and X*. If many batch reactor "test units" are "run" for a constant temperature, then enough C*. X* pairs 
can be generated to determine the Langmuir constants a and Xm, by least squares fitting to Equation 
(2-10). Appendix C illustrates how this is done. Once the a and Xm constants are known, for a given 
temperature. then X* can be determined for any value of C* using Equation (2-9). 
The remaining independent variable is X* This is calculated once ex. and Xm are determined, using 
as the argument the C value corresponding to point on the X vs t curve which has been chosen for kinetic 
analysis. This IS rationalized on the presumption or hypothesis that the solid phase psuedo-equilibrium 
corresponding to C is the driving force in the solid phase. Also it may be plausible to assume that the 
surface molecular layer of the sorbent particle is at local equilibrium with the bulk of solution. 
All of the variables, C, X, X*, Xm, ex. , in the proposed rate equations, (2-18) to (2-23), are avail-
able leaving only 51 ... , °6 , to be calculated. This is the essential approach to determine 0, values for the 
six proposed rate equations. 
Analysis of uptake curves 
It is Important in developing procedures for data analysis to ascertain whether the sorption uptake 
curve. Figure 3-1, can be expressed mathematically. Either of the curves shown can be plotted as a straight 







t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (3-2) 
mathematical intercept point on semi-log graph obtained by least squares 
regression analysis (gm rhodamine-B/gm sorbent) 
slope of best fit curve of (X*I - X)vs t data as semi-log plot (hrs· l ) 
11 
x* r 
log CX*r - Xl A /2 .• 3 
Figure 3-2. Linearized plot of sorption uptake. 
Also, it should be clear, as explained below, that 
X~:~ == X>:~ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (3-3) 
The distinction is that X* is determined by the asymptote of the arithmetic curve, Figure 3-1, and )(*1 is 
determined as the intercept in the semi-log plot, Figure 3-2. 
Rewnting Equation (3-2) in arithmetic form gives: 
X = X *1' [1 _ 10- ( 2~ 3.t~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (J.4) 
Equation (3-4) is significant from an analysis standpoint in that it is the key to unlock the whole 
data processing automation scheme, discussed later. It means that the determination of dX/dt can be done 
by calculation (instead of graphically), and that all 6ther variables can be kept track of and calculated on 
the computer. 
Range of testing 
The testing procedure consisted of determining uptake curves, as sketched in Figure 3-1, for the 
range of conditions shown in Table 3-1. Table 3-1 summarizes the laboratory testing accomplished in the 
search for a workable rate law. This table also defines a "set" which means that all variables-sorbate, 
sorbent, and temperature-were held constant while initial concentration in the flask was varied as indicated 
in the. Table 3-1 footnote. Each element in the "set" is called a "test unit" which is an individual 4 liter 
flask con.taining a specified sorbate concentration at time zero. After introducing the sorbent, the flask 
contents are stirred continuously and sampled at intervals to determine the sorbate concentration curve 
with time. Sampling is done until the sorbate concentration no longer changes. The collection of sampling 
results for a given test unit is called a "run." As indicated in Table 3-1, each "set" consisted of 30 different 
test units. Since Table 3-1 shows 9 "sets," there were some 270 "test units" in which a sqrption "run" was 
taken. This resulted in the generation of 270 X vs t plots of the type shown in Figur~ 3~ I ; FigUre B-3 shows 
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sample data and calculated results for one of these runs. Figure B-4 is a sample uptake curve corresponding 
to the Figure B-3 results. In all 270 test units each of Figures B-3 and B-4 were generated to allow 
inspection of results. Each of these "runs" was kinetically analyzed. Also one "ru"n," since it was continued 
until equilibrium was reached, resulted in one C*, X* point for constructing the Langmuir isotherm. Thus, 
each Langmuir isotherm was based upon 30 points. In some cases, points were rejected after inspection of 
the graphs generated for the linearized Langmuir isotherm if the points were obviously not consistent with 
the others. or if they resulted in negative intercepts. 
Table 3-1. Test conditions for sorption uptake kinetics. 
Sorbent Sorbate 
Temperature 
Substance Amount Substance Initial liquid °C 
(mOist concentration 
weight) (lJ g/ml) 
Dowex 50 1.0 gm Rhodamine-B 0.075a 10° 
resin to 
400 
l.Ogm 0.075 20° 
to 
400 
1.0gm 0.075 30° 
to 
400 
1.Ogm 0.075 40 u 
to 
400 
Filtrasorb 1.0gm Rhodamine-B 0.075 10° 
200, activated to 
carbon 400 
1.0gm 0.075 20° 
to 
400 
1.Ogm 0.075 30° 
to 
400 
1.Ogm 0.075 40° 
to 
400 
aConcentrations tested were 0.075, 0.100,0.200, 0.500, 1.00, 5.00, 10.00, 15.00, 20.00, 25.00, 30.00, 35.00, 
40.00, 45.00, 50.00, 60.00, 70.00, 80.00, 90.00, 100.00, 125, 150, 175. 200, 225, 250, 275, 300, 350, 400 ).1g/ml 
rhodamine-B for each test condition shown. 
It can be seen in Table 3-1 that two sorbents were thoroughly tested. and the temperature 
influence was determined as well. In addition some exploratory testing was done using different amounts of 
sorbent and then a different sorbent. One, a Duolite S-30, was excluded from further testing due to the 
long time required to reach eqUilibrium (several months) and the high adsorption capacity 
The limit to testing was the time required to reach eqUilibrium (30 to 60 days in some cases) and 
the manpower limitations in keeping a set of batch tests going. Despite the fact that the water bath would 
hold more than 20 four-liter flasks, 15 was all that could be handled at one time by one person. 
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Experimental set-up and measurements 
_ h~_ setting up the laboratory experiments as a basis for determining the independent variables 
dX/dt, C, X. X*. Xm 01., several considerations are important: (l) selection of reactants, (2) labor available 
to handle experiments, (3) measurement of sorbate, (4) experimental apparatus, (5) control of temperature, 
and (6) a laboratory protocol. 
Sorbate. A red fluorescent dye, rhodamine-B. was used as the sorbate in all experiments. 
Chemically, rhodamine-B is an organic molecule having the chemical formula C28H3! CIN 2 0 3 ; and the 
chemical name tetraethyl-diamino-o-carboxy-phenylxan-thenyl chloride. The molecular weigh; is 47g. It is 
highly soluble in water but more soluble in ethyl alcohol. Its fluorescence changes only over a period of 
days or weeks when exposed to sunlight. The effect of pH is not detectable over small ranges. It IS strongly 
excited to fluorescence by adsorption of light 550 )J wave length. This property is used in detection and 
measurement The fluorescence emitted by the exciting wave length is proportional to the dye 
concentration. 
This dye was used as the sorbate because. (I) it sorbs on most materials. and (2) It IS easy and 
quick to measure. Laboratory grade rhodamine-B (Aldrich RqS) was used in experiments. Distilled or 
deionized water was the solvent. Stock solutions were prepared by weighing powdered dye taken directly 
from the bottle, using the analytical balance; the dye was not oven dried prior to weighing due to 
uncertainty over whether its properties would change. 
Sorbents. Two sorbents were used in these experiments. Dowex 50 resin and activated charcoal 
(Calgon Filtrasorb 200). These were used because they were in particle size ranges (1- 2 mm) found in many 
systems (natural and packed bed reactors) of interest. they could sorb significant quantities of 
rhodamine-B, and the time span to reach equilibrium with rhodamine-B was not prohibitive. This was 
established by pilot testing. The matter of contact time necessary to reach equilibrium is an important 
consideration. One sorbent, Duolite S-30. was rejected for example because after six weeks some pilot runs 
still had not shown signs of reaching an equilibrium condition. Despite these concerns. some runs with the 
Dowex 50 did take as long as two months to reach an equilibrium condition. Manufacturers' literature fOr 
these two sorbents is given in Appendix A. 
The Dowex 50 resin was prepared for use by: (l) washing in distilled water to remove color, fines, 
and detritus, (2) soaking in H+ excess for several days, and (3) washing again in distilled water. The 
activated carbon was used intact from the can after an initial wash with demineralized water to remove 
fines. All weights given for sorbents are on an oven-dry basis. The oven-dry weight was determined for the 
samples used in batch kinetic experiments by weighing in the moist state the desired experimental amount 
for a given run. Duplicate samples were also weighed, oven dried, and weighed again. The last weight was 
used as the oven-dry weight of sorbate introduced into the flask. 
Sorbate measurement-instrumentation. Rhodamine-B solution concentration was measured by a 
Turner Model III fluorometer, with a Turner No. 110-532 combination green primary filter and a Turner 
No. 110-833 orange secondary fIlter, with 1 percent density filter, which was fitted with a constant 
temperature door. Rhodamine-B measurement is very sensitive to temperature so the system shown in 
Figure 3-3 was used to maintain temperature exactly at 20.0oC for all measurements; variation was not 
observed. The procedure was to dilute the sample, if necessary, and then equilibrate in the water bath 
containing one or two samples, to 20°C and then measure the dye concentration of each sample by the 
fluorometer. All fluorometer measurements were made using the matched cuvettes. 
Temperature control for fluorometer measurements. Figure 3-3 shows the system used to maintain 
20.0oC temperature for all measurements with the flUorometer. This system consisted of a Neslab Model 
RT23 refrigerated circulating thermostat, Circulating water to a water bath which held an accumulated 
number of samples, for temperature equilibration and measurement of fluorescence. From the water bath a 
laboratory pump circulated water through the constant temperature door accessory for the Turner 
fluorometer. Temperature was always measured in the water bath prior to any measurements. 
Fluorometer calibration. Calibrations were run from a stock solution of 1.0000 gm/L rhodamine-B 
distilled water, diluted with distilled water to the range desired. Calibrations were run at three 
temperatures, 20°C, 25°C, and 30°C, and at four sensitivity ranges IX, 3X, lOX, and 30X. Curves obtained 
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Figure 3-3. Measurement system for Rhodamine-B fluorescence determination. 
were linear. Appendix A contains calibration curves used for these experiments. The stock solution was 
prepared from rhodarnine-B weighed directly from the bottle without oven drying. 
Selected matched cuvettes, 7.5 cm x 1.2 cm diameter, were used fo r measurement in the 
fluorometer. These cuvettes were selected from over 500 cheap grade cuvettes. using the fluorometer to 
detect differences. About 20 matched cuvettes were obtained by this screening procedure. 
Experimental system. Erlenmeyer flasks of four liter volume were used as reaction vessels. These 
were stirred constantly at 300 rpm during the depletion-uptake experiment by Wilkins-Anderson No. 86100 
electrIC stirrers having stainless steel paddle blades 2.0 cm x 10.0 cm. Constan t temperature was maintained 
by means of a wooden fiberglass-lined water bath 180 cm in length by 91 cm in width by 45 cm in depth, 
containing about 30 cm water depth. Maintaining the specified temperature was critical For thIS purpose a 
second refrigerated circulating thermostat (Neslab Model RT23) was used. This CIrculator was capable of 
maintaining 100r to 40°C in the water bath, with no observed deviations, when the water bath was covered 
with a plastic cover Sixteen experimental flasks were operated simultaneously in the water bath. Figure 3-4 
is a sketch of the water bath system. Figure 3-5 is a photograph of the system showing the plastic cover in 
place and the electric stirring motors mounted above the flasks. 
Experimental procedure. The following steps constituted the experimental procedure for a series 
of tests (usually 30) at a given temperature. 
(1) Bring the water bath to specified temperature. 
(2) Prepare an array of 30 four-liter flasks of liquid volume 4000 ml, having a range in initial 
rhodarnine-B concentrations. 0.075,0.100,0.200,0.500, 1.000, 5.000, 10.000,20.000, 
25.000, 30.000, 35.000, 40.000, 45.000, 50.000, 60.000, 70.000, 80.000, 90.000, 
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Figure 3-4. Sketch of water bath system for batch kinetic experiments. 
(3) Equilibrate 16 flasks to the specified temperature in the water bath. 
(4) Weigh the sorbent in the moist state such that about 0.48 gm oven-dry material is present 
for each flask-just prior to introduction. 
(5) Take 10.0 ml samples from each flask to obtain exact initial conditions. 
(6) At time t=O introduce weighed amounts, approximately 0.48 gm oven-dry, of sorbent 
into four-liter flasks (steps 4 and 5 are repeated through the week until 16 flasks are in 
operation simultaneously). 
(7) Begin measurement of rhodamine-B depletion 
a. Take 10.0 ml samples using a pipette at frequent intervals (minutes), gradually 
increasing to hours by the end of the first day of measurements. 
b. Store each sample in cuvettes in the constant temperature bath in fabricated 
plastic cuvette rack, in proper row and column corresponding to flask and time 
of sample. 
c. Read fluorescence of samples, using matched curvetts for reading; dilute if 
necessary and read again. 
d. Continue sampling at intervals of twice each day until there is no change in 
sorbate concentration with successive days of sampling (this may be days or 
weeks). 
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Figure 3-5. Photograph of water bath system for batch kinetic experiments. 
(8) Record all data: date and clock time at time of sampling, corresponding instrument 
reading, dilution volumes, instrument temperature, filter and sensitivity on IBM coding 
sheets. 
(9) Process data, using computer program AOMEGA. 
Data processing and analysis 
For each of the 270 experimental uptake curves similar to Figure 3-1, ten dX/dt slopes should be 
measured at different points along the curve, which if analyzed, would result in 2260 calculation rows. 
From these calculations,15 can be determined for each of the six rate equations. 
The large amount of data processing could restrict any kinetic research to a more modest effort. 
Therefore a computer program called AOMEGA was developed which has resulted in a complete 
automation of data processing and analysis. 
Data inputs. To implement the program in data processing, Fortran coding sheets were printed as 
shown in Tables B-la and B-1 b. All experimental data were recorded directly on these coding sheets. Table 
B-1 a records the initial fixed conditions of the particular flask. Table B-1 b records the sampling in terms of 
elapsed time, fluorometer dial reading in measuring fluorescence of sample, temperature of fluorometer 
door, filter number and sensitivity range of the instrument, and the dilution volumes to which the sample 
was diluted before reading. Twelve different fluorometer calibration curves were stored in the program and 
so the correct curve was picked by the program algori thm using filter density, temperature, and instrument 
sensitivity as arguments. 
Table B-1 identifies the variables and gives instructions for preparing the data deck. Figure B-2a is 
a listing of the program; some sample data are listed at the end of the program, in Figure B-2b. 
Output of A OMEGA. The program AOMEGA is a composite of a number of successive 
subprograms each designed to accomplish tasks necessary in the analysis of data. Table 3-2 summarizes the 
individual tasks accomplished by this program and gives some indication of the rational basis for each task 
and indicates the location of sample output. Appendix B contains sample exhibits of all output. 
Computer. All computer work was done on a Univac 1108 located in Salt Lake City at the 
University of Utah and reached by a remote terminal in the Engineering Building at Utah State University. 
Plotting was done by the Gerber plotter at the University of Utah Computer Center. 
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Table 3-2. Summary of AOMEGA tasks in ad,tQmation of kinetic data computations and analyses. 
I 
Task Principle or Operation 
(1 ) Determi nes rhodami ne-B dye Pi cks cor~ect fl uorometer 
concentration levels at different calibratid'n 'c!'urve (out of 12), 
tim~s using arguments (temperature, 
filter, sensitivity range) and 
then instrument reading 
(2) Computes solid phase Equation (3-1) 
concentrations, X vs time 
Illustration 
(a) Figure A-l shows fi"uorometer 
calibration curves stored in computer 
program 
(b) Output including data shown ;n 
Figure B-3 
Figure 8-3 
(3) Computes best fit curve of X 
vs time and determines constants 
for Equation (3-2). and Rand R2 
of best fit 
Lelst squares regression analyses I Figure 8-3 
of log X vs t data using REGLOG i 
subroutine, based on Equation (3-2 
(4) Plots graph of X vs time X vs t data from Figure 8-3a are Figure 8-4 
(5) Oetermines_equllibrium 
concentrations X* and C* for 
each individual test 
(6) Computes Langmuir isotherm 
coefficients, a and Xmax using 
all equilibrium data raoout 30 
runs for each set) giving also 
Rand R2 
plotted on arithmetic scales; best 
fit curve is drawn by plotter in i 
accordance with Equation (3-4) 
using constants derived from 
least squares fit 
Asymtotes are determined using 
average of all data in "orizontal I 
portion of graph, rejectir.g data 
points having large discrepancy 
from average. 
Least squares regression analysis 
of X ... · 'VS C* using REGLOG 
subroutine 
Figure B-3, 8-4 
Figure B-5--tabular output of C* 
and X* data~ with a and Xmax out~ut 
and Rand RL values from reorESSlon 
analysis of linearized L~rgmuir 
isotherm 
(7) Plots linearized Langmuir 
isotherm and Langmuir isotherm 
i Isotherm points are plotted for I Fi gure 8-6 and 8-7 
(8) Finds X/X* = 0, 0.1, ... , 
0.9 on X vs t curve 
I each ex~erimenta1 set; isotherms 
! are drawn in accordance with 
I 
Equations (2-9) and (2-10) 
I respectively 
I i Newton Raphson iteration 
I 




,. B 8 I Flgure -
! Fi gure 8-8 
I at those points on the X vs t I taken at times corresponding 
curve having X/X* values CIS I to specified X/X* values I 
sped fied above I -(l-0-)--De-t-e-rm-i-n-e-s-r-a-te--1-aw--------~i-Eq-U-a-t-io-n-s-(-2---l8-)--to--(-2--2-3-)-a-r-e----I~1 F-i-g-ur-e--8--9----------------------
coeffi cients 01, ... , '06 for I 1.he bases for the respect; ve I 
six proposed rate laws : D calculations 
-----------------.------------------+i -------- . -... -----.. ----.--
(11) Plots each '0 'IS C set of i Uses data directly from I Figures,B-10 to B-1:' fo;" IT, to '06 ' determinations using different I Figure 8-9 I respe,~tlVel'y 
plot symbol s for eacil 'lIX"" va 1 ue 
--------------------------~- ---------(12) Does regression a~alysis Least s~uares regression analysis Figure 8-16 
of all 0 vs C by X/X* categories of log On vs log C using REG LOG 






As outlined in Chapter 3, the 270 experimental "runs" to determine sorption uptake with time 
were analyzed by program AOMEGA in terms of the six proposed kinetic rate equations, Equations (2-18) 
to (2-23). The corresponding IT coefficients then were each examined to ascertain ordering in terms of the 




D = f (C, X/X~:(, T) ...................... (4-1) 
non-specific rate coefficient for any of the proposed rate equations 
relative degree of sorbent saturation by a given sorbate 
The complete computer analysis of 0 1 , O2, ... , '06 is given in Appendix D in both statistical and 
graphical form, and is described in the following sections. Also, since the term X* is an implicit part of 
most of the proposed rate equations, the Langmuir isotherm constants a and Xm must be defined, which is 
done sUbsequently. 
In addition to using Equation (4-1) as an organizing scheme to ascertain which, if any, of the 
proposed rate equations is the best kinetic model of sorption, Equation (4-1) needs to be expressed 
mathematically in a quantitative form using experimental data. This is done for i\, the coefficient 
belonging to Equation (2-20), which proved to be the best of those tested. Such a quantitative expression 
of kinetics will permit computer simulation. 
Langmuir isotherm constants 
All equilibrium data for each of the nine "sets" of experiments are shown in both tabular and 
graphical form in Appendix C. These data were fit to Equation (2-10) by least squares, using the REGLOG 
subroutine in AOMEGA, which returned to the main program a, Xm R, and R2. These values are shown in 
Appendix C in the tabular computer output page for the respective "set." Then the a and Xm values were 
used as arguments in Equations (2-9) and (2-10) in drawing, by the Gerber plotter, the corresponding 
Langmuir isotherms and the linearized Langmuir isotherms, also shown in Appendix C on the same graphs 
containing the equilibrium data. [Those pages of tabular output containing less than 30 C*, X* pairs may 
have had some of these pairs thrown out with manual intervention in this portion of AOMEGA. This was 
because in some cases the least squares regression resulted in a negative intercept.] 
All of the output data, a, ~, R, R2, are summarized in Table 4-1. To determine the aCT) 
functional relationship, these data are plotted in accordance with the van't Hoff relation, Equation (2-11), 
giving Figure 4-1. 
The van't Hoff relation rearranged has the form 
(~HO IT +C ) 
\Z.3R A vh 10 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (4-2) a = 
The curve fitted by eye to the Dowex 50 data in Figure 4-1 has the values of the constants as 
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Table 4-1. Results of analysis of equilibrium data in terms of Langmuir isotherm. 
Number Xm Commenr"a 
Sorbent Sorb ate T of R R2 a 
{OC) runs 
)J g sorb ate 
gm sorbent 
Dowex 50 Rhodamine-B 10 30 .869 . 756 180,406 .1260 electric motor stir . 
20 27 .898 . 806 244,190 .1955 electric motor stir . 
30 23 .965 .931 275,079 .2458 electric motor stir. 
40 30 .979 .958 275,032 .5051 electric motor stir. 
20 17 .995 .989 185,000 .2194 electric motor stir. 
[varying amounts of 
Dowex 50 (1.0 to 
5.0gm)J 
Activated Rhodamine-B 10 28 .976 953 94,689 . 1884 electric motor stir . 
Carbon 20 34 .966 .933 172,309 . 1284 electric motor stir . 
(Filtrasorb 200) 30 27 .995 .990 164,256 .3089 electric motor stir. 
40 15 .998 .996 142,469 . 1997 electric motor stir . 
aExcept as noted 1.0 gm sorbent (wet) was used in all experimental flasks. 
= - 1256 and C
vh = 3.50 
The activated carbon data in Figure 4-1 are too scattered to define a curve, and so for lack of any better 
approach, and for working purposes the same curve fit and corresponding constants are used. 
For the term Xm,data from Table 4-1 are plotted in Figure 4-2. A semi-log fit gives a relationship 









= X-I 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (4-3) 
In u 
ultimate sorbent capacity, or horizontal asymptote on Xm vs T 
slope of semi-log fit of (Xu - XnJ vs T 
constant 
temperature in degrees centigrade 
temperature in degrees Kelvin 
Constants for both Equations (4~2) and (4-3) are summarized in Table 4-2. 
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Figure 4-1. Langmuir constants for Filtrasorb 200 and Dowex 50 plotted in accordance with van't Hoff's 
relation from data in Table 4-1, 
Kinetic analyses 
In order to compare the six kinetic rate equations for sorption uptake. it is necessary to look for 
some order in the 2700 determinations of 1\ ' D2 , "" I\, respectively, Equation (4-1) hypothesizes that 
for a given sorbate-sorbent combination, then D may vary with C, xtK* and temperature If these variables 
do indeed influence any respective 5, then the corresponding plot should reveal it, Thus all D 
determinations, some 2700 for each IT as noted, are arranged according to this scheme; all are plotted and 
statistically analyzed and best fit curves (which are not plotted) are obtained accordingly Appendix D 
shows the D results for each "set" of experimental conditions (two sorbents and four temperatures), 
Appendix D contains 63 figures which allow 51' ,." D6 to be compared both graphically and 
statIstIcally in terms of relative order each exhibits in the respective plots, These figures constitute the main 
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Figure 4-2. Variation of Xm with temperature for both Dowex SO resin and activated carbon (Filtrasorb 
200) in equilibrium with rhodamine-B. 
The tabular computer analyses in Appendix D, found at the beginning of each set of six graphs for 
DI , ... , D6 , respectively, summarize in detail essentially all of the information found in the graphs. This 
output gives good resolution in discerning the curve distinctions (slope and intercept) for each X/X* value, 
0,0.1,0.2, ... , 0.9. 
From these figures the following observations are relevant. 
(1) ~11 D coefficients, except 152, have R2 values in the .90 to .95. (2) D3 has the higher R2 values, being consistently> .95, except at the highest X/X* 
determinations. 
(3) All graphical plots show appreciably less order in the higher concentration ranges. This 
may be due to errors in measurement introduced by multiple dilutions in the higher 
concentration ranges. 
(4) Ds shows a possible independence of either C or X/X*; this if it exists is obscured by 
considerable data scatter at higher concentrations. However, it is worth calling attention 
to in view of its simplicity, as a possible focus for further work. 
Based upon these results, 03 looks the most promising, in terms of exhibited order. It is clear from 
all of the nine graphs, plotting the 153 points, th~t.l53 does possess discernible trends with both sorbate 
concentration, C, and degree of sorbate saturation X/X*. The form of the mathematical relationship IS 
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Table 4-2. Values of a. and Xmtemperature function constants. 
Name of Value of Constant 
Constant Dowex 50 Activated Charcoal 
~Ho (OK) 
2.3R 
- 1256 - 1256 
Cvh 3.50 3.50 
Xu 276,000 175,000 
Kx - .05 - .05 
Kc 5.5 4.9 
10 g D 3 = K S 10 g C + 10 g K I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (4-4) 
for constant )[/5[* and constant temperature, where: 
K S = slope of the log-log plot in number of Y cycles per single X cycle of the best fit 
curve 
K I = arithmetic value of intercept at C = 1 (i.e. log 1 = 0) 
Equation (4-4) can be rewritten as: 
. . (4-5) 
which is the form used in the computer program SORB, outlined in Part II. In Appen~x E. KI and KS are 
labeled "intercept" and "slope" respectively. Values for each are given for each X/X* value in each 
respective temperature set. 
Empirical relation for D3 
E~tion (4-5) empirically describes 153 for any of the nine graphs for D3 shown in Appendix D, 
holding X/X* and T cons~n!: To be operational in computer simulation, the constants KI and K S must be 
delineated as functions of X/X* and T. For clarity it will be best to examine K I first and then K s. 
K I as a function of XjX* and T To ascertain how the constant K{ is affected by X/5(* and T, all 
D3 data in Appendix D are plotted in Figures 4-3 and 4-4 for Dowex 50 reSIn and Filtrasorb 200 activated 
carbon. respectively. Figure 4-3 shows a linear trend with X/X*, with the temperature effect giving further 




K I = IK IX· (X X ) + IK IT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4-6) 
slope of best fit plot of Equation (4-6) with X;X* (.28 for Dowex 50 and 0.0 for 
Filtrasorb 200) 
intercept of best fit plot of Equation (4-6) (function of temperature for Dowex 
50 and .001 for Filtrasorb 200) 
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Figure 4-3 for Dowex 50 shows a reasonable consistency in the domain 3(/5(* = 0.1 to 0.5; and the curves 
shown are based upon the collective consistency in this domain. Figure 4-4 shows that for Filtrasorb 200 
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Figure 4-3. Variation of Kr exponent with 5(/5(* and temperature for Dowex 50 resin and rhodamine-B. 
However plotting /K IT in Equation (4-6) with temperature, using zero intercepts in Figure 4-3 for 
JK IT values, gives Figure 4-5. This plot has the mathematical form: 
IK IT = 
QK TIS T +IK T II) 
10 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (4-7) 
in which 
11< TIS slope of the best fit plot of Equation (4-7) on a semi-log plot 
IKTII intercept of the best fit plot of Equation (4-7) on a semi-log plot 
For the Dowex 50,IK T1S = - .0025, andlK TI1 = .013, and for Filtrasorb 200,/K TIS = 0.0, andlKTII = -3. 
Combining Equations (4-6) and (4-7), gives 
UK • T -HK ) 
K I = IK IX (X / X >:~) + lOT IS T II 
. . . . . . . (4-8) 























Kr = .001 Equation (4-6) 
All data on horizontal line. 
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Figure 4-5. Variation of IK IT with temperature for Dowex 50 resin. 
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Table 4-3. Summary of empirical constants for calculating D as function of C, X/X*, T, for Dowex 50 
and activated charcoal. 
Equation Dependent lndependent Plot Plots Constants Value of Constants 
variables variables form Dowex 50 Act. Char. 
KS 




"s X/X* arith 4-6 and 4-7 -.15 - .14 IKST Equation (4-10) -1.50 IK IX 4-6 "'I X/5(* arith 4-3 and 4-4 IK IT .28 0.0 
IKTSS Equation (4-7) same 
4-10 1KST Tdbs semi-log 4-8 and 4-9 IKTSI ·245 0.0 
IKTIS 
.98 177 
4-7 IKIT T semi-log 4-5 -.0025 0.0 
ifnI 
.013 -3.0 
K S as a function of XjX* and T. The exponent, K S ' of Equation (4-5) is handled in the same 
manner as KI . '!E~ all slope data, called K S here, from the tabular computer output in Appendix Dare 
plotted against XjX* and temperature for Dowex 50 and hltrasorb 200 in Figures 4-6 and 4-7 respectively. 
For both figures the relationship is of the form: 
in which 
II< sx 
KS = 1KSX· (X/X~:~) +tKST .................. (4-9) 
slope of arithmetic plot of Equation (4-9)--a constant (-.15 for Dowex 50 and 
-.14 for Filtrasorb 200) 
intercept of Equation (4-9); a function of temperature 
Plotting IK ST for Dowex 50 and Filtrasorb 200-the intercepts in Figures 4-6 and 4-7 
respectively-against the reciprocal of absolute temperature gives Figures 4-8 and 4-9. The equation 





slope of semi-log plot, Equation (4-10) (-245 for Dowex 50, and 0.0 for 
Filtrasorb 200) 
intercept of semi-log ploL Equation (4-10) (0.98 for Dowex 50 and .177 for 
Filtrasorb 200) 
Combining Equations (4-9) and (4-10) gives 
OK TSS IT b +tK TSr) 
K = IK • (X I X ~:~ ) _ l a s . . . . . (4-11) 
S SX 
Constants are again summarized in Table 4-3. 
Equations (4-5), (4-8), and (4-11) can be combined to arrive at a quantitative expression for .03 in 
terms of C, XjX* and temperature, as suggested in Equation (4-1). Equations (4-5), (4-8), and (4-11), 
combined with the constants in Table 4-3, essentially summarize all of the experimental results relating to 
53 for rhodamine-B and Dowex 50 and rhodamine-B and Filtrasorb 200. These expressions with 
appropriate. constants from Table 4-3, transform Equation (2-20) into an operational kinetic rate equation 
which can be used in a computer program to simulate sorption kinetics. 
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-1.8 X II 
PLOT TEMPERATURE • 
SYMBOL (0 C) II\\!I 
X 10· KS ; -. 15 X I X* + 1KST 
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o 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 
Figure 4-6. Variation of KS exponent with X/X* and temperature for Dowex 50 resin and rhodamine-B. 
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Figure 4-9. Variation oflk ST with temperature for Filtrasorb 200 activated carbon. 
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CHAPTER 5 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This investigation has explored six proposed kinetic rate equations for sorption in an aqueous 
solution. The range in conditions has included: (l) two sorbents: Dowex 50 resin and Filtrasorb 200 
granular activated carbon; (2) four temperatures: 10°, 20°, 30°, 40°C; (3) a wide range in sorbate 
concentrations: .0008 to 200 jJ g/ml rhodamine-B; and varying degrees of relative saturation of sorbent 
with sorbate. The experimental work involved some 270 individual "runs," consisting of sampling sorbate 
depletion by sorbent over a period of time until equilibrium was reached. 
Processing of data involved: (1) conversion of instrument readings of samples to concentrations, 
(2) calculating and plotting sorption uptake data, (3) determining best fit curve to the sorption uptake data, 
(4) taking derivatives of the sorption uptake curves at specified relative degrees of sorbent saturation, (5) 
determining equilibrium conditions and from the equilibrium data for a set of runs, (6) determining the 
Langmuir isotherm constants and plotting the data ~nd best fit curves, (71 determining D} , ... , D6 for each 
of the six proposed rate laws, (8) analyzing each D in terms of C and XjX* statistically, and presenting 
these rela tionshi ps gra phically. 
From these results it was seen that one particular rate equation, Equation (2-20), showed 
consistently high correlations for individual X;X-* values-in the range of .90 - .97 -for all "sets" of runs. 
The rate coefficient for this equation D,L was then analyzed further in terms of X./X* and temperature, and 
an empirical equation incorporating C, xt5(*, and temperature was then determined. It was necessary also 
to determine the relationship of the Langmuir isotherm constants, ex and X
m
, with temperature. In doing 
this a (T) was seen to fit the van't Hoff relation 
By so establishing D3 and X* as quantitative functions of the major influencing variables, the 
kinetics of sorption uptake is amenable to digital computer simulation. This is of great Significance in 
developing a mass balance simulation of a packed bed reactor, where kinetics is the cornerstone term in the 
differential equation. Final verification of Equation (2-20) as a workable rate law in simulation of sorption 
in a packed bed reactor is contingent upon further experiments with columns and with simulation of the 
experimental results. However the weight of experimental evidence from the batch tests suggests that 
Equation (2-20), could be accepted as a feasible phenomenological model of sorption kinetics. 
The program AOMEGA permitted the investigation to not be limited by hand computations and 
hand plotting-which otherwise would definitely limit the scope of any such investigation. 
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2. FLUOROMETER CALIBRATION 
1. Sorbents 
a. Calgon Filtrasorb 200 activated carbon. Filtrasorb 200 is described in Calgon Product Bulletin 
20-1 which follows. 
b. Dowex 50 resin. This is an ion-exchange resin manufactured by Dow Chemical. The Dow book, 
lon-Exchange, is quoted in the pages following the Calgon bulletin. 
Description 
Calgon Corporation's granular activated carbon products Filtrasorb 100 and 200 are made from 
select grades of coal resulting in superior hardness and long life. Produced under rigidly controlled 
conditions by high temperature steam activation, they are high density carbons with hIgh surface areas. 
Their pore structures have been carefully controlled for the adsorption of both high and low molecular 
weight impurities from water. These coal-based carbons wet readily, do not float. and their high density 
allows convenient back washing under conventional flow rate conditions. Each is available in a different 
mesh size to suit specific engineering design requirements. 
Purposes 
Filtrasorb 100 and 200 granular activated carbon products are designed for efficient use in water 
filtration equipment for the removal of organic impurities found in potable and industrial water supplies. 
These impurities include tastes, odors. color. insecticides, detergents, phenols, and other contammants from 
both natural or industrial sources. Furthermore, Filtrasorb 100 and 200 are effective filtration media for 
removal of turbidity and suspended matter. In addition to the adsorption and filtration functions, they are 
capable of concurrently removing excess oxidants such as chlorine and permanganate used in pre-treatment 
application. 
R eactivatio n 
Granular activated carbon has been specifically manufactured for thermal reactivation and re-use. 
Numerous reactivation installations have demonstrated the feasibility and economy of granular carbon 
reactivation. The carbon is handled as a water slurry between the filters and the furnace area. No additional 
labor or labor skills are required to operate a reactivation facility which is automated to run with minimal 
surveillance. (Bulletin No. 20-5 describes the reactivation sequence in greater detail.) 
Advantages 
To the water plant 
Clean process-no dust. 
Reserve capacity of carbon beds eliminates the need for operating adjustments as raw water 
quality fluctuates in regard to organic contamination. 
Lower treatment costs via reactivation and re-use of granular carbon. 
Elimination of pollution caused by discharge of spent powdered carbon to surface waters. 
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To the consumer 
Improved water quality in terms of taste and appearance. 
Reserve capacity of carbon beds provides a safety margin against undetected organic pollutants 
reaching the distribution system. 
Method of use 
Filtrasorb carbon products have been specifically designed for partial or complete replacement of 
sand or coal media in rapid filtration equipment. When replacement is complete, the carbon functions as 
dual purpose media for both adsorption and filtration 
When replacement is partial the carbon functions dS an adsorbent to complement the normal 
filtration process. 
No change in filter operation is required. 
Filtrasorb is also effective as a final adsorption step if prior filtration is desired. 
Your Calgon Corporation representative will help select the most suitable method of meeting 
specified requirements. 
(Bulletin No. 20-3 describes design parameters for use of granular activated carbon in water 
treatment.) 
Physical properties 
Total surface area (N2, BET method) m 2/g 
Bed density backwash and drained, Ibs/ft3 
Particle density wetted in water glcc 
Effective size mm . . 
Uniformity coefficient 
Specifications 
Base Size U.S. Std. Series 
Larger than No.8-Max. % 
Larger than No. 14-Max. % 
Smaller than No. 30-Max. % 
Smaller than No. 40-Max. % 
Mean Particle Dia. mm 
Iodine Number-Min. 
Abrasion Number-Min. 
Ash, Max. % ..... 





30 approx. 30 approx. 
1.4-1.5 1.4-1.5 
0.80-0.90 0.55-0.65 

































Filtrasorb is packaged in four-ply kraft bags, 60 lbs. net, 61 lbs. gross. Available on trailer-truck 
pallets, 42" x 54", maximum 38 bags per pallet -16 pallets maximum number for a standard 40 ft. trailer; 
or on rail car pallets, 48" x 48", maximum 42 bags per pallet-24 pallets maximum per standard 50 ft. rail 
car. Bulk shipments by truck 30,000 lbs minimum; and by rail 50,000 lbs minimum. Less than ton 
quantities are packaged in protective shipping cartons-Tare weight of carton-2 Ibs. Shipping point: 
Catlettsburg, Kentucky. 
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2. Dowex 50 resin 




Top drawing typifies water containing impurities. 
Middle drawing shows water being exposed to a 
particle of fresh activated carbon. The bottom 
drawing represents the impurities removed from 
the water and imprisoned in the intricate pore 
structure of the carbon. (Average diameter of 
actual pore is 0.2 millionths of an inch.) 
The following excerpts are quoted from the Dow Chemical book, Ion Exchange. and describe 
general properties of ion exchange resins, of which Dowex 50 is one. 
"What is the Physical Nature of Ion-Exchange Resin? 
The most Important ion-exchange resins produced and employed today are the synthetic organic 
resins. These synthetic ion-exchange resins are actually a special type of polyelectrolytes, i.e .. cross-linked 
polyelectrolytes that can be visualized as an elastic three dimensional hydrocarbon network to which are 
attached a large number of ion active groups. The most useful hydrocarbon network developed to date is 
that formed by the copolymerization of styrene and divinylbenzene. This structure gives a maximum 
resistance to oxidation, reduction, mechanical wear and breakage, and is insoluble in common solvents. 
Polymerization of styrene yields a linear or two dimensional polymer. Copolymerization of this linear 
polymer with DVB, a cross-linking agent, ties the linear chains together and yields an insoluble three 
dimensional polymer. These polymers are manufactured by the suspension polymerization technique and 
can be made with various amounts of DVB and in a manner which controls the particle size. 
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Thus, two variable5. of the basic three dimensional polymer are controlled in the preparation, i.e., 
the cross-linking or percent DVB, which is also a term used to describe the permeability of an ion-exchange 
resin, and the partIcle or mesh size. Completing the structure of an ion-exchange resin is the ion active 
group. The ion active group is always fixed to the high molecular weight polymer and is immobile. The 
electrical charge of the ion active groups is always balanced by an equivalent number of oppositely charged 
ions which are mobile and can exchange with other ions of a similar charge. These ion active groups 
determine the chemical behavior of an ion-exchange resin. The chemical behavior of ion-exchange resins is 
divided into two major classes. (I) cation resins are those capable of exchanging cations or positively 
charged ions, and (2) anion resins are those capable of exchanging anions or negatively charged ions. 
Most Dowex resins are based on styrene divinylbenzene copolymer. Sulfonation of these 
copolymers with sulfuric acid yields the strong cation resin while "amination" with amines yields anion 
resins. 
Nomenclature 
The Dowex resins are named so that the basic structure is readily apparent. Therefore, the 
complete name for each resin will include: 
1. Type, i.e., Dowex 50, Dowex SOW, Dowex 1,2,4, 21K, 11 
2. "X--Number" or percent divinylbenzene. i.e., X8 
3. Mesh size, i.e., 20-50 mesh (based on U.S. Standard Screen) 










Because of the many variations of resins available, it is imperative that the complete name be included in 
any correspondence and orders. The following are the so-called standard items: 
Dowex 50-X8 20-50 Mesh, Na form 
Dowex 50W-X8 20-50 Mesh, Na form 
H form 
Dowex 50WXIO 20-50 Mesh, Na form 
H form 
Dowex l-X8 20-50 Mesh, CI form 
Dowex 2-X8 20-50 Mesh, CI form 
Dowex4 20-50 Mesh, OH form 
Dowex 21K 20-50 Mesh, CI form 
While many Dowex resin varieties are available in commercial quantities, the "X4 and X12" cross-linkages 








Ionic Form as Shipped 
Standard Mesh Size (Wet) 
SpeCIal Mesh Size (Dry) 
Shipping Density (lb/ft3 ) 
Moisture Content (%) 
Volume Change (%) 
Effective pH Range 
Selectivity 
Order of Selectivity for Ions 
Total Exchange Capacity' 
Kgr as CaCO 3/ft 3 
Meq/g Dry Resin 












Strong-AcId Cation Exchanger 
Nuclear Sulfonic Acid 
8 
4,10.12.16 
Na + or H+ (20-50 Mesh) 













Na + /H+ = Approx_ 1 .2 
Monovalent 
Ag > Cs > Rb > K > NH 4 
> Na> H > Li 
Divalent 










15-28% Maximum at 
4 gpm/ft 2 at 25°C 
Approx. 0.45 Ib/in2/ft 
at 5 gpm/ft2 
Good up to 150°C 
Very Good 
Slow solution in 
hot 15% HN03 
Very Good 
Excellent 
aTaken from book Ion Exchange, by Dow Chemical Company. 
3S 
Dowex 50 
Strong-Acid Cation Exchanger 
Nuclear Sulfonic Acid 
8 
10 
Na- or H+ 









Na ++ H- = +8% 
0-14 
Na + /H- = Approx. 1.2 
Monovalent 
Ag> Cs > Rb > K > NH4 
> Na > H > Li 
Divalent 
Ba > Sr > Ca > Mg > Be 









30% Maximum at 
4 gpm ft2 at 25°c 
Approx. 0.5 lb/in 2/ft 
at 5 gpm/ft 2 
Good up to 150°C 
Very Good 
Slow solution in 
hot 15% HN03 
Very Good 
Fair 
2. Fluorometer calibration 
Table A-I summarizes the calibrations for rhodamine-B dye concentrations using a Turner Model 
111 fluorometer with temperature door and matched cuvettes. These curves were then incorporated into 
the AOMEGA computer program. 
Figures A-I, A-2, and A-3 are typical of the calibration curves obtained. 
Table A-I. Summary of calibrations for Model 111 Turner fluorometer with rhodamine-B dye. 
Density Calibration 
Temp. Filter Sensitivity Coefficient 
20 0 IX 0.000112 
20 0 3X 0.0 
20 0 lOX 0.0 
20 0 30X 0.0 
20 1 0.0114 
20 1 0.00227 
20 1 lOX 0.000889 
20 1 30X 0.00030 
25 0 0.000132 
25 0 0.0 
25 0 lOX 0.0 
25 0 30X 0.0 
25 I 0.01395 
25 1 0.0024 
25 I lOX 0.000952 
25 1 30X 0.000333 
30 0 0.000140 
30 0 0.0 
30 0 lOX 0.0 
30 0 30X 0.0 
30 I 0.0172 
30 I 0.00271 
30 1 lOX 0.00102 






























Instrument: Turner Flourometer, Model 111 
Temperature: 25°c Sensitivity: IX 
Filters (Turner): a) Primary - # 110-832 Green 
Operator: 
Date: 
b) Secondary - # 110-833 Orange 
L.G.Kuratti 
October 22, 1968 
Range 2-8 (ppb) ug/1i 
61 


































Instrument: Turner Flourometer Hodel 111 
Temperature: 20°C Sensitivity: IX 




b) Secondary - # 110 - 833 Orange 
L.G.Kuratti 
November 7, 1968 
300 400 500 600 
Concentration pg/li 
l/~ Tr. Filter 



























Instrument: Turner Flourometer Model 111 
Temperature: 20° C Sensitivity: 3X 




Secondary - n 110 - 833 
L.G.Kuratti 
November 7, 1968 
60 80 100 
1% Tr. Filter 
120 140 
Concentration pg/1i 
160 180 200 
APPENDIX B 
PROGRAM AOMEGA 
The program AOMEGA was developed to process and analyze kinetic data beginning with 
fluorometer instrument readings and ending with a statistical analysis of 15 output. Table A-I gives 
instructiom for using this program. Figures B-la and B-1 b illustrate how data are recorded directly on 
Fortran coding sheets from which data cards were punched. A typical "run" is illustrated. 
Figure B-2a IS a listing of the AOMEGA program including subroutines, and Figure B-2b is a listing 
of a data card "set" folluwing the program. Following Figure B-2b are exhibits of all program output. 
Figures B-3 and B-4 are outputs for only one "run"; the complete output will be as many tables and figures 
of this nature as there are "runs." Other output follows in sequence as indicated in the sample exhibits of 
output, through Figure B-16. 
Table B-1. Instructions for preparing data cards for program AOMEGA. 
Figure Title 
B-la Sorption kinetics for non-flow system--fixed data for one run on IBM coding sheet 
B-1 b Sorption kinetics for non-flow system---variable data for one run on IBM coding she2t 
B-2a AOMEGA program listing with subroutines REGLOG, TDERIV, ALPHAX 
B-2b Data card listing for three runs for AOMEGA 
B-3 Tabular output from AOMEGA for one run-collection and reduction of uptake rate data with 
eqUilibrium ~alculations and statistical analysis of best fit uptake and depletion curves 
B-4 GERBER plotter graphicaloutputifrom:AOMEGA for one run-uptake of sorbate to sorbent with 
time showing calculated points and best fit curve 
B-5 Tabular output from AOMEGA by subroutine ALPHAX for 28 runs-analysis of equilibrium data 
to obtain characteristics CI, and Xerox of best fit Langmuir isotherm 
B-6 GERBER plotter graphical output from AOMEGA by subroutme ALPHAX for 28 runs-plot of 
equilibrium data and best fit curve in form of linearized Langmuir isotherm 
B-7 GERBER plotter graphical output from AOMEGA by subroutine ALPHAX for 28 runs-plot of 
eqUilibrium data and best fit curve in form of conventIOnal Langmuir isotherm 
B-8 Tabular output from AOMEGA for one run-determination_?~ subroutine TDREIV of time 
positions on solid phase uptake curve having specified values of X/X* 
B-9 Tabular output from AOMEGA for one run-kinetic analysis of rate calculations to determine rate 
coefficients for six hypothesized empirical rate laws 
B-IO-15 GERBER plotter graphical output from AOMEGA for 30-.!l!!!s for one rate coefficient showing 
plotted determinations using different plot symbol for each X/X* ratio 
B-16 Tabular output from AOMEGA for 30 runs--statistical analysis of all rate coefficients 
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Table B-I. Instructions for preparing data cards for program AOMEGA. 
Card Col Format Variable Definition 
Name 
1-5 IS NXTBAR Program option: NXTBAR Option 
1 Table 1 (X vs. t in tabular form) only 
0 All tables done; all GERBER plots done 
2 Same as option "0," except delete 
GERBER plots of X vs. t 
2 1-10 110 NALPHA Program option to override subroutine ALPHAX values. 
if NALPHA i 0, then ALPHA = DALPHA and XMAX = DXMAX 
11-25 FI5.5 DALPHA Value of a determined externally to program 
26-40 F15.5 DMAX Value of Xmdetermined externally to program 
3 1-12 2A6 DATE Date of measurements 
4 1-12 112 HOUR Hour (military time) of measurements 
5 1-18 3A6 SBATE Sorbate species used in reaction flask 
6 1-18 3A6 SBENT Sorbent used in reaction flask 
7 1-12 FI2.3 CONCIN Initial concentration of sorb ate in reaction flask (yg/ml) 
8 1-12 F12.3 TEMP Temperature of water bath containing reaction flasks (OC) 
q 1-12 F12.3 SAMVOL Sample volume used in dilution transfers (m!) 
10 1-12 F12.3 SOLVOL Initial volume of solution in reaction flask (ml) 
11 1-12 F12.3 OISTWT Moist weight of sorbent used in reaction flask (gm) 
12 1-12 FI2.3 ODWT Oven dry weight of identical sample used in reaction 
flask (gm) 
13 1-8 18 IRUN Designated run number of measurement set 
14 1-12 112 N Number of samples withdrawn from reaction vessel for 
concentration measurement 
15 1-10 110 NNN Program option and externall~ determined value of initial 
experimental point. NN, in X vs. t asymptote counting 
backward from last value of i (which is N): this 
value is used for NN if NNN < N, otherwise NN IS 
determined by program 
11-20 110 LEQUIL Externally determined value of number of expenmental 
points on the horizontal asymptote in X vs. t, counting 
back from the Nth point; this value is used if NNN 
< N: otherwise program does this 
16-N 1-6 F6.l TSUM(I) Elapsed time from beginning of test to withdrawal of 
sample i 
7-12 F6.1 READIN(I) Instrument reading, after dilution, for sample i 
13-18 16 ITEMP(I) Instrument temperature used to read sample i 
19-24 16 IFIL(I) Instrument density filter used to read sample i 
24-30 16 ISEN(I) Instrument sensitivity range used to read sample i 
31-40 FI0.0 DILV1(I) First dilution volume to which SAMVOL was diluted-from 
original sample (ml) 
41-50 FIO.O DILV2(I) Second dilution volume to which SAMVOL was diluted-from 
DILVI (ml) 
51-60 F10.0 DILV3(I) Third dilution volume to which SAMVOL was diluted-from 
DILV2 (ml) 
61-70 FIO.O DILV4(I) Fourth dilution volume to which SAMVOL was diluted-from 
DILV3 (ml) 
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Figure B-la. Sorption kinetics for non-flow system-fixed data for one run on IBM coding sheet. 
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(n "1M nN T P U'l <;( ,,0) • C,) 0 IJ '1 ( ,,'1 ) • (<; 0 x ~ T ( GO I • N"IJ'I '>. T ~ IJ ~l O. T Ill' Nil J 
(01'11-'0'; OATELO(z).flAT(HIP) 
'lTM['I<:IO'l YX~AR(5'lI"TSU"'(&01.(C["1(F,11 
tl I "If "1', ION TO ')[ OP (F ~ I • TO X CS [ 5:1) • T" r I NO (f, l' •• TO x IN f' ( 5" J 
J I "f N ') ION TOrr C A (5 [) I • r <; L 00 f ( F 0 ) 
01 I-'f N,) 10" x B AR ( 60' • [) TL r C T ( h fJ I • I T p. P (b II I • r ,. 1 L I ~ , 1 • [S F N f " 0) 
i) I "If N S ION (A L T 'I ( 5 n I • C U v C ON ( 5;J I • V 0 [ "E '" ( b f) I • T Sq. 1 R ( r. 0 I • ( ( h 1 I 
o I ME 'JS 10 'J r, I I V I ( E- n I .0 [L V? ( b'1 , .0 It ,I (h 'l I • f' [l V4 ( " L 1 • [) [L N U M ( f;O I 
DIMf "1')10'< 'FlAP 1( hr:. 11 I. O"ARl( hJ.l 01 .~flAO I (,,0.11 I .0R ARq( 5'J.l 01 
OI"ENS ION ORADS( f; 1. I" • OR~P5( r,1.1 '11 
OH1f"S[O'J YC(qrJl 
OIl"fN<;ION [fMf (1';".1 rl .XROX\f (f;.J ol [11 .r'l ... r( 6.1.1 fll ,xflARR(hfi. 111. 
?OXOO T( 50. WI .X'T AR (f;0.1 01. XOXTRU( r,~.' n,. X"OXMX (<'~.I 0) 
OIMfNSION P(l'OldISQ(r,fJl 
o I ME 'I') ION 0 A I \ (50' • O~ I? ( 5 Q I • D'll ~ ( <;:1 I • OR I q ( 501 • D R I ',( hr, • DP 1 S 15 fJ I 
o 1'1, 'JS ION 11 B2 I ( 60 I • Of' 22 I F, '1 I • DR? 3 ( f;() 1 • O'l 14 (b f) I • [) 'l? ~ ( ell. DE ?Eo ( h'l I 
o I ME NS ION Oil31 (hO' • O'l n (5G I. Of'S H r,1 I. llB 3q (60) .0 IF 5 ( 50 I • OR % (f n I 
o I ME NS ION I) B4 I I hO) • I)~ q? ( 6 r I • 0f'4 3 ( <',1 I • OS qq (f; 0) .0 R4 5 I f;f') • DB 4 5 ( 501 
OI"f "IS 10 NOB S I (60 I • Oq S? ( f;" I • ORS 3 ( hi) I • OS 5" (b 0 I .0 AS C; I 1>01 • DB S5 ( b 0 I 
o I 'If 'JS 10'1 0 3F 1 (60 I • DB 6;> I r, fJ I .0% 3 ( 60 I , 'lfl64 (50 I • D 81' S ( r,0 1 • DR f;5 (6 n I 
OIM['ISION OAI7(601.0RI8(£01.OAl'3.(f;fJl.OBI11(611 
DIMENSION OB?7(60).Oq?8(f,01.O,\2'3(6'l1.OB7ln[5~1 
OI01f'ISION 0837(501 .0'l38(f;0).OB39(5:JI,OBH'1(501 
o I ME NS TON 0 fI q 7 ( 601 .0 q 48 ( l' n I .08" 9 ( 6'1 I • DB q 1 0 [ 51 I 
OIME'JSION D'I57160' .O'l581501.0flS9(h11,OSSI0(6'l1 
OIMFN<;ION nA67(601.,O'l68(501.oR5'l(K)I.fJBfI0(5!l1 
o I !'If N S ION C 1 ( 5 n I • C 7 ! ~::1) • C 3 ( G r I • C q ( 50 ) • r" ('" 0 I • ( F, I h'1 I • C 7 ( F 0 I • C q ( f, 0 I 
2. C 9( 1;'11 • C lD ( G D) 
E a UT VA LEN CE (( 1 ( 1 I • CON C ( 1. 1 I I • ( C? ( 1 I • cr NC I 1 • ! I I • ( (3 ( 1 , • CON C ( 1 .3 I I • 
(C 4 ( 1 I • C ON C ( 1 .4 I ) • ( CS ( 1 I • CO NC ( 1 .51 1 • ( CS ( I I • ((1 N( ( 1 .5 I I • 
(C 7 ( I I • C 'JNC ( 1 ,7) I • ( C8 ( 1 I • CO NC ( 1 • ~ I ' • ( ('1 ( 1 I • CO NC ( 1 • q ) ) • 
4 (CIOIII.CONC(ldD)) 
EaUIV~LENCE (0'l11(II.nRARI(I.lI1.(fJRl?(II.08AOj(I.21,. 
? tOe I ~ { 1 I • DB A R I ( I • 3 II • 
, (0 III q ( 1 I • 0 R A R 1 ( I .4 ) I • ( 0 B 1 S ( I ) .0 III R I fl. S I I. (llP 1 h I I 1 • OP A R I ( I , f' I I • 
4 (0 '31 7 ( 1 I .06 A P. 1 ( 1 ,7 I I • ( 0 R 18 ( I I ." ~ API ( 1 ." I I • (09 I q 1 1. 'JR A R I ( I, 91 I. 
'> (0 R 1 1" ( 1 I • D BAR 1 ( I • 1 r I 1 
F'lUTVALENCE (0'l21111.D!lAR2(1.[II.('1B22(II.DBA'~?'I.?II. 
l!oB?~(II.OBAR?(1.3)1. 
3 I 0 'l2 q ( 1 I • 08 ADZ ( 1 • q I I • ( 0 B 2 5 ( 1 I • 0 gAP? (I • S I I • (0 B 75 ( I , • DB A R ? ( I • 5 I I • 
4 (082 7( I I • DB A R? ( 1 .71 I • ( 082 A ( 1 I • D SA D? (1 • A I I • (08 ?q { 1 I • DR AR ? ( 1 • 91 I • 
S(QS?1n(ll.OBAR2( lOll 
[auTvUENCE (0'l31(11.oBAR3(I.111.(OB32(11.OBAO"l(I.?II. 
2 (0 P 3, ( 11 • OB A P' ( I. 3 I I • 
3 [0 'l3 q ( I I .08 A R ~ ( I • q I I • ( 0 B 3 5 ( I I .0 BA "3 ( 1 • 5 I I • ( DP ,5 ( 1 I • DR A R 3 ( [ • E> I I • 
" (0'337 ( 1 I .0 B A P ~ ( 1 .71 I • ( DB 3 P ( I } .0 SA P, (1 • 9 I I • ( r, q 19 ( 1 I • DR A R 3 ( 1 • 91 I • 
5 (0 B, I" ( II ,DR AD 3 ( 1.10 I I 
E () UI V A L (N C E ( D B q 1 ( 1 I • fJ BAR q ( l, I I I , [I) Ilq 2 ( I 1 .0 BAR" ( 1 .;? I I. 
2lDAq ~I 11 .0BAPq (I. ~ I I. 
3 (0 p,q q ( 1 I .08 A 0 4 [ 1 .4 ) , • ( 0 gq S ( I I • J Il~ P" I 1 .5) I • (OS q<; ( I I • OP ~ R 4 ( 1 • f, I I , 




1 (0 BS 4 ( I I .0 BAR <; ( 1 • q I , • ( ::J BS 5 ( I I • ~ AA 05 II • S I I • ( O'l 5; I I I • DR t R '> ( 1 • h I I • 
" fD r ') 7 ( 1 ) • I)S A P <; ( 1 • 7 ) 1 • I DB 58 ( I I • ~ 9A os (I • ~ I I • (DB Sq ( I I • [fR b R "( I • q I I • 
S(0951 lIlI.DBADS(lolnll 
'Q U I V ~ L f N C F ( n P 6 1 ( I I • "q A P 5 ( 1 • I ) I • ('I 'lS ? I I , • 0 ~ A Q" ( 1 • 7 I I. 
) (0 0 1; 1:f 1). Ot:l.APC::: t 1,3}), 
1 lJ.) Ab q ( 1 I .0 S ARE ( I • q I , • ( LJBE> 5 ( I I .:l ~A '>" ( 1 • S I I • (oq >;5 ( J 1 • 08 A ~ f, ( I • b I I • 
4 (0 Q{; 7 ( 1 I • )'i A Pf' ( 1 • 7 I I • ( 'l'l r, B ( 1 I • ~ RA P5 ( 1 • R I I • ( 1"- <;9 ( 1 I • DR A R 6 ( 1 • 9 I I • 
<; (D 96 I 'I ( I 1 .::J qo" GIl. I n I I 
GIHf'.J"!I')N :)r.Jl(lO),CN?(lJ}tl"'''J3(1·1)t''''''!4(ln}.')~c..(1 J.8Nhfl'11.{')} (I~). 
) n <; 2 ( I" I .0 S ., I ! [1 I • G5 q ( ! 0 I ,'15 <; ( 1 n I • ~'" ( 1 III • P J I I 1. R? ( 1 n I • 'I 3 ( I 0 I • 
, P', ( 1 '" • P 5 ( I n I • R E> ( I n I ." S Q I ( 1 0 I • P', ~ J ( 11 I • P' ~ I I I n I • ~ 5 G q ( 1 ) I • 1<', a' (I U) • 
q Ro; 0<; (10 I 
DIMfNSIO·'OlJ"J(2fll 
D I "F "S I 0 'J 0 P, 1 ( 500 I • [> ~ ? ( bfl [] I • on 3 ([, 01 I • DB 4 ( <;f]:1 I .0 AS ( " no •• 1).J f. ( r;J f) I • 
>CON(C,f101 
on I r] I = I. 5r 
00 10 J : I. I 
(ONCff.JI : 1-
OFl AD I ( I. JI - I. 
OHAP?(I.J) I. 
o'lAR,( I.J) 
Of! AP4 ( 1. J I 
DR AR S( 1 •. 1l 1. 





1 ~ ,OP!' aT ([',1 
If '>ALPHA [J. ALPHA A'Jf' x"ax APr rALCI>LArFI) AllTOfo'AfICA[, '. 
IF ALOHA "If ~.THf"l AIDHA n~[ PHt A '1'1 nux - ll"Al 
Rf AO f " , 1 \ t "oJ ALP H &. ,n Al D HA • nf.t A 'i 
) 1 FORM AT ( I 1 '1. zr 1 '>. S I 
1 RfAO (SoIGIOATf.HOU" 
, f fOR" A T ( 2 A b 1 r I ? , 
If(HOIlR .GT.;?5nOI [,(> '09'1 
QrAOISoiSI ,)liATE.<."r>jT.CONCIN.TCMP.~AMVOL.SOI 'OL. 
? 0 1ST W T .01) W T • 1 0 UN • >j • N 'J'J • L EO U I I • ( T <;U '1 ( I ) • P E AD I N ( ! I • T T (I"P ( I ) • I F 1 I (I I • 
3 1 S E" I I I • I) T L V I ( T I .0 lL V ? ( I I. 0 I L V ~ ( 1 I • [1 I l V q ( I I • I ~ I • N I 
1', fORI-' AT ( 1 A E> 1 1 A r 1 <; (f 1 ? ,I I • 181 1 1 Z 1 1 1 a • 1 I J 1 ( ?F E>. 1 • 3 I h' 4 f I J .0 I I 
N'JN T<; THE LA,! NNN VALUES OF I T(\ 'If DI<;(OtJNHO IN RfGRfSSION. 
THI'; VALUE [' 'QUAL T~ N UNLf<;<; r','F ~ISHf<; TO MANUALLY OV(RIDF TH~ 
AuTO"'~TJnN 
NEaUlt IS THC '10. (IF TAll fNll OW T~ 'It U<;EO TN OBTAINING C. AND X' 
THIS PEA[1 -1'J VAlIH IS DISCOUNTc[1 Ir 'J'JN:t,.WHICH ALLOWS THE AVTO~AT[~'l 
rCCfJ'll : CO'JCI'I 
NP : N 
"IPUN<;:NR')N<;' I 
IPUNLO I 
T"UN 41 'JQUNo; 
IRUN NQ'INS 
K - NDUN" 
IQU'J< (K I - 'JDI''JS 
SDATf( 'lPU'l< ol I nAT, ( I I 
SOATf("lPU'JS.?1 ~Af[1l1 
x'l AD (15 I Q. 
xAAP ( I h I [) . 
xe AR (171 - O. 
XIl AP ( Ill) - C. 
XA AR (I '31 fl, 
xRAR POI ". 
xBAR!?ll 1. 
XBAR P?l '1. 
XP. AR (731 O. 
XClAP(?ql 1). 
X8 AD (7<; I c :1. 
VOLR" : SOLVnl 
T S RA R' :J, 
r x x J. 
ece eONCI'J'<;OLVOI 
OU"'1) IF : fJ. 
STORf FLUORO"fTE" 'A"IE wITH ARCU""NTS T[MP. 'ILTE~. Scl,TlTIVrry 
S[Nf IL I lol 011 : '1."'111? 
')C Nf It ( I. 1.11 D.O 
S[ NF Il ( 1.'. ? I n .. r 
Sf Nr I L ( 1. 1. 4 I 11 .. :-
sr NF 11 ( I.;> ol I r. C' I lq '> 
Sf NF II ( I.?' I r • rn ?2 7 
Sf N' T I I I. 7. ? I r:.n~n88c 
c,rNFTll 1,,), 4t: n.r.103'l 
\C'" \\Jf It ( ? 1 • 1 I : ['. r" 'II l' 
',1 Nf 11 ( ? 1 • I I • 1"'). 
", NF fl (Z, 1. I I '1. 
<)c Nt TL ( ?, 1, 4) 
c,f 'IF II ( 7.? 1 I 'I. ~1 19 S 
',fN'I[ ( 1.!.71 r. r~ 7q 
"')1=" f,Jf r t { ?? t ? 1:-- 0 .. O~ r-;C; ':l'> 
<,E Nf I I ( ?? 4) - o. 'l'l nl 3, 
<,fNF11 ( 1,},JI :1. n'l '"11 4G 
~fNF lL I 3.1.11 1. 'I 
<,[ NF 11. ( ,.). 'I 'I." 
<;r NF It. { ~ t 1, IJ' fJ .. r. 
Figure B-2a. AOMEGA program listing with subroutines REGLOG, TDERIV, ALPHAX. 
.f;:>. 
v. 
SENF IL ( ~.2tll : 0.0172 
SfNFIlf 3.2dl . 'J.nn271 
,fNFIlI 3.2. 21- O.[]~I02 
SENFIL I '.Z. 4): n.Dorn7S 
DO 75 T '. I. "J 
FINO OILUTIO"J FACT0R 
IF!DILvIIII .LE. n.IGfI TO 
IF !DTlV21I I .lE. O.IGO TO 
TF!DILV3ITI .1 f. n.IGO TO 
IF!DIlv4tfl .If. 'l.)GO TO 
OlLNUMIT 4. 
GO TOil 
f, OlLVI!II I. 
OlLV?III I. 
oanl I) - I. 




DIlV,1 II ~ 1. 
or LV 4 I I) : I. 
OrlNU'1II1 : I. 
GO TO I I 
8 DILV31I1 - 1. 
DILV41I1 I. 
DIlNU"IIII - 2. 
GO TOil 
9 OILV41I1 : I. 
OILNU"!III - 3-
II CONTINUE 
DILFCTII) : rrLVIIII."IlV?III'DIlV3III.OILV4III/I'>AHVOl"OILNUHIII 
1 I 
IF (!)IlVIf II .LE. 1.IOIlV]II) - ". 
IF !DILVZlf\ .1 f. I .IOILV?1 II O. 
IF(QILV1II1 .LL. 1.IDIlV3III O. 
IF (Q IL v 4 II I • LE.I • I 0 IL V 4 I Il O. 
COMPUTE FLUORO"lf Tf R COEF 
KSEN ISENll1 
rF(fIEMPIII .FCl. ?~IKT(MP 
rF(ITEMP!I1 .fO. ?SlKTEMP-? 
IFIITEMPIII .fO. DIKTE"ID 
IFIIFILIII .f'). 'lIKFll I 
IFIIFILITI llKFTl - 1 
IF II <;F N ( I) .' 1. \11) K ~ F N - 2 
IFIISENIII .FO. ~OIK~F"J _ 4 
CALIA( II : "r"FILl KTrMP.Kf IL .KSENI 
C~LCUL ATf x9a o 
VOLRF'IIII VOLRi'< -<,A"VOI 
VOLR.., : VOLRF'" II I 
CUVCONII} : rALIRITl''lEAOINITl 
CIII : CUVCO"JIII*OILFCTIII 
TS[1ATQIII : T<;BARE • SAi'<VOL'L(II 
TSBAR( : TSRATRI II 
CONCIN - CI I I 
XBARIII : ICONCI"l.~OlVOL - CI[I'Vf1lREM(J} - TS8ATRI[Il/OflwT 
IFIX~APIll .IF. 'l.IX8APIII : I. 
YetI} : (Ill 
YXBAPI II 0 XflAQ( II 
IFII .EG. I)CCOOIIQU'J1 fill 
~5 XTSUMI II : T<;UI'I II 
BEGI'J SU8- D ROGRAM TO <:VALUATF ''IN. "J'J j<; '"0 or TAll r"i' 08SE"VATTOty' 
IIITHI"J .OS.XAVG IFnUTL IBRIUM ?ANGF I 
N I =N-\ 
NZ=N '2 





NS =N - g 
N9 =N-q 
NIO=N-lO 
N 11= "l-II 
N1Z:'J-12 
N 13= '1- 13 
'H4="J-14 
N I 5= N- I 5 
NIf,=N-15 
Figure B-2a. Continued. 
N j 1: "l- 1 7 
N 18= "l- 1 B 
N 1'1= N- I 'l 
NZO:N-20 
N? I: N- 21 
N2?:N-Z2 
N? 3= N-? 3 
"lZ4: "l- 24 
NZ5: N- 25 
XAVG-IXBARINI • X~ARINII + XPAR(N2))/3. 
OIFN XAVG X~AR nil 
OIFI XAvr, XBAO l"ill 
OIF2 XAV' xqAR IN?) 
o Ir 3 x A V G X B AP IN 3 I 
OIF4 XAvr, XBARIN41 
OIFS XAV(, XqARIN~1 
0lF5 XAVr. XflAP INhl 
OIF7 XAvr XBAIl"HI 
01 F 8 x A V G X 8 AR r 'J Q I 
OIrq XAVG XSAPI'Iq, 
OIrI[1 XAVG X~tRI'J111 
OIFII - XAYG XflARINIII 
OIF!? 
OIrl3 





['If I 7 nVG 
OIFIB XAVG 
OIFIQ XAVG 
01 F?O XAVr, 
o 1 r? 1 X AVG 
DIF7? XAVG 
x Rt PIN 14 ) 
XIHPI N lSI 
X RA PIN 151 
X qA PI N 17' 
X RA 01 N 18 I 
XRA'lf'JI'3) 
't P,t D ( t..J 71 ) 
X nA P 1'121 I 
X nl R 1'(22) 
OIF?~ XAVG ,XRAPI'I231 
OIF24 XAVG xBAQI N24) 
01 f 7 S x A V G x 'l A I;> I 'J ?5 I 
XTE<;T .'lS.XAYG 
lFIOIFN .GT.XT[ST .4"1". nlFI .sr. XT[STlr,O TO 5'3 
r I IF 10 IF I • G T. n f <; T • A "I O. 0 IF '2 • G T. n EST 1 GOT 0 50 
1/ IFIOIrl .ST. XTf"l .A'ID. ~IF' .GT. nESTI GO TO &1 
n I[IOIF3 .GT. XTE<;T .AND. '1IF4 .GT. X!f<;TI GO TO 57 
74 IFIOIF4 .GT. XTEST .A"lO. fJIFS .GT. XTESTI GO TO 5~ 
F) IFIOIF5 .GT. XT[q .ANO. OIFE> .GT. XTrsrl GO TO ;~ 
7[' IF 10 IFf, .GT. XTE~' .A"ID. '1IF7 .c,' YTESTI GO TO oS 
71 IFCOIF7 .GT. YTE" .A"IO. f1IFB .GT. XTF~TI GO TO ~~ 
H8 IFIDIF8 .GT. XTE" .A"IO. OIF~ .GT. XTf~r, GO TO 7F.7 
379 IFCOIF~ .GT. XTf~T .AND. 'lIFlf'I .P. xrrSTI GO TO 7&8 
3'~r. IFCOIFIO .GT. XT[~T .A"ID. D[F1I .'T. Xlf<TI GO TO Z5'3 
3~1 IFIQIFII .GT. XlEc, .''10. nrrl2 .rd. Xlr"1 [I) TO 270 
H? IFWIFIZ .GI. XTr,' .A'IO. OIF!3 xI[<T1 GO TO 771 
3R3 IFIDIFI3 .ST XlE e, , .A'IO. flIrT" .GT. XTf~'1 r,O TO 777 
,R4 TFIOIFI4 .GT. XTfST .ANO. 01' h .GT. nrc: I GO '0 en 
3RS IFIDIFI5 .GT. Xl[ST .AND. 01'10 .rr. XTF<;TI CO "~,I /74 
38f, l'I!)IFIf, .[,T. nr,' .'''JO. [11' 17 .Gr. XTE~ I GC 'J ;1~ 
3 q 7 IF ID I r I 7 • r '. Xl r c, T .' NO. n IF I q • G T. X T f', .) (0 '0 2 7h 
3Re IFCOIFI8 .GI. XT,';T .ANO. OUI'l XTr'l' GO TO 277 
3Q'l IFIDIFI'l .GT. XT["T .4'10. "[<)1 .GT. XT'~') r.o TC 27P 
31fl IFIOIF?D .5T. X'r<;' .A'IO. OlF21 .Gr. vrFq, GO TO 270 
I'll I>IOIF21 .GT. XlF<;T .A"ID. OI'l? .0,'. xTEcTI GO TO ?8r 
397 lFI!'l'2? .[.T. Xl,,' .0'JD, [1[F' xI"!1 GO TO 2al 
T 1 2 ~ I 
s ~ I' "1 IF 7 • G J. [1 I fl. 0 D • 1 If \ ." 'T F? I (,' '" 
GC T f) 71 
IF 101.3 .GT. fllFl .00. Glf 4 .G "!rrn r~o TO Ql 
GO TO 72 
F;J IFIDIF4 .GT. 'lIF3 .['p. 
GO TO 13 
Il r F ~ .', r.," 'J IF 4) " (. r 0 
~I IFIDIF') .GT. DIF4 .OD. " [ F h .:' T. n I' SIr 0 
GO TO 74 
h3 IFCOIFf, .GT. O!F' .OD. '1!F7 • .,r. ''lIf,1 fOR" 
GO TO 7') 
~4 IFf n lF7 .GT. rlF~ ."D. 'flq If 71 ,,( re' 
GO TO n 
':'S IF COIFB .GT. "If 7.0 0 • f1lf'3 .GT. n[FRI GC TO 8f-
GO TO 77 
q, 'FIOIF'3 .G'. rIra .n!>. run .GT. rllFgl~O TO 87 
,,~ 10 378 
';:'7 IffDTFIO .GT. Olt') ."0. ;'IF11 .GT. ')[flll GO TO 4bO 
,f::.. 
0\ 
GO TO 37'l 
"sa IF to IF 11 .5T. Olf 10 .0'1. OIF 12 .5T. OIFl1) GO TO 461 
GO TO 380 
76'3 IFfDIF1? .CT. OIFII .01'1. 01'13 .GT. 'lIF1?! GC TO 467 
GO TO 381 
no 1F(01F13 .GT. £1IFI" .0 0 • 01,14 .Gr. 01,11) GO TO 463 
GO TO 3~;> 
771 IFWIFI4 .GT. DIFI~ .OR. OIrl5 .GT. DIFI4) GO TO 464 
SO Tn 383 
772 1FID1F15 .GT. OIF14 .~R. OHIo .fir. orrl~I GO TO 465 
GO TO 384 
?7~ IFIoI[16 .GT. OIF1~ ."1'1. !JU17 .GT. OIFll';) SO TO 4hf, 
SO TO 385 
774 IFIOIF17 ,GT. OIFl~ ,~<l. 0lrl8 .GT. OIrI7) co 1(; 467 
GO TO 386 
27!'> IFIOIF18 .CT. 01rl7 .'JR. 01FI9 .GT. OIFI8> GO TO 4E>P 
GO T f' 387 
~7t; IF(0IFI9 .GT. OIFlB .01'1, "IF?) .GT. 'lIFI9) GO TO 460, 
GO Tf' 388 
777 IFIOIF20 .GT. 01F19 .OR. Dlr21 .r-T. OlF?fll GO TO 470 
GO TO 389 
778 IFIOIF21 ,GT. OIF?,) .(JR. OI'lZ .GT. OIF>ll CoO TO "71 
GO TO 39'1 
?IS IFIOIF22 .CT. olF?! .OR. OIf23 .r:t. 0lF2n r.o TO 47? 
GO TO 391 
?8n IFIDI"23 .GT. OIF?" ,f'P. 01"24 .~T. fllF>~) GO TO 4n 
GO TO 397 
781 IFIDIF24 .GT. 01F?3 .f1R. 01F?5 .GT. 0Ir(4) r·O TO 474 
N"J =99g" 
GO T I) 'll 
8 a NN =- I 
GO P) 91 
~ 1 NN =2 
GO TO 91 
82 NN =3 
GO TO 'H 
~ 3 NN =4 
GO TO 'l1 
II 4 NN =5 
GO TO 91 
as NN =6 
GO TO 91 
!l h NN =7 
GO T (' 'l1 
8 7 NN:::8 
GO TO 91 
460 NN='l 
GO TO 91 
4~ 1 NN:::1 'l 
GO TO 91 
46Z NN=ll 
GO TO 91 
4;'3 NN:::I? 
GO TO 91 
454 NN=13 
GO TO 91 
4hS NN=-14 
GO TO q I 
45b NN=I <; 
GC TO 91 
uF7 NN=I<; 
GO TO 91 
46RNN=17 
GO TO'll 
4~ 9 NN =1 8 
GO TO 91 
410NN=19 
GO I r. 'l1 
471 NN:2'1 
GO TO 91 
412 NN:21 
GO TO '11 
473 NN:?? 
GO TO q 1 
474 NN=23 
9 I CONT I"IU[ 
IF(rxNN .rrl. NIGO TO q7 
Figure B-2a. Continued, 
~N : NNN 
'l2 CONT INUE 
[NO OF ')UB-PROCRA" Tf) FIN!] NN 
PHASE 4 FPW BE')T FIT S["I-LOG CURVE FN? XBAQ V,) TIMf qy 
R[GO[<;5ION - r-IvING pnFRCEPT, rXPONfNT.R( !RUN) AND R')Q(IRUN) 
NP R : 0 
NT X-I 
NT Y 
ex 0 1. I) 
rv 1.0 
M - N 
NL "IN 
e A U R [r, LOG ( ... , NL ,"J po , I n x , lOY, x T S U'" , y x ~ A "I , NT X , NT Y , ex, C Y • YIN C P ,,) LOP [ 
>,RCTPUN) ,'l<;OII'lU"J) I 
OA 16 l'lO ,ynYY/4HT!~r ,4Kf'l"JC 
"J( 
( Y I ." 
r X I. C 
NT X 
NT Y '> 
l N N"J 
CAL L R [ G lOG ( l t ""tN ,"'\ POt lOX X ,If) Y Y • X 1 <:., lJ ~ • v r • N T x , N T 'f , C '( I C V .. ~ INC P • r S • w 
'R'>OC) 
I>LOPF.:IIRUNI ?I~?SQ'\I~Pf 
Xl Ne p Y [NC P 
UNCA rINCP 
C [ NC P LOG In ( C I 'IC r I 
YlNCP LOG1DIYlNCPI 
T05LOP(I<lU"JI : SLOPF 
TDXC'>( IRlI'JI CS 
TOCINP(IRUNI : CI"JCP 
TOxI"JP(IRUNI : XI"JCP 
TOClCA(IRUNI - CI"lra 
CONC IN - CCC()"J I 
111'1 IT F ( f" 1 DO I fl ATE, <I' A T f , ~O L V ()L , K(ltJ D ,<; "r NT, 0 I <; TilT, 11'1 UN, C ONC IN, 00 liT, 
? T( MP ,<; AMVOl 
1,,0 FORMAT IIHI 1/ 12m 'TAPU 7 'OPPTIO"J KINfTlC EXPERIMENT<; - COLLECT 
2ION A"JO REDUCTION nr nATA'1/2~' '''AT[' ,(X,2A6, &X'SOREATE',2X,5Afi, 
~17X'C,OL. VOL.',Fl".l,IX'''',·I?OX'~(1\JR',I7,IX'HR<;',9X'<;ORB(NT·,?X, 
~3Ab.l'X'~1')1c:;.T wT.', f'lO.',1'('G"'I"1?1';("P!JN·fI7.lt~:t'INrTIAl CONC·, 
lFl?4.1x' 1(,/"1L',qX'0vFN DRV wT·,r,Q.2,lx·r;H'/44X'TE""P'.~11.1,))"OFt_ 
f •• C .' 144 X • <, A I"'! Dt f VO I .. ., t f I I., 1 X" Ml' 1/) 
IIR 1 T ( ( h' I n? I 
t "1 f 0 PM AT (4 X ., T T .... E ., ., 3 X" '/ n t Rf'" •• H X • rJ I l !J T ION "U L U ME \ ' • 7 '( • {) Il ~ ACT' , '4 X ' 
") IN <; T RUM [ NT' f l& '.( , [ NS T P Q F A. 0 • , 4 X ' t tJ V ~ l T [ '. q x • <; 0 L uTI ON' , t", X ' X R A R ' I 
WRIT((501'131 
1 r 3 F 0 PM A. T (4 X ' ( HO S) ',4',( • ( ML ) , , 4 X f 11 r l II 1 ' • 21.. • D I LV? " )1.. for l V ~ , , 7 x '1 I LV 4 
2 " 1 2 x f T E M P • ,IX 'F I L ' • 2 x ,<; r 1'1 • , 1 8 X f r nNe' ,8 x • CON C ' , ~ x • ( Ur:I G • 00 J ' I 21 '.( • ( 
3HL)', ~X· (~Ll '.31.. 't ~L) '.3'1' (tAll'.tI 't)(' (U[)/'1L I'. t:;x' CUG/Ml)') 
wP IT r ( f, , 1 01 I (T <;\J ~I I' , VOL P' .., ( I ' • () 1 LVI I I I ,0 I LV' ( I I ,OIL V 3 ( I I , D I L V 4 ( r 1 
l ,OIL F C T I I I , I T r MP (I ) , T r I I f r ) , J C; ( 'I I ! I , R f, A DIN (I I , r II v CON ( I I ,r ( 1 , , X BAR ( 
JII, I : 1,'" 
Inl FaRHAT l?x,F7.1,FR.l,>'J •. I03<7.J,rq.[1,I5.r4ol~.FIJ.r,FIS.4,fll.~" I 
? 3.1 > 
BeGI" C;u~pqO",DAM rr 'VAl 'IATf C • .x~AD. 
~u"x I 1. 
OUMCI:J. 
1 ~ I [ND L' 7 
TF(>;"J'I .Nf. ~'ILE'W='I-l('llJfl'l 
NI'\ K : "'1 - t. r Nr + 1 
OUM"lN NKK 
00 7q I - lrND,~ 
OU'1CT'1(JMCT·r'!1 
If DII"<! Oll'HI" XRAPIII 
x'JAflST (IQIlNI ',U"X!/()U"N'I 
CSHRIIP"'II 'lIlMrl/[\Il"'I"J 
[ND ,LJIlPR0GR~~ rn rV~I,JAT[ ("dBAD. 
\.I R IT r ( F. , 1 1 q ) r T l R ( 1 r 11 "'J 1 , '( ~ A R ('" T ( 10 \J "l 
11'l rODMtd(lHf"llll~J:.·r. '.fl] '11111(',(~6.0, ',Ftl.I' 
,.0ITf(f }.RlvINrp,(T"JCP.1..TN( ff<.Jf'6 ,lOprtC\.)(lRI)NI.PC,R<'QtIR1J~l. 
•• H'dK ,L ,L 
I ,~FORMAT(l~[1ItIl~X''>T/.TI<'1 At ['J c (,O'1ATI(,N I '0'1 ''I <f FI' clJRVf OF XB 
? A P V" l!" r ' , h x • S T A Tl ~ THAI I NF r 0 ~ A T 10 "J r f' ~ ~ ",., 'I' r \I fl V f 0 F CON ( 
, V\ l!Hf'/ll,Y'lnf, r"A" INTrf'Cf" ',cll.!,,'X'lor, CONC I"JT[RCEP' 
4:',rl3.?,IlP'ARlTH X9AP I'If(RCFDT ',fl'l.l,'lX'~RlTH CONC INTERet 
5PT :',F13.2/1SX'R.A"'f 1: fXPONfNT -'.F13.S.35x'QA'f 1!" fyDONENT -" 
6F13:<;/30X'P :',Fl'.S,SDX'Q ',F n.S/2~x'P<;Q :',fl ~.S,4gX'P<;Q ',F) 




IF INXTBAQ .Er.. 1 )GO TO 14 
XINCP = X~A'?')T (l'lUNI 
10XPJP!IRUNI _ X'lAR')T(IRUNI 
CINCA : CSTARIIRUN) 
TOCICAIIRUNI = C<;TAPIIPu"Il 
10CP/PfIRUN) : LOGIOIC,)TAI'IIIPUNII 
IF (NXTBAR .Eo. ? )GO TO 14 
'lFGIN OPfllATION OF PI (lTTfR TO PLOT X'lAP V~ T,)UM 
OUM,..Y : T<;UMH!D) 
<;Trp I fSIABLI')H 01"01<;[""1') Of DIOT PAPFP 
CAll IOPLOT! 14 .D.IO.~I 
')TEP ? PROVlfl£ MAIU'Ir; INS TPUCT [ON') 
CALL <;YMAL4(0.2.0.0.0.IO.'l4HMAIL 10 O. W. "lfNORICKS. UWRL. UTAH 
'~IHf UNIV •• LOGAN. IJTAH 84321 ')["1[1 BY FIR<;I CLA<;<; MAIL.QQ.fl.941 
~TEP ~ ESTABlI<;Y D[R"!ANENT ORGIN FOR GPAPH. THI< I<' ('lONE 'lY (-I 
CAll PLOT!!.<;.2.n.-~1 
SI[P 4 E')TABLISH X-AXIS. THf'l V-AXIS -LABfL fACI-' AXI<; 
AL X : 12.0 
AL Y : B. 
CALL SCALE (TSU..,. N.ALX.TMI'I.OTI"c.11 
CALL AXISIQ.O.O.OolOHTIME (HRS) .-ID.ALX.1.0,THIN.OTIM[) 
CALL SCALf (XBAR.N.ALV.XflARMN.DxqARol) 
CALL AXISIO.0.O.0.?3HXBAR lUG RH-q/GH Rf,) 1'11.23. ALY .00. O. XBAR"!N. flX 
2BAPI 
S If P <; GOB A CK I n OP I G IN WITH PEN UP 
CALL PLOTIO.rJ.O.n. ~) 
NOW L()WER THf PEN 
CALL PLOTITJ.:J.O.(1.ZI 
TDELH : 0.5 
OUMNO : OUMi'<V f TO[L T A 
NNO = JUMNO 
OIMEN<;ION TEI40fl'.O(400) 
IT P''- CI. 
ST[P !; DRAW '''f flJPV'-
00 4 f] 0 I I I • "IN 0 
IT IMf ITIMf + rOfL TA 
TE II II _ np'f./OTIM[ 
XSBAR XlNCPO(I. - 10.'.(<'LOP('TTIMflJ 
4']0 XXOI) = XflBA<l/OXBAO 
CALL LINEITE.xx."INOol) 
STEP 7 SHO~ THf EXP[IlIME'ITAl POINI<; U<;ING ')YMBOL X 
CALL PLOT 10.n .0. O. ~1 
00 4 fJ 1 I = I. N 
4 n 1 CAL L <; Y '" R L 4 ( T S UI1 I I ) • X 'I A P I I ) • n • 1 4.. I H X • O. O. 1 ) 
LAREL GRAPH WITH APPPOPIATf IOENTIFACTION INFOR,..AIION 
CALL <;YMBL4(2.0.-1.0 •• 20.'i.~HSODPTION ~Il<fTJC EXPfRIMENT<, 
? TO <;OLIO PHA<;E.O.'l.S~) 
CALL '>YH'lL4(4.0.-1.25.J.I(1.3HRUN.r.0.31 
CALL N UM B ~ I I 4. O. -1. 25 • J • I o.r RUN. 0 .0 ) 








CAU SYHBL41F:.O.-I.75.0.IOol:?HINITIAL CONI "J.n.l?! 
CALL N~"''lRFI7.1.-1.7S.0.IO.CONCI'J.0.lo\l 
CALL PLOT(-I.O.-I.O.-,) 
CALL f IN I 
14 GO TO I 
9'l CONT INUE 
IF HIXTBAR .Eo. I )GO T~ 20 




OA Tf HI 121 :<;(1A TE INDUN<;, 2) 
CAll ALPHAX(AlPI1A.XMAXI 
IF (NALPHA .EO. 'J)G" In 'l4 
ALPHA DAlPHA 
XMAX = OI-lAX 
'14 CONT T'JU£ 
DO 7<J'l JlIUN I. NRUN'> 
PHA<;, 2 FINO CI J). XRARIJ I FOP. <D[CIFIED VALUfS 0, J 
E'lR=.11 
Figure B-2a. Continued. 
\JPT AKF 
!TN c 10 
T I ME J , n. 
XBOX XT 0 
,xox=o. 
00 l~O loin 
xBO~n Xf\OXXI. 0.1 
TTNIT TII-IEJ 
CAlL 10ERIVITINlloAlDHA.X'IAX. TOCINPITRUNloTrxl !l~IJl<l l'1X!NPIIRUN 
? I • TO C,L 0 P I I R U "I I • X flO x X T • ! I 'I • r Q R • T I'" f J I 
TIME ITRU'I •• II - T l"'fJ 
XBOX,)T!!DU~.JI cFXox+<1.1 
rX(lX XROX';T{ IRUN.J) 
CON l ( I R U 'J • J ) T DC I C A I ! R 1m I' I 1 J ••• ( T f) XC" I [R UN I • I I M F ( T PUN. J ) I ) 
XBAPR(IPUN.Jl T''lXINO(IRUN1'(I.-In'''ITOSIOPI!RUNI. rrMfIIPUN.JI II 
Xc, TAP I J R U P</. J ) AL PH A' X M A X • C ON C I I PUN. J ) I I I •• A L D HA' C 0 NC I I RU N. J) ) 
XOXTIlUIIRU'J.JI X~AQOIIRUN.JI/X')TAQ(IDlJN.J) 
?~O CONII'IUE 
TIME IIRUNd) :0. 
XflOX<;1 IIRU'Joll :0. 
CONCIlRUNoll CCODIIPUNI 
XRARRI IRU~. II n. 
XOXTRU(IPU~.II :0. 
X <; TAO ( I R \IN. I I: ALP HA • X M A X' co ~C ( I Q U 'J. I I , ( I •• A I PH A. CO NC I I RUN. 1) I 
PHA'! 5 O~TAIN OFQIVAT]VES FOP X~AP v<, '1Ml rllRvr AT SPECIFIrO 
VALUf~ or J 
00 24? J , 1. In 
oxnOIIIPU'!,,]1 : TDyT,<PIIRUNI.rSLCDrIIRU'!I,(?,o75'l"I+fSLOPE(IRUJlI 
Z,I]MfIIRUN.JJlI 
DBAR I I IRUN,J I 
CBAI??( IRU'I.J) 
')X"OI( IRUN.J JI IXSIAPI TPIJ~.J) -XRA~RI IRUN.JI) 
I'X or T I I R \IN. J JI ( X M A X - X qA R P ( I RUN. J II 
OU"X Al XRADO IloIJN.)I/ALPHA 
CONX"X CONrIIR'J"I,Jlo(XMAX xqAPP( IPU'JoJlI 
COli X SIC ON C I I R U"I • J I • ( x 51 A P II 11 U 'I • Jl x q A R Q I I RUN. J I I 
o q A P ~ ( I RUN. J 1 n x 0 r T I 10 U>I • J II CO'" , • 
O~AR41 IRUN.J I OX0011 IRUN.J IICON'-
OBAR~( IRUN.J I 
DBAR~( lRliN.J I 
OX(1nTIIRUN.Jl/ICrNX ' 
OxrrT ( 1'1U>I.J II I C"NXMX 
XFlOX"X (fRUN.JI XPAQ')I IIlIIN.J) IX"AX 
742 CONIINUF 
IlUHX A l ) 
OUMX Al I 
\lRITE(b.lt<;) ~OAlf(IPUN.II.SOAT[I[oIJN.21.Tt'1P 
lIS FOPMATIIHI 11I4GY'HOLE 1 SORPTION KINE1IC EXPERIMfNT" '/fZ3X'OETE 
?""'[NAIION OF "O,)lTION<; ON UPTAKf rUDV' HAV!"IG <,PEnflrO VALUE~ Of 
) x gAR / x: BAR. '/ I 4 ~ x' nAT f ' , ? x ., 2 A 5/ 4", X • T r t-IP • , F b .. 1 I 1/1 wx t RlJ N ' • h X t X BA R I 
4XBAP·',,5X'TIMF '.}rlx'<;Ot CONC',cX'YQA.R',lf)X'X8,AR.',bX'XBAR/XBAR.'. 
'> 5 X' 0 X I D T • I?]x • I SP r r IF IF D I •• s X' ( >'~ S I •• 'l x • ( lJ G I ~L 1 •• b X • I UG I GH I •• 
h7X'tUG/GM)',f'('(AfT 1lhl )'.4X'CIIG/GM/HPI'111 
>lP IT [ I h. 1 1 f, I TP 11'1 • x p n x <; [ I IP UN. 1 I • T I'" f I ["U ~ • II • CO NC I I RUN. 1) • 
? Xfl AD Q ( I R U"I. I I • x< T A Q I I" UN. 1 I • x n x ! D I: I [11 UN. I ) .0 x or 1 I I q lJ N. 1 I 
I I b FOP" A r (I f, X • IS. 6 x. F h. 7. R X • F f, • 1. 4X • r I" .3. 3 X • F I ? ? I X • F I ~ • Z • F 1 a .2. 
?F 1 3. 71 
WR ] r rib. I 171 (Y 'l0 x, 1 I I ~ UN. J I • [ I I'll I I PU N • J I • CO NC I I RU N. J I. 
Z x RAP Q I [R UN • J ) • XS TAP I I olJ 'I • J I • xc x r DU ( [11 U'I • J I • ox 001 ( I RUN. J 1 • J C 2. 1 n ) 
) I 7 r 0 RM A I (Z 1 X • F h • 1 • 0 x • F 6. 1 • 4 X • r 1 ~ • ' .3 x • F 1 ? • 2. 1 x • F 13 .2 • , I D .? • F 13 .? I 
PHASf b PRINT OUl lA'll[ FI)P OR~RI(IIlUN.Jl. O'lAR?IIRUN.JJ) Erc. 
FOP JeD.I. FROM IOIJNL') 10 IQUNHl, THEN JJ=CJ.l. FROl' IRU~LO TO 
IRU'I410 TO IPIJ"IHI. .J= 1.0 FPO~ lRUNLO 10 IRUN.lI 
Ii R ] 1 f ( f, • 8 I r ) I PUN, S A A T f , S f\ A T f I I P U ~ • I ) • ') 0 A T r ( I RU "I • Z I • <; 9 F NT. 
? TfMP.e-lPHA,XMhX 
qt[1 FOP'AT(IH/ fI145X'HqLf" PAl( CO[f'lrIFNl rALCULA'ION<;'fIZ"X 
2 'R UN '.,? 'f. ., I ~ , 1 ') x ' SOD RAT f " ? 'I , 3 A h , 4 X tOR A R 1 r) X / 0 T I 
~(X8AP. XRAO) 'flox'nATf ',;'(.2A&. hX'')OP~FNT',7(,~Af" 4X'DPAR? 
40XIIlI/XMAX xgAR1'I44X ·!f"lP·.F5.I.?X·OEG.CE'IT.·. 
;IOX'OAAR~ OX/DT/CIX'lAO. - X8AD)'/44X'ALPHO '.FlD.hI4X·OBAI{Q 
bOX/OT/C(XI'U Y9A<lI'/44X'XMAX c'.> 11.J. ISX'ORAR5 'lX/OT' 
7(CIX'HR. XRAoI Xl~R/ALPHA)'175X'~qAPf' 11X/OT/IC(x~AX - XBAR) 
8- XflAR/ALPHA)') 
\lR I I E ( b. R II I 
811 FORMAT( 112X'PUf.. ~.4X'()OL!JTION',4X'XP'AP',SX'xqAR··4XtXRAR/XBAR.'. 
??X 'X Po A R / X'" A X ' , 4 I' 'n X I f)T • d; x • I")q.o.. R l' ,S x ' nB AP:7' t C, X ' DB AQ 3' , 5 x • I)B AR I.f ' t 5 x 
1 '0 IH P <; •• 5 X • 0 fl. '>I' '1 1 1 X • C 0 NC • flex' III GI ~ L ) •• 4 X • ( 1I GI GM I •• ?X • I U GI G H) •• Z 
44 X 'I ur, IG 'II HR I' • I X' I II HP I •• 4 X • ( 1 I H Q I '. II X' 1M L IU G I HR I • Il 
II R I 1 ( lb' R 1 Q 1 I q UN • C ('1 'I C I I RUN. I I • x PAR R ( I Q UN. 1 I • X S TAR ( I RUN. I ) • 
1 X BOX,) I I I Q UN. 1 1 • x flO n' x I I R UN. I ) .0 x 0 0 T ( I RUN. 1 ) .0 SA RI ( I RUN. 1) • 
2 DB AR ? ( I R UN. I I • DB AR 31 I PUN. I I ,OR A tl~ I !1l1J '<. I ) .0 BAP 5 ( I RU N. 1 ) • D SA R6 ( I R UN 
3.11 
81 4 FORM A T I I I x • 14 • F I ? • 3. FlO. 1 • F 1 (1. 10 F 8. ? F 1 2 • Z. 5 X • f R. 3 • ~ X • f B. 3. ;> x • f q 
;> • 1 , Z x • E 8 • ~. 2 X • E 8.3. ? x • E 8.3. 2X ,E 8. 3) 
WP]TFlh.8IR) I C0NC(IRUN.J).XPAP O IIDUN,JI.XSTAR(IRUN.JI. 
~ 
00 
1 x BOX <; T ( I 'l UN, J) • x BO x I< X ( I R UN , J ) ,D X 0 [) T ( I RUN. J ) ,DB A 1'1 I ( I RUN, J I • 
? 08 A 1'1 ;> ( I RUN oj I • CIS AR ~ ( r 1'1 UN. J I • 0 fl A R 4 ( I PUN •• J I • 0 q A q S ( I RUN. J I '[Hl A R f, ( 1 '1 U N 
3.JI,J=ZoIOI 
81 8 FORI< AT ( .' ~ x • F I I. 3. F 1 D. I • Fin. [, F 8 • ? F 1 2.2. S X • £ 8. 3. 3 X • E R. 3. 2 X • f q 
2 • 3 • ? X • E ~ ! • 2 X • E ~ .1. J X • E 8. 3 • 2x • f 8. 1 I 
IIR IT f ( 7. I q 5 I ( I RU N. J • X a ox <; T ( I RUN. J I • T I ME { It> lJ N. J I • ( ONC ( IRIIN • J I • X 3 A 
?RPffPUN,JI. X~TAq(IPu'J,JI,XOXTRU(rRUN,J),f)XO:JT(r~UN,J), 
3IRU"I.J. ,)RARl(IRUN.JI.0'lAP2(IRUN.JI.DBAR~{IRU",.JI.ORAR 
44( IRUN.JI.OBAPS( IPUN.JI.OIlARf,(IRUN.JI.J:I.101 
\ R ~ • C PM AT ( I 3. I Z. F 4. ? F 7.2. FIn. 1 • F I 'i. ~. F I '). 3. F5. 7 • f \;> .3 I'll'> .f FlO. 'i I 
7qq CONT INUE 
PI-tA<;f 7 OBTAIN REGPf<;')ION COfF FOP (11 WI-tOLf O~AR ARRAV'). 
P( lD'URoII.R<;oOn'lAD.1I.ANO (21 flPARlrRu~.J=:J.l.O.I ••••• ~.'l' 
p( IOHAR.1 XOX<-I .R<,O (Ifl'lAP .IXIlX' I 
OlTA IDXdflY/4HCONC,4I-tO'lAR, 
K_ 1 




083( K_ OSAR l( IRUN.J I 
0'l4(Kk OBAD4( IRUN.JI 
OEl~( KK. OBf.PS( IPUN.J I 
OBHKKI OSAD(;(lRII>'.JI 
CON(KKI CONCCIRUN.JI 
KK : l(K>I 
420 CONTINUE 
NN =1 
l = NRUNS 
N : NRUNSo\ 0 
OUM=O 
DO q < I J J : 2. 10 
OUMJ (JJI -OUM+f1.1 
RSI OUI<=0\J'1J(JJI 
NN = [1 
NPP = 0 
NT X ~ 2 
NT Y : 2 
cx : 1.0 
cv " 1.0 
CALL REGLOG(N.NN.NPR.IOXolOV.C(1N. OBI. ",TX.NTv.cx.CY.lJBIINC.DBI,)L 
2 P • DB 1 REG. 08 I R <; () I 
NT X : I 
CALL REGLOG(N.NN.'1pRolOxolOv.CO'l. O1l2. NTx.'1Tv.cx.r v lB2INC.DRJ<;L 
?P, 08 2R EG. D~ 2R') 0 I 
CAll DEGLDG(N.NN.NPR.IOx.rOy.CON. OB~. ·;!X.NTv.CX.CY.JB3INC.OBISL 
.?p, OR ~R EG. DB ,R,,) 0 I 
CAll DEGLDG( N.NN .NPR. lDx. IDY .CON. OR4. NT X .NTv .CX. (v.:JB4 INC. OB4SL 
;> P • DB 4 REG. I) B 4 R 5 0 I 
CAll REGLOG( N, NN ,NPR. lOX. rOY .(ON. [1AS. NTx .NTY .cx. CY'J8~ f"'C. ORS<, 
2P. DR 'iREG. nB5 0 501 
CALL REGLDG( N. NN .NPR. lOx. IOV.CON. [11'16. NTx.'1TV .CX. ry. JB6lN(. r)l;b~L 
2 P ,[lAIOREG.OB6PStll 
NT X - ;> 
CALL REGLOG(L.NN.NPR.IOXdDY. Cl.OAII. NTX.NTV.CX.Cv.DNlctl. 
;> 0 <; 1 ( 11 • R 1 ( 1 I ,P ")0 \( 11 ) 
CALL REGlOG(L.NN.'IPR.IOXdOV. (b08IZ, NTX.'ITy.cx.CV.ONI(?!. 
? DS 11 ? I ,R 1C 71 ,R SO 1 ( 71 I 
CALL IlEGlOG(l.NN.NPP.IOxolOV. ~3.1)813. NTX.NTv.CX.Cv.0'l1(31. 
lO,\( 11 .R1C31.RSOl( 3) I 
CALL REGLDG(L.NN.NOP.IOxolOV. C4.'1814. NTX.NTY.Cx.CV.(lN1C41. 
;> 051 ( 4 I • R 1 ( 4 I • P SG I ( 4) I 
CALL REGlOG(L.NN.NPIl.lDxolOV. C~.DSlS. NTX,,,TY.Cx.Cv.DNI(SI. 
lO,,)]( ~1.Rl!S) .RSOl( 51 I 
CALL REGLOG(L.NN.NPR.IOxolOV. C6,["'16. NTX.NTY.Cx.CV.ON1C61. 
} 0<; I ( 6 I • R 1 ( 6 I • P so l( 6 I I 
CALL REGLOG(L.NN.NPR.IOXolDY. C7.0Rt7. NTX.NTV.CX.(V.ONI(71. 
lOSH 71.R1(71.RSO\( 7J I 
CAll R[GLOG(L,NN.NPPoJOXolOV. ca,r)RI8. NTX.NTv.cx.CV.ONI(81, 
?D51(RI.RIIBI.DSOI(RI I 
C~LL PEGlOG(L,NN.NPPolDXolOv. Ci.O'qq. NTx.NTY.(X.CV.ONl(ql. 
20') I ( Q) • R 1 ( '3) • R SO l( '11 • 
CAL L R (G LOG ( L • 'IN • N P P • lOx. 1 0 v • C 1 O. OR 1) fl. NT X • N 1 y • C X • C v • '1 N I I } 1 I • 
2051(1'11.Rl(lfl l p')(Jlfln)1 
NT x , I 
CAL L R E. G lOG ( L • NN • N P R • lOX or 0 V. C J, DB ;> I. NT X • NT v • C x • C v • 0 N Z ( 1 I • 
lOSZ( 1) .R?( 1) .p<;OZ( II I 
CALL REGLOGIL.NN,NPR.IDXolOV. C2.08;>2. NTX.NTY.CX.(V.ON2(1I. 
Figure B-2a. Continued. 
'O,l( 7) .P'?(?I .~,)O2( 2) I 
CALL Il[GL()G(l.NN.NPIl.IOx.rf1v. c~.'1"n. N T X.N T v.(x.Cy.f1"1?(31. 
?OS?( 31 .R?( 31 .!lS07( 31) 
CALL IlEGLOG(L .NN.~'PP.rDx'[DV. C4,c)R?~. "TX.NTV.cx.cv.r~?C41, 
20S7( 41 .R?C41 .P,)02( 411 
CALL Q f G lOG ( l • NN , P\l PR .. lOX, lOY, (. '). fiG 71). ,..1 X , t-t T 'f , ex, c Y ,f't..! 2 ( S) • 
,> 0 '> 7 I S I • R ? ( '. I ",> 0 2 ( ~ I I 
CAI:l '?EGLOG(t .NN.NPP,fOX.rOY. 'b.f1f\?&. NTX.NTv.CX.Cv.I)~Z(bl 
;> 0" 7 ( I; I • P? ( G I ." SO? ( b I I 
CALL PEGLOG(L.NN.NPR.IDXdOv. [I.OR?? NTX.NTy.CX.Cy.O'lZ(71. 
70S?! 71 .R?( 7) .1'1')(l?( 7J I 
(ALL REGLOG(I.NN.NPO.I[)x,[nv. rR.n~?R. NTX.'1Ty.cx.CV,'lN?(BI. 
JO'Z(~ • • R:?( AI .O~Q7( AI I 
rtLL RfGI )(,(1 ,NN.NPP.TOx,{I''', f1.!)O?Q, "·nx,NTY,(X.('(. · .. "qt. 
'D\7('!I." 'l"~'G?(qll 
C A. LI 0 E IJ i )6 ( l ,''IN .. N PP .. r 0 x .. r n '( .. (: 1 f), DB 21 A. t·n y .. "'J T Y, (X • f Y .. 1'1\1 .1 ( 1 'I \ .. 
? OS? ( 1 '1 • , Q J ( , .) I ,P <;O? ( I 1"\) I 
CAll )1l(~IO')tt.~N.f\JDP.lf)X" !flY. "1,"'I~~1, "JT'J.~T'(,Cx,('f.C~~(11. 
JD'>~( II.P I( II .D\tl~( II I 
CAL L R £ G lOG ( l .. NN .. P\J P Q .. Ill' • I " y • ). f)fl ~7.. N T X .. N T 't • l x t C Y , I) ~ ) ( ') I • 
? OS 3 ( ? I ,1'11 ( 2 I • P <;G 3 ( 2 I I 
CALL QfGt'1Gfl,NN.NPP,Iox.I()V. ~.nRt;~. "4T'X,~Tv,("'t,cv.f)N)(31. 
ZDS 3 ( ~ I .D I I 'I .R <;tl 3( 31 ' 
CAt L Q [G lOG ( l .. NN .. N P P , I P x , Ifl V. ( .... 11=1 ~16 t "I X • NT v .. t x • C y .. 0 N 3 ( 4 ) • 
? OS 31 ~ I • R ~ I 4 I • R SO 'I 4 I I 
CALL R l G LOG ( L • NN • '" P P ol D x • 1 ( .. r ~. np ~,. N TX • NT Y • r x • C Y • IJ N 3 ( ') I • 
~0~3( SI.P~(SI.PS03( <I I 
CALL DEGLOG(L.'lN.NPPolOXolDY. C".093£,. ,..rx.NTy.cx.rv.')N3(f,I. 
?OS3( q .P3C~I.PSG1( FI I 
CALL 0lGLOG(L."lN.NPP,fOX,JOv. r7.'1PH. ,<rx.NTy.CX.CY.ON3(7). 
?O') 3( 7) .PH 71 .PSG3( 7) I 
C t L L R ( G LOG ( l • NN • "I P R oJ D X ,[ f' ,. r 8. OB ,q. N TX • NT Y • C x • ( v • 0"1 3 ( ~ I • 
?OS3(81.P3(81.DSQ,(PI I 
CALL "EGLOG(l.NN.'JDPoJDx.rov. C9.'1P,'l. "TX.NTv.CX.CY.O'l3('3). 
'0~31 q} .R"") .1'1'G~( q'l 
CAU "EGLOG(I NN.NP".rOXolDY.CID.I)B310.NTX.NTv.CX.CV.f)N3(IQI. 
? DS! ( 1 n I • " , ( 1 r' I • R SO 3 ( 1 "1 I 
CAL L q E G lOG ( L • NN • " P P oJ 0 x .r 0 Y. C 10 oq 4 I. N r x • NT V • C X • C v • 0 ~ 4 ( I I • 
? DS 4 ( I I • R 4 ( 1 I • P SO 4 ( 1 I I 
CALL R[Gl,)S(l,NN,NPP.fOx,IOV, C2,nq47. NTX,NTv,CX,Cv.DN4(71. 
JDS4(?J .1'14 (ZI .RSG4(?11 
CALL QfGLOGCl.NN,NPP. IDX,l(1Y, (3,f"'lA43, NTx.NTv,(x.Cy.ON4t ~), 
'0')4(" .04( 31 .D')04( 'II 
CALL Q[r;lOG{( ."IN.NPP'[uX.{flY. "4."1'44. NTX.NTv.(X.CV.O'l4(4). 
70S.( 41.04 (41 .f)' ·14, 41 I 
rAlL RHdQG« .'1N.NPPolox.rn •• r,,[)R45. "Tx.NTv.CX.Cv.0"4(-I • 
'OS 4 ( c:.,) ,!J 4 ( ~ I ."" G 4 ( r, I l 
CALL REGLOG((.NN.NPR.IOxdOv. r<;.r)R4£,. NTx."Tv.Cx.Cv.ON4(61. 
?DS~f h) ,P4( (;) ,D\Q4( f) l 
CAL l 0 [ G LOG (I • ~N ,N P P , f f) X • I fl y , " OP 47, "l T X • NT Y • (, f Y • f) N 4 ( 7) , 
'0')4( 71 .1'14 (71 .D'04( 7} , 
C Alt.O fG l" r '1'< ." PR.r [1 x ol 0 v. C q. OB 48. • I X • NT v. Cl • L •• 1)'14 ( B I. 
'DS 4 ( 81 • R 4 I 8 I • L ,'14 ( R I I 
CAll IlEGLOG(l.NN.NP'l.IOx.IOv. :9."'149. NTX."rv.cx.CV.ON4('lI. 
'D'4('1l.P4('lI.~,)Q4('l11 
CALL QlGlOG(l ,NN,NPQ.luX,rrv,Cl il.[",\~41rl,f"l );,NTv,fx.(Y,DN4(lD), 
!OS4( lO} .P4 (1('1 .R~04( 1 rl I 
CALL REGL1G(l.NN.'lPQ'[DX.r')v. [1,flRSI. NTx.NTv.CX.Cv.DN5(!I. 
'OSS( 11.P,( II.oSOs( I} I 
CALL QEGl0G(L,P\lN,t..JPP,rnx.}p,(, C2,f)R(")7, NT~.~TYtrx.cYtO\jS(7), 
'O,)~( 71 .PS(?l .n'.O'·(?l} 
( A II P f G t 0 b ( I , ~N , '-.I P P • T I) 1 , i D V, C 5. r Q S ~. 1'1/ T 'I , N T Y • ex, c y ,ON c:. ( 3) , 
10'>~1 q .o~(" .')~OSl 31 I 
CALL RfGl,)G«(.NN,NPD.rrJx.IDY. C4,rnl)Q, NTX,Nl'f,CX.(Y.ONS(4J, 
lOS Sf 41 ,hl' ( t,4, .f) (,0 '1( 41 ) 
CAll ofGl0{JlI ,1\J~.f\JPQrIOx,f,)Y, ::-flt rH=!'l5. NTX,N1Y,CX,CY.DNS(c)). 
'ns'} ( . ) ,0, I C •• ,0 ,\(}c:.,( (., ) 
CAll PlGl()G(1 ~N,~Dn.IOx.IOYt .. \.O?SOf NTX,NTY.Cx.,CY,DNS(~I. 
J OS '. I " I .1'1') ( " I • '')G S! h I I 
CAll D[GLOGCI ,NN.NPP,I l,IOY. 7,Oq~1, NTX.NTY,Cx.Cy.ONS(71. 
J 05 S ( 7 I • R '> ( 7) • r> <'0 'i ( 7 I I 
CAll O[GlDG(1 .NN."IPP.IOX.rOV. (8.0"58. N T X.NTy.CX.CV.ONS(81. 
JO')SI"I .P' (81. 0 <'0'>( BI I 
CAll 0 l G lOG ( I • NN • 'l p 1'1 .r fl x ,[ 0 y "10 flB 'i'l. NT X • NT y • ex. C v • O!ll 5 ( 'l I • 
~ 0 5 'i ( q I • R 'i ( 9 I .0 <'0 'i ( q I I 
CALL q [G lOG ( l , NN ,N PP , r 0 x .. lOY, l!h flR S 1 0, NT X , NT v , ex, c y , D N ') { 1 1 I • 
? 05 <; ( 1'1 I .1'1 'i I I [\ I • P SO s( I 11) I 
(ALL IHGIO(,«( N"I"IPP.fOXdOV. 1."951. NTx.NTy.CX.C,.f'Nb(lI. 
~ 
205 b f 1 I • R 6 f I 1 • R 50 (,f I ) ) 
CALL 'lEGlOGll ,NN,NPR.rOxoIOY, (2,OB62, NTX,NTV,(X,CV,ON6I?1, 
70S6( :?I,R6(2) .qS061211 
CALL R(GLOGll.NN.NPR.[OX.rOv. C3.OR63. NTX.NTv.CX.CV.ON5(31. 
2DS!;1 ~I .pr;131.p,)OGI31 I 
CALL q[GLOG(I.NN.NPR.IDX.rOY. C4.0864. NTX.NTv.CX.CV.ON6141. 
, OS [, I ~ I • R hI 4 I ." "(if I 41 I 
CALL PfGLOGIl.NN.NPIIoTOX,fDV. rs.OB65. "Tx.NTv.CX.Cy.f1N['15I, 
JDS~I ~1.RGIC,I.R<;Ohl C,I) 
CALL 'lEGlOGIL.NN.NPR.IOxdOV. CG.Ol'l[,b. NTX.NTv.CX.Cy.0'l5(f;I. 
lDSG(GI.RGI51.RSOG( f,l 1 
CAL L P [G lOG (! • NN • N P R. lOx oT n y. C 7. DB 67. N T X • NT Y • C x • C Y ,[">/ f, ( 71 • 
lOSh( 71 .R1;( 7I.R<;Q51 7! I 
CAL L P [ G LOG ( L • NN • " P q. lOX .r 0 Y • q. DB [,8. NT x ".<1 Y • C x • ( v • f' 'I f, ( 8 1 • 
70S[,( 91 .Rf,1 81 .qSOGI 811 
CALL R[GlOGII .NN."PR.TDx,fnv. ''1.nl'r.cL ... U.NTY.CX.Cy.D'If,191. 
~Dsr;( QI,Rfd91.qC;OU ~II 
CAll PfGlOSIl."N.NPP.IOx.lov.CI O.O!!!;l 'J.NTX.NTY.CX.Cy.ON61 131. 
? ~C; 5 ( I f'1 • '1 '" 1 0 I • '1 <;Q f; I 1 01 I 
WR IT' lb. 841 I IP UN La • I RUNH I • <; 'I ATE. Al PHA .0 AT FL O. <; BENT. X M A X • D ATE HI. T E M 
2P 
8 /11 FOP. ... HIIHIII1I20X·H~Ll C, 'HGI(E<;<;IO~I COEFfICIENT') AND CHARACTERIC; 
zrrcs Of AF'>T FIT CURvE'> FOR LOG OPAR v~ LOG CONC'1115x'RUN')·.I4.?X 
3'TO'.T3olZX'<;()R'3ATF·. 3A£,dx'ALPHA = ·.FIO.6.3X·OflAPI oOX/OT/IX 
4IlAR. - XRAPI ·/15X·f"lATfS'.2x.ZA6.RX·C;OqSENT '. 3Af,. 7x'XHAX : ',FI 
SO.0.!X'OAAP2: OX/DT/(XMAX - XgARI'Il~X'TO'.7X,?A".8X'TE'IP·.Ff,.I,2 
~x'nEG.CENT.·.?f,X'O!HP3 = OX/OT/CIX9AR. - XBAI(I'/89X'OBAR4 = OX/OTI 
7CIXMAX XBAPI'/8gX'O'lAR5 = OX/DTIICIXBAR'-XSARI-xBAR/AlPHAI'/89x' 
80BAR~ : OX/OTI (C IX'IAX-XB·AR )-XflAR/ALPHAI'1 
WRITE(f,.8481 
8~ 8 "0 Rf' AT I I H 111 I I 14 X 'A pq A Y , • 7X • x Il A R I X ?A P • ' • 6X 'V AP I A BL E ' • pv ' DB A R I ' ,R X • 0 
"BA PZ ' • 8 X 'I)fl A P 3 ' , 8X 'l1fl A R 4' .8 X •• D IlA PS • , 8X • 08 ARt; • /13 X, POR T ION' • Z ~ X' N A 
3M, 'I 
IIR ITE( f,.8431 
R~l FORMATIIHOIIIIX'WHClf ARPAY'I 
liP IT (( G, '1421 DR IREG. DIl2REG. 083q( G. Ofl4PEG .085R(G. 0!36REG. 081 RSO, 
70B?P. sn .03 3RSQ. DB 4P')O. OB 5RS 0, ORbRC;O 
fl41 FORMAT(IHO.45v·P·.SX.6[13.S/45X'P,)O'.4X.bFI3.51 
WRITEI6,847) 
841 FORMATIIHOII"X'PAPTIAL ARRAY')'I 
DO I? J = I. I n 
IK : J-I 
WR IT E 1£,.846 I TK • R I ( J I .1(2 ( JI • P 3 I J I • P4 I J 1 • P5 I J I • R S I J 1 • '1 <;0 I I J I • '1') O? I J I 
? • P C;O ~ I J I • R<;Q'l I JI .Il ')05 I J I • '1 ') Of I J I 
P4f, F0pvATIIH'l.Z'1X.I3,13X·R·.5X.5FI3.<;/4SX'P<;O'.4X.GEI3.51 
12 CaNT I"IU[ 
IIRIT[(5.84'1I 
849 FORMAT I IHDIIIIX. 'wHOLE ARRAV ') 
WR IT [I 6.844 I [181 I NC .082 INC. D'n INC. 084 I" C • nB 5 INC. DB 6 INC. 0 BI '; L P. 
ZOB?<;LP .OB 3SLP. DB 4S LP. nB 5SL p. ORb SLP 
P44 FOP"ATIIHO.4Ix·INTFRCFPT'.lx,G(!3.5/4[,X·<;LOPE·.lx.[,E13.51 
WR IfEI (;. 8501 
850 FOR'<AT(IHOII'lX.'PAPTTAL ARRAYC;'I 
DO 1, J ~ 1.10 
IJ = J-I 
WR IT [I 6.845) IJ ,0 NIl J I • ONZ I J 1 • ON 3 ( J ) • ON4 I J I • ON <; ( J I ,D NG I J 1 • OS I ( J I • 
20 S 7 ( J I ,0 C; 3 I J I • OS 4 ( J I • 0 S 5 (J I ,0 <; 5 (J ) • 
R45 FO 1'1'" A T I I H 0, ?'lX • I 5.7 X • IN T EP C E P T ' oJ x. f,F 13 .' 14 5 x • <;L OPE' • ? x • [, f I 3. S I 
13 CONT INUE 
DO 4"9 J 1010 
DO 4'1'l IPUN = I.NRUf.,J<; 
CONe ITRUN.JI 11. "CO"C I IRUN.JI 
oBAPH IRUN.JI 10.'.08ARII[RUN.JI 
OBARZ( IRU".J I 10.'.08AP2IIRUN.JI 
oBAR ~I IRUN.J I In.- .ORAI(31 IRU"J .JI 
OllAR'l( IRUN.J I 10 ••• OflAR41 IRUN .JI 
D8AR51 IRUN.J I In.'.OBAR!)1 [PUN.JI 
OBAR<;I IRU"J.J I I n ••• OBARf,1 IPUN .JI 
'l'l'l CONT l'WE 
NL =N PUNS' 1::1 
NL : 600 
00 5'1? J= 10 In 
00 50' IRUN: 1.NRUN<; 
XDUM 0 O.OOo~ I 
IF IDflaRIIIRUN. JI • LE. XOU,,"IO"AR 11 IRUN .JI XOUM 
IF lORAR2 IIRUN.JI .Lf. XOUM )Of\~R ZI IRU".JI xOU'< 
IF IOA!R3 I IRUN. JI • Lf. XOU"'I08AIl 31 IPUN.J) XOUM 
IFIDRAR4IIRUN.JI .Lf. XOU"IO!lAR4IIQU",JI XOUI1 
Figure B-2a. Continued. 
IF (Q'1APSlfPUt<,J •• 11'. XOUMIOBARSI[RlJ"Idl:VOUM 
IF (QRAR6([RlIN.JI .LE. XOUM10'UR6IIRUN.JI=XOUM 
IF(CONCIIRUN.JI .Lf. O.ICONC(IRUN.JI : I. 
''1:> CaNT INUE 
BFr,IN OPERA[J0N OF PLOTTER TO PUlT OBARI v'> rONe 
'>T[P 1 E<;IAclU<;H DIMEN')IO~' OF Pl~T PADER 
CALL 10PlOT! I" .Ooln.11 
",TEP ? PROV[flf MAllING INSTRuCTIn'J, 
CALL <;YMBl4Ir.2,[1.0.n.10.'l5HMAIL T(1 O. w. 4ENDRICK,). UWRL. UTAH 
'''TaIE UNIV •• LOr,H". UTAH 843;>1 <;["10 BY FIP<;T CLAS'> MAIL.9o.0.9S) 
qfP ~ E<;TA'llI,)H P[P"ANfNT ORIGIN FOR GRAPH 
C~lt. PlOTII.<.?O.-~1 
,)TEP 4 E<;TABII",H X-AXI'>. THEN v-AX!'. LABLf FACH 
K - I 
Al X lZ. 0 
At y p. 
CALL lG';CAI I r ONCdJL.AIX.C'IR.'1cyr.KI 
C~lL LGAX!'> trl.O.n.n.?ZHCONCENTRATION IUG/Mll.-7Z,ALx.O.O.C<;TR.NC 
ZYC I 
CALL LGSCU WIlA Q loNl.ALV.OSTR.N(1YD.KI 
CALL 1 GAXl" In.O.D.O.13HDRARI II/HRI.+13.ALy.'lO.O.D<;fR.NOYOI 
'>TEP S GO RACK TO OPTGI" wITH PEN UP 
C~LL PLOT In.r.O.o.~l 
00 4'1 IPUN : !.NRUIIJ'> 
CALL <;YMIlL41 rONCI!RUIIJ.II. O'lARIIIRlJN,JI.n.l~,jHJ.f'J.O,j1 
CALL "YMRL41 CONCIIPtIN.n. 08ARI(IqUN.ZI.O.IO. 1.~.[1.-11 
C~LL <;Yt1PL41 CONCITPUN.31.0BARIIIRUNdl.O.!n. Z.1.0.-I) 
CALL <;Y"Bl41 CONC(IRUIIJ.41.0BARlllRuN.41.n.lO. 3.0.0.-11 
CAll <;VMRL41 CONCI IPUN.~I. OBARllIR'JN.5)'[1.IO. 4.J.0.-II 
CALL ';Vt<'lL41 CONCI IPUN.GI. O'lARIllRUN.[,l.O.ll. 5.!).D.-II 
CAU <;Y"'lL4( C ON C I I P"". 71. 0 BAR 1 I I RUN. 7 I • C. to • 6 .0 .0. - I I 
CAll <;YMBl4( rONCI!RUN.81. 'lBARlIIRUN.81.0.IO. 7.1.'1. II 
CALL ';Y,,"8l41 rONCITRUIIJ.'lI.OBARI(IRUN.91,c1.IO. 8.1.D.-1I 
CAll <; YM BI 4 I rONC( TOIIN,IOI, OllAR! II"'JN.IJI.O.I~olHX.['l.O. II 
4~ I C(1NT I"UE. 
CALL PLOTtO.D.0.1. 31 
CALL <; Y I" BL 4 I 7. n. - I • O. D. 20 • 5 I HS 0 P P T TON K I ~ F TI ( f x P f R I ME NT') LI PTA K [ 
?T 0 '> Ot lOP H A <; I' • 0 • ['l • <; I I 
CALL <;YMBL414.0.-1.25.J.IO.4HOJN<;.J.'l.41 
CAll "UM8RI(~.7. 1.?5.Q.I0dPUNLO.l.01 
CAll <;VM'lL414.~. -1.ZC,.J.Io.2HTO.l.O.7I 
CALL NUMRQII4.4.-I.?5.1.IO.r"U"HI.l.01 
CALL <;YMlll4(4.0.-1.5!J.J.IO.4H(1ATf.3.'l.41 




CAll "YMRL41~.8. I.Z5.J.JO.<;BE"JT.n.i).I~1 
CALL ')YM8l41>'.0. -1.S·1.O.10.7H<;OR9ATE.0.0. 7l 
CAL L <; Y M ~ l 4 ( (,. R • - I • so • J • I O. S SAT E. n. ~. Iq I 
CAll PLOT l-l.O.-Ln.-» 
CAlL'INI 
BEGI"J OPERATTON OF PLOTTER 10 PLCT 'l9ARZ V'> CONC 
')TEP I E<;IA''LI<;H DI"'r"<'ION ()r PLOT PAPrR 
CAll IOPlOI( 1~.Ool1.~1 
')fFP ? PROVIOF I1AlLI"G I"';HUCT[rN,) 
CALL <;Y>'RL4In.?r.'l.Cl.IO.95HMAIL TO O. W. HENDRICKS. UWRI. ,JTAH 
, ') TA TF UN I v.. L ~ rAN. UTA., 8 43 ?l <; END P v F III ') Tel AS') MAIL. g Ii. '. 'l', I 
,1[" 1 f <;HCl! ,)H pro"~NENT I)PIGIN rop C,RAPH 
CAll "LOIILS.?!!. l! 
~TfP 4 FC.TABt[<,H X-AXI,). THfN v AX[,) - LABU eACH 
~ : I 
At X !? n 
Al y 8. 
CAll l G A Xl ') I r .11 • 1 .0. ? 7 H CO" C [N T PAT ION lUG 1M II • - 2 ? A LX • 0 • o. C <; r R • "J C 
? YC I 
CALL LGSCAl IO'lAO?'."L.ALy.O<;TP.NOYO,J1 
CAll AUS (0.r.0.0.J3HOBAP2 I!lH P 1,+13.Al .90.r.0C;TR.NOYOI 
')ffP <, GO PACK Tn "PIGI'! WITI' Pf" 'IP 
OLL PlOT 10.n.0.n.31 
00 4~? IRUN : I.NPUN< 
CALL <;YM8L41 (ONC(IIlUN.II. 'lPAR2IIRUNdl.'l.IJdHO.n.[1dl 
CALL <;YM8L41 CONCljPIIIIJ.?l. OBAP2IIRUN.21.n.IJ. 1.;).0.-11 
CAll '>YMBL41 CO'lCIIRUN.31. OBAR2IIRUN03I.n.lJ. z.O.O.-lI 
CALL <;YMeL41 CO"lCITRU"I.41. DRAR2(IRUN.41.~.lD. 3.0.0.-11 
CALL <;YI'RLql rONCITRUN.SI. DBARZIIRUN.51.n.lO. 4.8.0.-11 
CALL <;YI"BL41 CON((IRUf.,J,f,). ORAR21IRUN.DI.0. 0, 5.0.'1.-11 
CALL C;YM'lL41 (O"JCIIRIJ'!.71. DBAR2IIPUN.71.0.lJ. 5.J.D.-11 
til 
Q 
CA.Ll <)VMBL4( CONC(IRUN.BJ. DBAPc.1RUN.at.n.llJ. 7,:) .. (1.1) 
CALL ,Y~FlLqr rONcrTRIIN.'lI. OflARZITRUN.SI.n.l:J. R.l.n.-\I 
CALL ,YMBL41 CON('!"IIN.IOI. O'lAR?tfRUN.IQI.(].I',JHX.~.O. II 
q~? CONTINUE 
CAll, PlOT(O.n..D.n. ~I 
CALL ')YMBL4(?O. l.n.n.20.Slf"·)OQP<I~'1 K['1FlIC rXPF~[MPJT<- UPTAKr 
no '>OLIO PHA<;E.n.0.'i11 
CALL SYM8l4(4.n.~ 1.2S.0.10.4HRlJNC;.8.f"J.lil 
CAU NUM8Rl(~.7.-I • .''i.D.l[1,[PUflLn.Q.OI 
CAll '>YMAL4(4.A. 1.7C,.J.l'loZHTO.~.n.?1 
CAll NIJM~,Rl(4. 4. I.ZC,.:J.I OdRUNHT .0.'1 J 
CAll ')TMflL4(4.0. 1.50.J.IO.4HDATr.fl.'l.41 
rALl <;YMBL4(4.C,. 1.C,1.~.10.r)ATf.L0.0." " 
fALL ')YM~L4(4.f]. 1.7~.1.1"'.4HT£MP.O.,1 ' 
'ALL NUMBRfr4.4, 1.7' .1.IJ).I· ... P.:J.D.' 
rALL 'YMP,l4(f,.[j. ) .7' oJ.10.1H<;ORPF'I' •• [1.7) 
CAll ,YMBl4Ih.A. 1.1">.J.II .. ,)£1F"T.' 
Call 'Y'18L4(~.D. l.sn.l.IO. 74'OR"~' •• u.O. 71 
CAll <;Y'1FlI4(F'.8. 1.<;rJ.:J.I0.,PU1.n.f'.IAl 
CAll PLOT (-],0. 1.0.31 
CAll F I'll 
BfGI~ OPFRATlnN Of PLOTTER TO PLOT DBAR1 V' 'ONe 
,TEP I E<;TABU<;H DIMENSION or Pl0T PAPfR 
CALL IDPLOT( 1".n.IO.GI 
STEP? PC/OVUlE MAIl 1'1G IN\TPl/rTI(lN, 
CALL <;Y"'~L4(0.?n.n.11.IO.'lSH"AIl T0 O. W. "f_NDRICKS. lHIRL. UTA" 
? STAT, UNIV .. LOGAN. UTAH 84321 <;f~D BY FIR~T CLAS') MAIl.90.n.'l51 
STEP 3 ESTABLISH PERMANENT O'lIGIN FOR GRAPH 
CALL PlOTll. <;.Z. n. -31 
,TEP 4 ESTAALISH X-AXIS. THEN Y-AXI,) - LAALE fACH 
K = I 
AL X :- 12. n 
AL Y :- 8. 
CALL LGAXI<; {n.o.0.n.Z2HCONCENTRATION (UG/Mll.'?2.ALX.O.0.C<;TR.NC 
7YC I 
CALL LGSCAL lOBAR1.Nl.ALy.DSTP.NOYDoIl 
CALL LGAxr<; (n.o.n.'l.17HDIlAR3 (Ml/UG/HR I 017. ALY. '!J .0.)') TR.NDYOI 
,TFP ~ GO BACK rn OPIGIN IIITH PEN uP 
CALL PLor (O.n.n.a.31 
00 41~ I'WN : I ... RUN<; 
CAll ')YMBl4( CONC(IRU'j.lI. DBAR3(I'WN,JI.11.13,JHo.iJ.roll 
CALL <;YMBL4( rONC(IRLlN.ll. nBAR3(IRUN.2J.n.l1. I.D.I).-ll 
CAll <;Y'1f1L4( CONC(IR'J'J.31. nSAR3(r'lUN03I.'l.I'\. l.'l.n.-il 
'ALL -;VMlll4( CONC(IPU'J.41. OilAR3I!QUN.41.n.l~. 3.0.n.-ll 
CALL ';YMBLq( CONC(IRu~.:>I. naA"3(!"UN.51.0.lQ. 4.0.[;.-11 
CALL ')YMBL4( CONCfTRUN.61. oaA"HIRUN.ol.O. 1. <.1.n. II 
CAll SYMRl4( CONC(IRUN.71. DBAR3(IRUN07J.n.n. &.l.n. II 
CAll ,YMBL4( CONC(TRUN.81. OBAPHIRUN.81.0.IJ. 7.D.n. II 
CAll '>YMAI4f CONCITPUN.':lI. OBAR3(I'IUN.91.n.IQ. 8.J.'1. II 
CAU ')YHBl4( C()NC(I""N.lOI. DBAR'IT'lUN.lll.O.lll,JHX.(l .. '. II 
413 CONTINUE 
r;ALL DlOT(O.n.O.ll. ~I 
(ALL <;YMI1L4( 2. Cl. -I.n. '1. 20.~ IHSGRPT ION K INF TIC F XPER IHENT,) uPTAKE 
>TO <;OLID DHA<;(.'l.O.~11 







CALL NUM,>RF(4.q. -1.75.0.1'1.TE"P.0.0.31 
CALL <;YMRL4(E..O.-1.7S.0.1[l.7H50R'IE'JT.C.O.71 
CALL <;YMBL4(f;.B.-I.?~.J.IO"BfNT.n.n.I~1 
CAll <;YMBL4(£.0. 1.')'I.J.\O.7H50ROATf.3.0.71 
CALL ')YMBl"(f>.R. -1.51oJ.lLl.SBAT£.o.r" \81 
CALL DlOT (-1.0.-1.0.-31 
CAlL FI'II 
BEGIN OPERATTON Of 0\ OTTf" 1 0 PlOT DaAR4 V<, rONC 
';TEP I ESTAbLI,H OIMfNSION OF PL(lT PAPER 
CALL IDPlOTlI4.0ol'l.11 
<;TEP 1 P'''lVIDf MAll I"IS INS fQUCT ION', 
(ALL <;YMRl4(0.?".n.,1.10.'lSH"AIL TO O. W. Hf'JDRICK<'. UWRL. UTAH 
> ')TATF U"IIV •• LOGA'J. UTA" 84371 SEND BY FI?'T CIA';'> "Art.SO.O.'lS' 
STEP ~ ESTABLT,H PfR"'ANENT ORIGIN FOO CRAPH 
CAll °LOT(1.<,.2.'1· 31 
,TEP 4 E,)'A'llISH X-AXI'). THPJ 'An" lABLf fACH 
K : I 
Figure B-2a. Continued. 
ALX 712.n 
AL Y - R. 
CALL lGAXTS (n.n.O.n.22HCONcrNTRATION (Ur,/MLI.-?2.ALX.O.D.CSTR.NC 
?YC I 
CALL lG<;CAl (f'RA.,4.NI.ALv,D<,TO.'JDYD.11 
CAll lGAXI' (r.n. r .r,.17HO'lAP4 O'l/U",,,oJoll.ALY,'l'J.O.O,TRd<DYlJl 
<;T[D <; G0 gAC> Tn OPjl,JN wI''' DEN UP 
CALL DIC t (n.'l.O.!),::1 
00 4 ~4 [RUt, I. NRU~I' 
CAU ')Y"SL41 (ONtI IP'I"loi J. 'l8AQ41I"UNoil. '.1.,.1 ~).~.f]oll 
CAU <; YMAl 4 ( rONC(!PJ"S,ZI. DP:A P 4{IRUN.,?I,n.11. 1.<).0,1) 
C A It ) y~ Bl ~ I r1~C[T~I".II. fl P,A P 4([RUNd l , ".1' ? n. II 
CA I YM I'll 4 ( (')/\{(I),N.41. 'J~AD4fr'~UN.41 • • I"j 7, .1. 1) 
CAL ''I8l4 ( f"r)NC(IQ'lt .• !»), I)PAQ4'1<)tJ~,~I.,1 .. 1!l. 4.].0.1) 
CA II Y"I 'll 4 I (ONC(IP't"'.b), OPtl:""J4{fQUN.Gl.I). J, S.:"J.n"ll 
C A II Y" Rl4 , rO~C(Ipl~,7). [)SAP4fr'?UN.fl.O.11. 6,0.0. I) 
CAU YMBL 4 ( (ONe( I' ,8). nF.O,oLI(IQIIN.8},O.1]. 7,'l.fl, I' 
CA II YMI'L4 I ~Of-lC(Tq\Jf' ... ,'3}. Ot:'A R 4(IQU"'J,9},(1.10. 8,a.f), II 
CALI ,YMdl41 rO'lC(IRU~olnl. D'IAR~(I"U~.lnl.0.11,JHx.n.l. II 
4~4 CO'JT I'IIH 
CALL PlOI(().' .'1.'. " 
CALL ',YMBl4( .". 1.r..a.!O.,)IH',ORPII~" KI'JFTlf rXPERIMfNT<, UPTA~[ 
? TO <; ilL I D "H A" • n .0. ~ I I 
CALL ~YMHt.qfll.U. 1.?t.,.J.lf"j.4I-1PU".J~.1.'),u, 
CALL NUMIlDI(~.7. 1.?·"J,lr.rr.U'Ilo.n.ll 
CAll ')Y'1fll4(4.8.-\'Z~.).ln.2HTO.'.f]071 
CALL ~UM£lPl[4.4.'\.?S.J.IQ.rPUNH!.'I.~1 








CAll PLOT (-1.0.-1.".-31 
CAll FIN! 
REGI'J GPfPATlf'JN Of -'[ TT[P J:~ DLn' '1~AP" V<, CONr 
<,Trp I E')TAHlI')" DI"r"'>IOr-. Of D(OT DAPrp 
CALL IOPlOT(14.0ol1.11 
,)IfP Z P"()YIOf MAIlI~c, IN')TPurTI0N<' 
fAll ')YMBL4([l.7.I.n.l.IO.'!",.,"All Tn O. w. HfNORIfK". 'I"RL. uTAH 
, ') T A Tf U'I I V.. L 0 ; A '.. ')T A H 8 43 ? I '; f N 0 in '1'>< T Cl A <; <; "A II .90. n. '15 I 
\fro' E,TAdLI'>H ,co~'NE"T 0RILI'J ro" GRAPH 
CAl( PLOl(l.s.;>.n. \1 
<, T fP 4 E., T AS 1 I < h , \J I'" [Hr N Y - ~ x I', - LA RLE f A I H 
AL x 12. n 
Al v ". 
CAll LGAd, In.(J.').n.2?HCONCf'JTDATION (UG/HlI. 7?ALx.O.".C'TR.~( 
? YC I 
CAU lGSCAl Ifl8ARS.NL.ALy.D,TR.'Jf'YOolI 
CALL LGAX[') 1f1.n.O.f1.17HD8AP" (~L/llr,/HRlol7.AlY.'lQ.n.)<;T".NOYOl 
')TEP <; GC "Ar~ Tn OO!"l" wITH pr~ ')P 
CALI PlOl (fl.O.U.fl.31 
DO 4~S Iou" : I.NoJN< 
CALL SY'1Bl41 CONC(!RU'J.II. OBARSIIRU'J,JI.n.I'lolH:J.n.fldl 
CALL ')YI'BL4( CONCIIPU'l.?). OAARS(IRU'J.71.n.I:J. I.l.n.-ll 
CAU \Y'1'll4( CONC(IRu".~I. nRAP5(IPlJ"03I.').I~. ?l.n.-11 
CALL \YM'lL4( rO"CCl o ',)'J.41. OtlAOS(IRUN.41.'l.l'l. i.o.'l.-II 
CAL! C;YMBltl( (Of'l.CIIQII"'J.SJ. f)ClAQSfIPUN.SI,r.l'l, tI,J.O,-l) 
CALL <,Y"IflL4( fO'lC[IPII'J.bl. 08bPS(]OIlN.Ll.n.~. ;.~.r.-II 
CAll <'YM'll4[ CO'JCIIRUN.71. If;A''511''UN07I.'l.J). 5.:1.n.-I) 
CALL <'YM8L4( rONCIIRu'J.~I. DbAR5(1~'-''1.gl.0.IJ. 7.1.:1.-11 
CALL ,Y"'RL4[ (ONC(IOU".91. fll'A~51l"1I".91.[j.1D. A.a.r. II 
CALL ')YMIlL41 CO'Jf(lo!,'.IOI. fWAOSfT o U"olJI.lJ.l'1dH,,r'.J. II 
4 F, CONT TNUE 
CALL DlOT(O.".o.n. II 
CALL ')YMfll"(?1. I.n.'l. ''l.'JIH','''''' I">J KINtllC f'PERIMf~TS UPTAKE 
no S:lL 10 DHA~f .'l.n.SII 
CAll I)VMBl4(4 .. 0, 1 .. 2C,,1.1C,4HI)UN( ,1.;1,41 
CALL NUM8QI(3.7, 1.?'1' .1 ,IQlJ~l' .11 
CAU \YMHl4(4.q, 1.?c"t .2h T O • . ,.t' 
CALL 'JUHIl P IC4.4. I'?~'J. ,fRU'JHI.I.' 
CALL SYMRL4(4.D. 1..,'l,J.ll1.QHDATr.u.1.41 
CAll SYMBL4("." 1.'i.1.,).IG.OATEL0.0.1olZl 
CALL ')YMRl4(4.'1. 1.7~,).1I.4HTE"IP.iJ .. j,41 




CALL <;YMBL4(f,.8. -1.25.3.1o.SIlE~T.0.'1. 191 
CALL ~YMBL4«',.O.-1.5'l.D.I0.7HSOR~ATE.D.0.71 
CALL <;YMBL4(~.9. -1.5~,J.10.SRATE.n·.'1.1BI 
CAll PLOT (-1.0. 1.0.-31 
CALL" INI 
BEGIN OPERATIC'N OF PLnTTER TO PLOT OBAR6 VS rONC 
STEP! E';TABLI,)H DIMfW,[ON Of Pl(,T PAPER 
CALL IDPL01(14.0dO.'1) 
STrp c PROVlf1r MAILING I"I5TRUCrrON5 
CALL <;Y,,"BL4(O.2,[1.0.'1.IO.'lSH"HL TO D. W. HfNORICKS. UIIRL. UTAH 
? STATf UNIV •• LOGHJ. UTAH 84321 ,)END BY FIR<;T CLA')<; MAIL.90.0,'l5) 
,)TEP , ESTABLISH PEPMANENT ORIGIN FO" GRAPH 
CALL P10T(I.5.2.~.-3) 
<;TEP 4 F<;TABLT,H X-AX!,. THE~ Y-AXI, - LAflLE EACH 
AL X = 12.0 
AL Y fl. 
CALL l GAXIS 10.0.fl.o, 22HCONCfNTRAT ION (UG/ML 1.-22. ALx. 0.0. CSTR.NC 
2YC I 
CALL LbSCAL (oBAR6.Nl.ALy.oSTR.NDvDoI I 
CALL LGAXI, In.0.0.r.17HDBARh ("'L/UG/HP).17.ALY.'3J.0.~"TR.NDyol 
STfP S GO RACK TO ORIGIN WITH PEN UP 
CALL PLOT 1[).n.:J.(1.3) 
00 4'~ IRU'J :: 1.NPUN~ 
CAll <;YHBL4( rONCIIRUN.!I. DBAR6IIQU'JoIl.n.lJoIHQ.n.fJoI'l 
CALL ')YMBL41 CONCIIRIJ'l.21. OBAR6IIRUN.?!.0.13. 1.::1.(1.-11 
CALL SYMAL41 CONCIIPIJN.31. Q8AR6IIOUN.3}.0.I;). z.~.o.-\l 
CALL ,YMBL41 CONCIIRUN.4). DBAP6IIRU'l.4}.'1.IO. 3.1.n.-J} 
CALL <;YMBL41 CONC(IPUN.51. OPAP6IIRUN.51.0.ICl. 4.J.n.-1I 
CALL SYMBL41 CONCIIRUN.6). OflAR6IIRUN.&I.fl. J. S.'l.O. - I I 
CALL ')YMflL41 CONC(IR'JN.71. D8AR6IlRIJN.71.n.11. 6.) .n. II 
CALL SYMBL'II CONCIIRUN.81. OBARbII'IUN.81.0.11. 7. J .0 t II 
CAll <;YMBL41 CONC(IRUN.'l}. DBAP'611~UN.'3I.'l.ll. B.1.n. 
CAll ,YMflL4( CONCIIDUN.I:JI. o8AR&IIRUN.!J}.0.1801Hx.r,.Q. I) 
43f, CONT INUE 
CALL PLOT(O.O.o.n. 3) 
CALL <;YMBL4IZ.0. I.O.O.2D.51H<;GRPTION KINEIIC [XPFRIMFNT<' uPTAKE 
2TO ')O( 10 PHASE.o .D. <;1 I 
CAL L <; Y M B L 4 I 'I. O. - I • 2 ~ • ~ • I 0 • 4 HR U "I ~ .!l • :J • q I 




CALL SYM'lL'I14 ',. -1.51,J.I0.:)ATELO.O.nol 21 
CALL <;YMRL4,4.0.-1.7S.Cl.IO.4HTEMP.::>.n.41 
CALL NUMBRFI4.4. 1.75.J.IO.TEMD.O.0.31 
CALL <;YMBL416.o.-1.25.~.IO.7HSORBF~T.0.0. 71 
CALL SYMRL41f..8.-I.?'i.J.Io.,HE"IT.£1.f).181 
CALL <;Yf"AL4Io.0.-1.5J.J.10.7HSORBATE.0.D.71 
CALL <;YMBL4( F. 8. -1.5).0.1 O.S'lATE. 0.0.18} 
CALL PLOT 1-1.1.-I.D.-31 
CALL FIN! 
20 CONT INUE 
END 
"FOR. IS RfROG .REGLnG 
')U BP I'll TI NE R FG LO GI N. 'IN • N PIl • lOX. 10 Y • X • Y. N TX , NT Y • C X • C Y • A. B. R • R? } 
REGRr<;SION [QUAT IONS FOR DIfFERENT L% A~o SE~T LOG TRAN~FOR>l5 
TRAN<;FOR"'> INTX on NTYI APE A5 I""lLOw5--
I - NO TRANSFOPvATIO~ 
I OGI 0 I 7 } 
LOGIOICl-71 
LOG 1 :J ( 7 IN )- 11 I I I 
TPANSFORM 2 wIT.; REGRfS<;I(,N Ag'lUT LOGIOIZBA'II 
: TRANSFI)RM 3 II IT '1 REGRESS ION A"'OUT LOGI'1ICZ-7 MfAN) 
7 TPAN5FORM 4 WITH '1EGRF<;<;ION ABOUT LOGIOIZ(NI-ZIII MfAN) 
N IS THE TOTAL NUMBED OF OBSfRVATION,. I E THE SIZr CF THE X AND 
Y ARPAY, 
NN I') THE NO OF TaIL END CBSfRVAT[ONS THAT ARF U,ED IN COMPUI !NG 
Z IN I ASS0cr ATtO \lITH TRA"ISFOR"AT 10'1 4 OR 7 
NPR 15 A PRINT OPTION FOR PRINT ING THE Of'Ir;INAL DATA AND THf 
TRANSfORMfD DATA I' 'IPR IS NON 7Eol) 
lOX 1<; A 4 CHARACTER ALPHANUMFRlr IflPIIIFICATION FOR X 
!OY IS A 'I CHARACTFR ALPriANUMERIr InfNTIFICATION FOR Y 
X IS THE IN:JfPENDENT VARIABLE ARRAY 
Y IS THE oEPfNDENT VA"IABLE ARRAY 
NTX 1<; THE TRANSFORMATION SPEC FI)R X 
NTY IS TI-l<: TRa>~<;FOR'1ATI1N sprc FOP Y 
Figure B-2a. Continued. 
ex ANCl CY ARE THf' CO~J<;'A'H<; AS<'OCIAT[O WITH TPAN,)fORMATION<; 3 
AN') 6 
o I fiE "IS ION X IN} ,y I"J } 
<;X N= '1. 
SY N= '1. 
<;x =0. 
SY::O. 
') X Y: O. 
SX 7=£1. 
S Y 7:: O. 
AN ::NN 
IF INoll.EO. II liP IT flb.l ?41 lOx. lOY 
174 fORf"4T(JH1.?~X·O~[GI'Jal DAI4 FOllOW,'!' Oil') NO·\7U4.?OxA41 
DO S I = I. N 
I FIN PR • f O. I I liP I I rIb. 1 7S} I • X I : , • v I I I 
! ? S f 0 R'1 A T I I X I', • ? F 30. ~ I 
IFINTx.GT.4) <;x=SX+X([1 
IFINTY.GT.4} ,Y:<;Y+YIlI 
5 CONT INUE 
I FIN T X • f 9. 4 • 1'0 • 'I T X • F ~ • 71 GO I" ? 
GO TO" 
2 DO 3 I '-I.NN 
3 ,XN=~XN+X 1'1 l'i 1 
C X =" XN I A N 
N= N- N'I 
4 IfINIY.lO.'1.0P.NIY.f'l.71 GO TO 17 
GO TO 16 
17 DO 14 I=I.NN 
14 <;YN=<;YN+YIN-I+II 
C Y =') YN I A'J 
IF INTX .Nf .4. OP.N Tr .Nf. 71 N~N-NN 
I hAN =N 
IFINTX.GT.I.Cp.Nlv.rr.IIGO IC' 7~ 
GO TO 76 
7~ IFINDP.EIl.11IiRITfIF.1 '[.IIOx.rnv 
7f, CONT INUE 
1'(', FOR"'ATIIHO.Z~x·I"ANSFORMF[1 IHIA rnllO\l,'!' OB, NO'8XA403116XA4}1 
DO 2'1 I=I.N 
GO TO {lO.b.7.7.h,7,71.NTx 
f, [F(xIII.LE.O.1 (,0 TO ~ 
IF I N po. EO. I I X lox I [ 1 
X I II =AlOG t:JD I I I I 
GO T 0 10 
7 XIII=CX-XII, 
GO TO (; 
8 IIR IT E I r; 0) 20 I Ul X ol • N I X 
PO FOP'UTllx.A4.' VALIJf FOil r 
1,·. VAlIJf ~FT AT lfqn') 
X I II :'1. 
• I 5.' IS IMPROPFP FOR TRAN5fORM 
l!l GO TOIl~'[I,J?,J?II.lZ'[?I.N'Y 
II IrIYIl}.LE.n.1 ';0 I" IS 
IF INP;<.EO.II YT oY II I 
YI II :ALOGIOIYI j) I 
GO TO 15 
I? Y I I I =C Y- Y I II 
GO TO I I 
Illl<lITfl(',ol>Ollrv.I.NTY 
y( I I of). 
I') IFINH.P."I c·X:"Y+<111 
IF IN T v.l f .41 c,y = 'S, • v I ' I 
IF (N ''( .lJ T. 1. '"',') .~ T Y. () T • ) 'G() T (\ 77 
GO T (' 78 
77 rFINDR.EG.IIWOlTflh.!?711.XI.YI.XIII.YIII 
78 CONI INur 
1>7 FOPMATI!XlS.4F20.Q) 
?O CONT TNUE 
GO Tn 1?I.?1.}I.71.7??3.231.NTX 
'1 XSAP:<;X/AN 
GO TO Z S 
?? X"4R :ALOr. 101 ~x IA~I 
GO T ~ ? S 
75 bO TOI?".?E..?".Zf,.27.28.?QI.NIY 
73 X8AO:ALOGI11 A~<;I CX-(<;X!ANIII 
76 YBAR:'SY/AfoJ 
GO TO 2'3 
27 YRAP::ALOGlfll<Y/A'J1 
GO TO 2 9 




7') DO 1~1 I:I,N 
XX:XfIl-xllAR 
YY:Y(f)-Y'HP 
5 X y= ') XV • X X • v Y 




sc X ,. ISOX 
SC y , 1<;[1 V 
CALCUl A [f .,f r<H"" I (IN rOt FF IC IfNT<; 
B= SO Y I <;DX 
IF(~XY.LT.1. )"--" 
A YRAQ -g'X,H" 




PO '> 'lP 1 f All, I") ) 
Rl-<'XY/"X? 
AI:Y~AP-'lI'Xf\AO 
01 :S x Y 1<; y , 
C I ::X q A R- <) I' Y BAR 
IF(NlX.EG.I) GO Tn 41 
XA :1 '1 ••• C 
XRR:I".'·X.,A" 









YC : I <) ••• A 
YBR::IO.··YiHO 
S v G x ::<; Q P T ( ( ( I • -'l?) • ( <; Y;» ) I f A N- I .,1 I 
S x GY :<; QR T Iff I. -'I?) • f ',X? I II f AN- I .,1 ) 
IFfNTX.(Q.II GO TO 5S 
X A I:: I <)." C I 
IFfNTY.EQ.l) GO TO r'1 
YC 1= 1 'l"'AI 
WRITE OUT RE<;UlT~ 
IF f N PR • N E. I I ';0 I () ;; 1 
WP IT, f 6, I 21 I 
FOPfo<ATfIHI,2"X'ORTHOGfJ'lAL RfGR[<;<ION FOUATlO~<"1 
W R I I r ( b , 1 1 [j) I 0 x , 'I T X , ~ r x , X'l A P , I [j v , ,~ TV. <; C v • v il A" 
FOR"AIII .... l.·X 'Au,' IRAN')·12.' '>CAlEO '1Y'FIl."'· A"OUT fo«AN _ 'F 
ll?&,~ Y fAll,' TRA11Jc:;·rl." \~ALrO PY'Fl?h.' A'~OlJl MFAN : 'fl?t;) 
IF eN T x .G I • 2. f'p .'1 I Y • G T .2 I .. R IT F (;, ol ?~ I I ox • r x • 10'. r v 
FOPfo<4TIIXA4.· cx -"I"i.Q.5XA4,· rv :'[15.81 
WRITEfG.III) IDv.A,R.Tf1X 
FORM~rCIHO,A4.· : "f15.8." .. (·F15.8.') • 'A4 1 
WR IT E f ;;. I II ) T [1 x • C. 0 , IOv 
lFINTX .NE. IIWRIT(f~oll?IIOx.YA.t'l".N1X 
FORfo<HIIHO.A4.· INTfRCEPT _'f I' ,8.' THROII'." ·Q<;.8.' wITH INVER<;f 
ITRAN<'FOP" OF'12) 
IFf NT •• NE. lIWRITFfGoll?lIOv,vC.Y'lR.NTV 
WP IT fIG, 1 2? ) 
P2 FORMATIIHD.2~x'OROIN~DV RfGRf~~ION EQUATION<;') 
IIR IT E ( ;;, I I, lIn x, <;0 x • , " ,j v • lOY, <; 0 v, <; Y GX 
113 FORfo<ATIIHO'X - 'A4,' WITH STOE~ "EI".8.· ANn SX/V :'fI5.A."X'V : 
l'A4.' WITH STOEV ::'(IS.8.' AND SV/X :'(IS.RI 
WR IT fIb ol 11 1 T;)Y. A I • III ,j 0 X 
IIR IT FIb 0\ II ) TO X , C I .01 ,j 0 v 
IFfNTX .Nt. 1).RITflooll?llnx.XAI.x'lR.NTX 
IFINTt .NE. IIWRlTfIGolI7)Iov.vCI,VBo.NTV 
IIRIT(15ol1<;lcn.'l.P?"i 
II" FQRMATIIH1.'Df' :'F8.S.5X'o ',8.5.5X'R2: 'F8.5,SX·FIRST '1<;.' O'l 
ISERVATION<; U<fO IN CALCULATING ['lUATJON<;') 
61 IFfNTY ."E. IIA=vr 
RE TU RN 
END 
i>FOo,fS TOEDIVoTOFP,,1 
SU'lRQUTIN'- TOFRIVI 11,.IT.ALPHA.XMA,.cINCP.r,.xINCP.'LOP'_ .XROU' ,[TN 
?,(PR,THHJ) 
TINIT : I'JTTIAl ASSUMrO VALur FOP T[~f 
XROXXT : VALlI~ TAKEN FOR XRAo/X~AD. 
XlNCD :ADITH Y INTFRrrPT '-OR X:3AP FR.'>1 'IF<;1 fll XBAR-T CURvf 
<'LOPE : EXDONENT OF Qf<;T f II X3AP-T CURVf 
CINCO _ lOG OF V INT,O(f DT FOo CONC-T CUPVe 
C<; FXPONENT Of KfS' FII (ONC-T (U«Vf 
ITN MAX NO 'lF lTr"AT ION, 10 GrT TIM(J 
[RR TOLEPA8l F (RPOP FOP I TMf J 
Figure B-2a. Continued. 
TIHEJ :: RfTUPNEO V~LtJr FeD TIME WHnJ XElAP/XRAlh 7 XE\OX~T 
CAR T l'l = I J ... C I '1C P 
T T - TIN I I 
EL ALOG( ]rl.) 
DO 4~f') I :lolIN 
A Z 'INCP·I1. 10 ... l,lODf'IT)) 
fP" 1. + AlPHA-rapTl\l"(lr"\ ••• (r".TT)) 
(1 AIPH~'Xf'AX'lARTIN'lln,"I"\"TI) 
o A - x I .., C P. '.l OD [ • f 11 ••• 1<; l 0 ~, • T 1 ) ). r L 
DB ALPHA'C<;.CARTIN'lln."lr,.I1l).fL 
DC :1-C'>/Cll'fl 
FT al.QllCl (QrxxT 
OFI AZ'18Z'O( d'1I(II. 1"'/l71.I)A 
T! -- IT, T 11)(' 
IF I A Q<; I T ITT) ." , 0 P) Gn 10 , ~I 
43D T T : T I 
WR IT r IF,. 4 32 I l.r I .r T • r R P 
4~? FOR/I,AT IIHf1.11X'Oln 'JOI CONV[R(,' 1'01'. IS,' IIFOATTO"S'IZ2x'TI 
lFl~.t;112't'TT '.F'lc.S/1{x'rQDf"R· '.r}s.'S) 
GO TO 4 p, 
4 II T I "IE J T I 




<;URPf'tlTf'JE At DriA XI At D>-iA. XP-IAX) 
pf.'OJr-', wr,-6~ S'IO D Tll" KINfTre\ 
" 
OETf"~I"ATIO'" I)F AlD>-id A'JD X'Hx Rv DF[,Rr<;<;IO~ ANALV,)I,) OF llN[ARI2 
fO lA'IG/I,UIR I',Olf-lf"M 
COMMON If~D "DA I[ I 6n.?) ,<,~A 1F f ~) ,<;qf"JT n I .C' TARf C,11 .X3 ARS T 16 0) 
CO fo<" 0'" In dN < I (, n I • C<; n I)'" I br' ) • r ~ u x \ T I lOr I • NOll N'>. [" U NL 0 • 1« U NH I 
CO""O'l flATElO(Z).OATFHII?) 
OATA !OX,I')V./4HC'>ID.4HcnX'l1 
DO 7 n<; I : I. "J'l'Jf,,, 
C<;OU"f II c ~ TAD (I 1 
7 n S CONT r~uc 
IRlJNl~ : l'lU'J<;II' 
IRUN>-il __ I'lu'J\ I"<PUN") 
DO '1'.1 I I,';PU"I'> 
C\OX"TIII rCTAD(1)/X'lAP·.\(II 







CALL RfGlOC ·"'U"lS.~N,NPO,IOx,IOv.(<;Tlll,CSGX<;T.NTX.NTV.CX,CY. 
?YINcrp.Sl,)p[ ,I) ,P<-I1) 
XMAX 1.1 \\ "U I 
A l PH A I • / ( • I NC f D • X " A X I 
IIRIT(f~.qC,3) 
'IS, FOP"ATflf-llllll?~x'<)fTt-R"INA"l"l f'F alPHA AND '''AX BV REGPF<;<;ION At, 
2AlY<;1" OF LI""A'7t?rO LANr,~\JI" I<;OTHfRM'1 
wp 1 T r It,. 'l ~4 I < " AT f I I .1 I , ',0 ATE I 1. 2) • ~ 8 A IE • I 'I UNL O. [q U to. H ) • <; BE NT. TEMP. R 
!,R<;Q,Yt"'JC(P'~LOPf,At DHAfX~A'( 
~S4 F('IRM,Q,T(lH'l1114nX'OATf or ?UN 1: '.?A!;. ~x'<;apFl-ATr·,?'(.3A6/48x'RUN 
21)' ,T (... , ;> x • T :)' t T f! • 1 1 x ' c. ('l Q d f NT' , .3t.. hI 71 X' T f ""0' t r b .. 1 'C x ' Dr G. CENT.' 1/11 
3,'>X'RFGoE\Qr' A'lAl f',l\ r,) IT'llAQPrD IS81HEQH - RlSUlT,'114"X'R : 
4',Fh .. ~ /tl,X'h1\O '.rr,.3 11a'('YINTr~lcrpT l/(AlPi-IA*XMAX} =',(l'2.bl 
SZqX'<)LOPf Cf Jr')1 fTT :·,rl ...... o/41Y·ALPo-IA -:',rl'2.f:,/~2X'XMAX =',fl? 
<,QIII';X''lA"r \JD""' f~I)JLPRIIJ" JPA FROM [~DlvT[)IJAl RUNS'114"X'RUN 
l<)',')X'OATF fX"l ~fr;U~',-'x'C.·,6x'XQ,A?",""·(./XQ,Ar:?') 
<:ISb wP1Tr{b,Q')c~IIIqUN'.(rlf\ 'a.TfII,ll,<:Ohff(I.'t. C<"TA~(ll.XQAt{\T(II.C 
'<;8X'>IIII'[ 1.',RUN<;) 
q~S FORMAT(41'(,I{>,hx,lAh,rll.~.rll .. t,II(1.')J 
RfGrf...l opr .. )AtJ{\'" or PlnTT~R Tt Dl(lT (C~,lAP/XB\TARI V \TAR 
\lfD t r~I~BlT~H nJ"'F,"IION~ or PLr" p~fFr.' 
CAll 1')PlOTI 14.(]ol:I.~) 
<;T(D , PROVl'll- MAllI~(. 1'"IRU(1[(',", 
CAli 'YP-I'lIQ,I1.?.r'.1 • .).1,).94H'<All 10 >-lE 'I Ool [CK'>, ')wRL, UTAH 
) ~ TAT' UN I V .' l OG AN. ,iT A', q 4 ,7 I < f'J,' 9 Y , ! P, 1 (L A <, <, fo<A Il • qJ • J • 'l4 I 
<;Trp ~ '<,TAfJllC,H Df?"'ANUn nRGIN FOR GPAPH. IHI<; 1< DONf BY (- I 
CALI "LOTII.5.2.0.-3) 
<;TfP 4 r'>TAflll'>H X-AXI'>. l>-il'" V-Al!\ LABEL FAC>-i AXI<, 
AL x 12. I] 
AL V 8.0 




C5 ox 5T (KOIJW) ) fl. 
CALL ~CAl (C~T AP.~ RI)')';. ALX .C~IN .'J' T All 011 
CALL AXI~ 10.o.0.n.134C5TAR IUG'''II. ·13.ALX..l.O.CMTN.05TARI 
CAll ~CALr(C<;(lY~T.KRU'J5.ALY.C5~IN.Or'x.l) 
r. A L I a x I ~ ( 0 • [1 • II. O. 1 4 H C S 1 A Q I X BAR ~ TAR. I 4. A LV. 93 • 8 • C S .., IN. ;) C <; x ) 
qER <; SHOW '4E EXPERIMENTAL POI'JT, 
CALL DLOTIO.n.O.O.3) 
00 4fJ\ T : 1.'JRUNS 
401 CALL ~YMBL4(CSTAr(TI.C50XST(I).r'.14.tHX.J.001l 
STEP Ii PLOT THE BEST FIT CURVf 
YZEPO : I Yl'JCFP- CSMT'l) IOCSX 
XOT : .8.ALX 
XOT<;T : .q.Alx.OqAP 
VMAX : VZERO • I SLOPfOXOI<;' )/OCSX 
CALL PLOTUJ.'1.0.n. 31 
CALL PLOT!8.r.YlER001l 
CALL PLOTIXOI.YMAx.;>J 
CALL O( ()Tf~.n.n.n, 3) 
LABEL GRAPH wITH ADP"0PRIATf IOE'HTFICATION INrO~MATlON 
CALL vMAL41?'1. I.r •• t. ~'lH<,ORPTI()~ KINETIC EXPERIMENT, 
ZTZEO \ ANGMUIP I,)OT"F?"'.O.'1.6~1 
CAll <;v'1RL4(4.n. 1 ".J IfJ.4HRUNS.O.O.4) 
tAll NUMR P lI4.3. 1.?<;"J.IldPUNIO.J.'11 
CALI <;nHIL4(4.Z·-I.S0.u.lO.?HTO.'.'1.?1 
CALL 'lU'1'1Rl!4.3. 1.<;;J.u.lndRUNHI.l.'11 
CAll ~Yl'BL4!4.0. I.'S.J.10.4HTfMD.1.0.4) 
CALI NUMBPF(4.4. 1.7~.J.10.r[MP.'1.0dl 
CAll 'Y"IRL4!(;.0. -1.?C,.O.lrJ.7HSORQENT.[1.n.71 
CAll ')VM'lL4(6.8. 1.?C,.).IO.~ilFNT.n.fJ.18) 
CALL ~YMBL4!h.'1. I.Sn.O.10.7HSOR'lATF.O.0.7l 
CALL ~Y"RL41 E. 8. -1.SJ.3.1 O.~BATE. n.n. lR I 
CALL PLOT! -1.0'-1.;). -3) 
CALL FINI 
LINEAR 
BEGI'J OPE'HTJO'J ('r PLOTTER TO PLOT XBAP. VS (. (lANGMUIR I<;OTHER'11 
STEP I E<;TABLfSH OH'[NTIONS OF PLOT PATH' 
CALL IOPLOT! 14 .0.IJ.11 
STEP 7 PPOVIDF MAILING INSTRUCTIrW; 
CALL <;YMflL410.Z.0.D.O.IO.g4HMAIL Til D. II. HENDRICK';. UWRL. UTAH 
2STATE UNIV •• LOGAN. UTAH 8~321 <'ENrJ qy FIR<;T CL~SS MAIL.'lJ.[1.94) 
STEP 3 ESTARLISH PEQ'1ANE"lT ORGIN FOR GRAPH. THI, I<; DO>Jf BY (-I 
CALL PLOT(1.5.Z.0.-31 
STEP 4 fSTAPL ISH X-AXI,). THEN V-AXIS -LABEl EACH AXIS 
Figure B-2a. Continued. 
NR "lQUN\ ' I 
C,) 011 " ( 'Jo , 
XqAD~TU'-l'<t !J. 
Al'X" )") .. (1 
AL Y A. " 
CAlL '')(ALr (ro:.r,Uv.NO, 6Lx,ruIN,r'<;,TAR.ll 
CALI ~XT' !".",l.~.ln<r\IAP !UG'~I'. -11.ALX,J.~.CMIN.0<;TARI 
CALI <;(ALr (XI1Auo:"T,f\j";', ALy,x3'.n~,')XXXoJI 
CALI AXI') (n.O,[1.:l,16HX{3AO",TAw (U"'-,/G"II,1!:.Alv.40.r'l,XAMlr..;,OXXX) 
srfP 'i <;Yf).,J TH( (xPf?I"'c-."TAl POI~r\ 
CALL PlOl(;).~,[).ndl 
DO 4'1) 1 !.NPUW, 
4n7 CALL <;Y><~L4!r)TAQ(II.XllAO<;T!II'[J.I"'[HY",lol 
<;T(P h PIOl 141 R",T clf CURVf 
C r",c H 0 ). 
JK 
CALI PLOT(Q.~.:J.~. 11 
AXO ..: AlPI-iA.xvAX.,)(TAD 
00401JK I.?n" 
CINC4 CI'ICH' '1.0S 
Y I NC H A X 0 • r INC HI (r ( x X. r i • + ~ I P rl A • C I " C H • 0 <; TAO I I 
CALL P L!J T (C TN CH • Y! N r .;. '. 
~f11 CONT T"JUf 
LAREI GRAPH ~IlH app~OPRIA1E IIJENTlfICATION INFO~IHTIl.'1 
CALI ,>YMQI4!?'1. 1.(: .. ;>.4RH<;OOPTION KI'IfIIC rxPFRI'1fNT\ 
? I<;OT4fR".O.n.~RI 
OIM AD.r 
CALL ')Y"'RI41~.d. 1.?S.J.ln.4HR,J,<<..D.:1.41 
CAll 'JUMRRI!4.3. l.?'"J.lfl.[RU'nr.J.'1 
CALL <;n"flL41~.2. I.S'1,').IO.ZHTQ.l.[).71 
CALL 'JUMQRI(4.3.-l.S:.0.Ll'[PlJ"IH1.1.':1 
CALL <;YMAL4(~.lJ.-I.7' .1.1 '.~HTrMD.~.l., 
CALL ".JUMqPf(t. .. ~. 1 .. 7(.,.".1 ,Tf""P,].O.~l 
CALL <:;YM~l4{F.l .• l .. ?Sf~.1 ,7H)GQoJ.""~JTrq.n.7) 
CALL ')Y~RL4(r .. B. 1 .. 1".;.1 ,'lpr"JT,j' .. ,iR} 
CAll ~Y"1AL4(h.l). l.t::'.) .. l .7H')OR:Jarf,'l.i"),71 
CALL "n'RL4(G.A.-J.".'1.1 .\"U •• r '.lkl 
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C- ..... ""',.,... UJ 
c:ac-oc c 
DC' ( S C C' 
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on C'. n r: c; r C1 
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r:cuac~- r-CCC'Ci--Cc-cc_ 
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,... c- If' If' u- c- C- r~' --: c- c- r c- .-:; r c 
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cr - - c: cr : ' c ..£ U. "'. C" ,.,- - "'" .. - (J" u-
~~~~~~~"'~~~~ __ ~~ L GZL 
::: L.'" -::: U' elf' - ,- r ..t'I c-:: {1 
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,- r - - r-. 3 - ~ :: ::. ~ ~ ~ ~ :-
· ..... -... , 
rrc-rrrrrrc 
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,--, c-. c- c C :,' r. C C. ("" 
· ........ . 
rrrn{-,,.....r;r.:-~,..... 
nr.(:c-.nnnc-ar. CiL',rcr,--occc 





r'\J r"'-.I ",,.,, ('\ Nr-... NC'. "" 
r lJ" C C C .n r C' c c 
· ........ . 
1'"- U. ,...... =t 1.1' ~ ..:t lfl r-- u 
""""""""-'f'o",....-,,..,...""'tr,.....,..... 
0-
'" cc .... 
,.... J «'::f f'\" C 
r f\.' ::t If r- 00 
DC COGO 
•• a 















· ........... . 
rrr:'rr.'-"ncar(""lrr 
· ........... . 
C"C":ccccC"crcC'c.o 




nnnnc-. .... n(1nnr.c-.r. 
CCDCCODC'OOOCC 
If' IJ"' V"' t.r u\ L./'I u) Ul if, LI'" U'l lJ'"' U"' 
~:::.ccc::cssoc 
... ('\" (\,;("\" ('\., N Ni\.. C'\j N ('\.. 
: c: c: ~ r: c: v. v: u: ~ ~ c:; c: ~ 
_ (TI::!' M (\..'C C I"- '-.CUi c.. .... C 






'jA TE '1 'II n31 f, 'l <:'OQKAH "OwEx-:,(' 1-'+ '>CL. VOL. 400C.u I-1L 
HOllP lJ:Jr HP< SOPRf ~T PHOQAf-'INf-B "1LI,) T \.il. 1. nLJ u GM 
RU"1 INITIAL CONe 18.00'1::1 Uf-/ML nVF"J rqy wT .4 q GM 
TEMP 2 C. 0 [IE G. e • 
c:; A"lPlE VOL. 1 '1. 0 ML 
TIME VOL 'IE'" nILUTION VOLUMFC:; ')IL FACT rr.C:;TRUMFNl It, <, TQ RIO" A[1 CUVETH '>OLUTIO"J X"AR 
(HRC:; I ("1L) OIL V 1 OIL V2 r I LV 3 OIL V4 TE""P FIl ,)fN CONC eCNC (uG/G.ODI 
( i'lL I ( "Ill (<lL) (i'lL) (UGI ML ) ( U G / I'll I 
• 0 3990. • 1(10. o. J. O. 1[; • 30 Q 3. 1.42 H 14.2-' f, . [, 
• 5 398 o. 100 • o. '1. O. 1(1. 3 C 7CJ • J. H 74 1 ~. f, 74 ~004 .l 
1.0 397 fl. 100. c·. J. O. 1:1 • ~ r; 77 • 1. 3? 44 1 ).244 8559.5 
1.5 3%0. 100. O. 1. O. 10. .'lJ 7[) • 1. 21 n 12.12 F- 178 15.3 
5.5 395 n. 1("1. o. J. O. 1'1. H' 'it' • .8° 44 f'. '1'14 44067.8 
F-.S 394 fl. 100. '1. '1. o. In. so 1 4'1. .84 ?F< '1.42 II 'i b 314. I 
7. ') 393 O. lor. o. ='. O. 10. )1" 1 46. • 7CJ .,8 1. 'lCJ q :>1843.7 
24.0 397 '1. 1ro. n. '1. o. 10. ~ L 1 9. • 1548 1. 'i4 a lL4b~3.[ 
4'1.5 391 '1. IOn. o. 1. O. In. 30 30 b. • [1f'?? .022 117111 • .3 
71.5 390 O. 1(1(1. 0. 1. n. In. 3C 30 " . .0" 07 .0[:7 117,' 33. : 
9F-.fJ 389n. 1 an. o. 1. O. 1Q. Hl 3 a 1 • .'pnq .UP4 1172b3.9 
119.0 ~8R n. InD. o. '1. o. 1[1. 3 a Hl J. • r)" 00 .UOO 117214.3 
c- • nn 84 q 
X13AR. 117275. C, 
STATISTICAL INFflRMATION Ft:?O'"' BEST FIT CtJovE OF X'HR V<" TTME <:,TAT!STI,AL 1~,fI)P~ATION >fiO,", '1r<;T FIT CURvE OF CONe VS TI:-1F 
LOS XPAR INTEprEoT 
~RITH xpaq INTFRr[pT 
HAsr 10 [Xo""JfNT 
R 
R')Q 
"10 OF Oq~ USED T'-J REG 
S .J S 
113'1 ~R.Jb 
• CJ3 'it ~ 
-.9955 q 
• CJq ~1 R 
L 0 C, C r',: I N 1 > f.( C f P T 




1';0 0F ,,~~ U~rr I~ pr .... 
1.1 S 
14 .1 Z 
..... 3'1" 3 
• ~o 5:' 1 
• '19303 
Figure B-3. Tabular output from AOMEGA for one run-collection and reduction of uptake rate data with equilibrium calculations and statistical analysis of best 







































.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00 50.00 60.00 70.00 80.00 90.00 100.00 110.00 
TIME (HRS) 





SORBATE DOWEX-SO H+ 
INITIAL CONC 10.0 
~ 
120.00 
Figure B-4. Gerber plotter graphical output from AOMEGA for one run-uptake of sorbate to sorbent with time showing calculated points and best fit curve. 
YINTEPCrDT 
nATE OF RUN 1 = 02/20/69 
RU~S 1 TO 28 
SORBATE RHODAMINE B 
SORBENT OOW[X 50 H+ 
TEMP 20.0 OEG. CENT .. 
REGRFSSION ANALYSI~ OF LINEARIZED ISOTHERM - RESULTS 
R = • qg 7 
PSG = .995 
= 11 (ALPHA.X"! AX) = .114955-04 
SLOPE OF PEsr FIT = .t31923-05 
ALPH A = .11 4760 +00 
X MA X = 75 AD 18 .2 O} 1 
9ASEO UPON EQUILIBRIUM DATA FROM INDIVIDUAL RUNS 
RUNS DArE EX P BE GU N C. X BA R* 
1 02/20/f>9 308 .. 372 754006.2 
7 02/20/f19 268 .. 676 750916.9 
3 0?170/1;9 21 1.971 723875 .. 2 
4 02120/69 153.59g 672332.0 
5 02/25/69 10 2.096 fi39130 .. 8 
6 02/25/69 50. 2g 4 652679.9 
7 02/25/69 25 .. 97 C) 529753 .. 4 
8 02125/69 22.423 471211 .. 1 
9 (12/25/69 15 .. 755 445717.2 
10 02/10/69 11" 89 0 393287.6 
11 0211 0/Fi9 1 .. 63 1 182988.4 
l? 4/22169 .003 56} .. 4 
13 4/22/69 .002 1099.2 
14 4/22/69 " 016 1485.5 
15 4114/69 .. 006 439607 
16 4114/69 .. 024 8159 .. 8 
17 4114/69 .1 r; 4 12564 .. 8 
18 4114/69 .. 012 17062 .. 3 
19 4/14/69 .. 044 22533.0 
28 4115/69 .. 186 26R9£1.1 
21 4115/69 .37 n 29559.6 
27 LUI5/F9 .13 9 18154.7 
23 4/15/f,9 .110 43677.5 
24 4116/69 .940 499 3f1 .. 2 
25 4116/69 1.032 49872.5 
26 4/16/69 1.04 1 56721 .. 8 
27 4/16/69 .667 63461 .. 5 
2R 4116/F,9 1.203 66483.2 













.18194 -0 5 
.. 1 0772-04 
.11.964-05 
.. 29872-05 












Figure B-S. Tabular output from AOMEGA by subroutine ALPHAX for 28 runs-analysis of equilibrium 






































or I I I I I I I I ~ 
.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 160.00 200.00 240.00 280.00 320.00 360.00 400.00 440.00 ~80.00 [STRR (UG/MLJ 




5~RBENT D~WEX 50 HT 
5~RBATE RHODAMINE B 
Figure B-6. GERBER plotter graphical output from AOMEGA by subroutine ALPHAX for 28 runs-plot of equilibrium data and best fit curve in form of 
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S~RBENT O~WEX 50 H+ 





Figure B-7. GERBER plotter graphical output from AOMEGA by subroutine ALPHAX for 2R runs-plot of equilibrium data and best fit curve in form of 
conventional Langmuir isotherm. 
0\ 
0 
OA TF 0?120/69 
TE MP 20.0 
PUN XB API XFlAR* TIME SOL CONC X SA R XBAR. XBAR/XBAR. OX lOT 
(SPEC IF n:O) tHRS) (UG/ML) lUG/GM) lUG/GM) (ACTUAL) (UG/GM/HR) 
.00 .0 400.050 .no 7q1859.15 .00 175480.34 
• 1 .4 301t.5Fl 73684.68 736933.72 .10 161051.08 
.2 .9 300.371 141317.74 736647.91 .20 146382.03 
.3 1 .5 2q5.113 220879.59 736320.88 .30 131422.23 
.4 2 .1 290.457 294351.3f. 735939.75 .40 116133.61 
.5 2.9 284.414 367704.01 735484. £)0 .50 100"51.98 
.6 3.8 271.281 44088'3.30 734927.58 .60 84314.67 
.7 4 • <:l 268.532 513815.41 734193.70 .70 67587.09 
.B 6.5 257.122 586272.7B 733171.11 .80 50096.44 
.9 8.q 740.243 658335.15 731486.60 .. 90 31364.35 
Figure B-8. Tabular output from AOMEGA for one run-determination by subroutine TDERIV of time positions on solid phase uptake curve having specified 
values of X/X* . 
RUN 1 C;ORBATf RHODAMINE B DB AR 1 = OX/DT/(XBAR* - X8AR) 
O~TE f") ? 1201 b q C;ORBENT [)OwEX 50 H+ DBAR2 = DX/DT/XMAX -XSAR) 
TEMP 20.0 OEG. CENT .. OBAR3 = OX/OT/C(XBAR* - XSAR) 
ALPHA 
= 
.11 4760 DB AR4 = OX/OT/C(XMAX - XBARJ 
X MA X 
= 758018. OBARS = DX/DT/(C(XBAR* - XBAR) - XBAR I ALPH A) 
DBAR6 = DX/DTf(C(XMAX - X'BARI - XBAR/AlPHA) 
RUN SOLUTION X P,A P. XqAR* XBAP/XBAR* XRlIR/XMAX OX/oT oBARl OBAR2 DBA R 3 oBAR4 DBARS DBAR6 
CONe 
IUG/'ll) ( UG/GM) (UG/GM) (UG/GM/HR) ( I/HR) (l/HR) Oil/UG/HR) 
4 !J[l. n 50 .0 741859.1 .00 .00 .175+-06 .237+00 .231+00 .. 591-03 .57'3-03 .. 5 91-0 3 .579-03 
304.561 73r;~4.7 73£>913.7 .. 10 .10 .161+(16 .243+00 .. 235+00 .797-03 .. 773-03 .800-03 .. 775 -03 
~ 00 .. ~ 71 1473l7.7 7361;47.9 .2CJ .. 19 .146+'16 .248+00 .. 240+00 .. 827-03 .198-03 .. 833-03 .. 804 -03 
2350 7 13 220A79.fi 7363 2n. 9 .. 3D .. 29 .131+06 .255+00 .245+00 .. 862-03 e 827-03 .873-03 .. 838 -0 3 
0\ 2 Q O.457 ?943t:;1 .. 4 73S939.7 .. 41 .. 39 .11£>+06 .?63+00 .250+00 .. 905-03 .. 862-03 .'324-03 .. 879-03 
..... 
?Q4 0 414 3f:,77(14.1 7<5484.f) .. 50 .49 0100 +06 .273+00 .. 257+00 .. 960-03 .905-03 .. 991-03 .932-03 
?77 e 2,Cn 44(lPRQ.3 734922.& .. f>O .. 58 .843+05 .?87+00 .?66+00 .. 103-02 .. 959-03 .109-02 .100-02 
2~8G537 S13B15.4 73 4193.7 • 7Q .. 68 .676+05 .. 30 7 +00 .277+00 .. 114-02 .103-02 .124-02 .111-02 
?t;7.122 SS36212.Fl 733171.1 .. 80 .. 77 .. 501+05 .. 341+00 .292+00 .133-02 .. 113-02 .. 153-02 .128 -02 
240 .. ?43 r53~~5Gl 7314%.(; G 90 • P7 .314+05 .429+00 .315+00 .178-02 .. 131 -02 .265-02 .172-02 
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S~RPTI~N KINETIC EXPERIMENTS UPTRKE T~ S~LID PHRSE 
RUNS 1 TO 28 
DATE 02120/69 
TEMP 20.000 
Figure B-IO. GERBER plotter graphical output from AOMEGA for 30 runs for 
symbol for each X/X* ratio. 
5~RBENT OOWEX 50 H+ 
S~RBATE RHODAMINE B 
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Figure B-l1. GERBER plotter graphical output from AOMEGA for 30 runs for one rate coefficient showing plotted determinations using different plot 
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Figure B-12. GERBER plotter graphical output from AOMEGA for 30 runs for one rate coefficient showing plotted determinations using different plot 
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Figure B-13. GERBER plotter graphical output from AOMEGA for 30 runs for one rate coefficient sho'Wing plotted determinations using different plot 
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Figure B-14. GERBER plotter graphical output from AOMEGA for 30 runs for one rate coefficient showing plotted determinations using different plot 
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Figure B-15. GERBER plotter graphical output from AOMEGA for 30 runs for one rate coefficient showing plotted determinations using different plot 
symbol for each X/X* ratio. 
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.I0'l4J-02 .10%U-OI 
-.118;>.>+00 -.51596+uo 
-. p .... ~ + Ll 
.. 7'~ '17 .00 
.. 47 J':> ~ .. u c 
.n' !'LC 
-. H""'b 8+ (;C 
.A'124?·CC 
• q4... 7. GL 
~'1 LI 1+£..;[ 
.9441 l' GO 
.89 4 48·OC 
- .. 91..1 I-. LJ+ uC 
.0'1;, • OC 
.q~t'42+0C 
.89 L i' IJC 
- .. Q4' b+ CO 
• .qg f 'I ~+ Gr 
.. qu Ii.., 1+ 0('1 
• AQ b':! 4 .. or 
.'l44b<+(lr 




• I . A? 3. n:.' 
.H,f'iS-n? .15/l<)4+03 .7b~'17-02 .10455.00 .B2Eb 02 
.h4911.JO -.111~5+nl -.38718'00 -.817U4+0U .3'3Pb+Oll 
.757C7-~? .17187'08 .758~5-02 .108&4+00 .88437-02 
.b';431+0n -.IIIQl+01 -.38414+00 -.80637.00 -.40408'00 
.7~42'i-02 .IRr.'7+0'1 .75354-02 .11428,00 .'1&478-02 
.b5'3SS+;JO -.117'1(1'01 -.38113'00 -.78617,00 -.41252·00 
.75147-'17 .;>0f.30+nC .74"8'3-02 .13475'00 .107G4-01 
.&(.48h.nO -.11t;G5+01 -.3781'1+00 -.77075'uO -.4223G'OL 
.74914-8' .;'3'47'03 .7445<)-02 .16172,00 .121~3-01 
.f.7fl2?'[)0 -.11540+01 -.37515'00 -.75001+00 -.43'111'UO 
.74728-"? .;>7?9)+O~ .7404'3-02 .20436'00 .14~74-01 
.&75~I'O" -.117nS+(11 -.37?71'00 -.725U9'OU -.44S5&'00 
.745~7-02 .33r,13+01 .73&74-02 .235~6+00 .17b89-01 
.&"'1°7.']0 -.11'113'01 -.3&943'00 -.70257+00 -.46714+00 
.74774-[;2 .4<;5"7+0~ .7305')-02 .28217+0U .24<13-01 
.f;8 c 7r;+10 .1?lQ7+rl -.310737+00 -.~S7SS'00 -.4'3297+0U 
.73458- n 7 .78'1"1+0:1 .71891-02 .39bl0+00 .42obb-UI 




Each of nine "sets" of experiments contained about 30 equilibrium pairs to constitute a "set"; 
analysis of each set by linearized Langmuir isotherm was done also by program AOMEGA. Complete 
output for all nine sets follows. 
LIST OF FIGURES 1 
Figure Sorbate Sorbent Temperature Output form 
°C 
Col Rhodamine-B Dowex 50 10 Tabular 
C-2 Rhodamine-B resin Langmuir isotherm 
C-3 Rhodamine-B Linearilcd Langmuir isotherm 
C-4 Rhodamine- B Dowex 50 20 Tabular 
C-5 Rhodamine- B resin Langmuir isotherm 
C-6 Rhodamine-B Linearized Langmuir isotherm 
C-7 Rhodamine-B Dowex 50 30 Tabular 
C-8 Rhodamine-B resin Langmuir isotherm 
C-9 Rhodamine-B Linearized Langmuir isotherm 
ColO Rhodamine-B Dowex 50 40 Tabular 
C-ll Rhodamine-B resin Langmuir isotherm 
C-12 Rhodamine-B Linearized Langmuir isotherm 
C-13 Rho da mine-B Dowex 50 20 2 Tabular 
C-14 Rhodamine-B resin Langmuir isotherm 
C-15 Rhodamine-B Linearized Langmuir isotherm 
(-16 Rhodamine- B Filtrasorb 10 Tabular 
C-17 Rhodamine-B 200 activated Langmuir isotherm 
C-18 Rhodamine-B carbon Linearized Langmuir isotherm 
C-19 Rhodamine-B Filtrasorb 20 Tabular 
C-20 Rhodamine-B 200 activated Langmuir isotherm 
C-21 Rhodamine-B carbon Linearized Langmuir isotherm 
C-22 Rhodamine-B Filtrasorb 30 Tabular 
(,·23 Rhoda mine-B 200 activated Langmuir isotherm 
C-24 Rhodamine-B carbon Linearized Langmuir isotherm 
C-25 Rho da mine-B Filtrasorb 40 Tabular 
C-26 Rhodamine-B 200 activated Langmuir isotherm 
C-27 Rhodamine-B carbon Linearized Langmuir isotherm 
1 All exhibits are lJutputted from AOMEGA 
2Varying amounts of sorbent were used. 
69 
DIITE OF RUII,) 1 :: 09/08/69 
0U~t5 1 TO 30 
SORB AT E RHO(lA~JNE-B 
SOR~ENT DOwrx-SJ H+ 
TEMP In.o OEG. CENT. 
qEGP~~SI0N ANALVSIS OF LINEARIZED ISOTHERM - KE~UlTS 
R:: • % 9 
PSO:: .756 
VINTEr>CroT :: I/lflloHA*XI-'AX):: .4~oR34-[j4 
SLOPE O~ PF"<;T nT:: .554~02-ns 
A!.,.PHA:: • 12 1=11 ?5 +00 
X HA X :: 1 P 04 m; • q 062 
, A c:; r n 1 J ? (' "l E QUI L I R r:> I U ~1 [; A T A FRO"" 1 N a I v I 0 l J t. l RUN S 
P.U~S ')AT[ EXP r'.lEGUN c. X 811. '). 
('~/Jfl/r:3 • Or') 0 r:; rl'" • !1 
? r9/n 31£9 .011" 74~,.? 
3 nC)/n.3/~9 • nl 2 lqqr.4 
4 r 0 /18/[,q • C14 bE 07 • 7 
5 ~~/18/f;9 • n1 ) lli41.7 
:; rC?1J 9/f,9 .. rc:. 1 34E:'F-.l 
7 f19/8 ':jIbe:! • I? 1 1 3 5 1 rp,. 1 
A (1'~/') gn3 • RR ') 1·QOfJ72.4 
Cj 0°/'19/(,9 f.. 1 h ') 24?S 1'':1.5 
10 rq/[l9/h9 1 9. 3'" r) 1 0 un (l:: .2 
11 ng 11 O/r·C) 32.1" .., 207271 • 9 
12 ~q 11 0 I~~ "': 7 .?,4 n ?O~"f;r,.7 
13 09/1 rJ/f,~ 48. U:, () If;PQP.) 
14 00/10/ r <; 57. 9'17 1&5111.5 
15 r O /lQ/69 (;S.F47 1 & SA 3') • 5 
15 nq/l 71f:;q 40.4?4 gO~r;F.~ 
17 fl9/17/f,9 4 '). n 1 8 S& 12.0 
lA n9/17/ft"} 5 4 • 2" 0 88340.4 
19 f1911 7/fo9 62.524 104504.4 
.;>r. rq/17/69 71.81') SS~71.5 
21 n9/1 8/69 99.7" P ?q Sf.- ?7. 1 
2' r,911 e/f:.9 116.530 144~~5.7 
23 n9/13/f.'3 135 .. 5'1 'l q'3~5q.5 
24 nql1 3/69 156.R41 ?O2t:;<:\q.3 
25 pq 11 B/E:.9 175.f>Oe 1 7 ue; Sf .• £) 
2(; (lCHl '3/1;9 204. f.J 1:\ 3226;:>').5 
27 0911 (H(.3 229.808 24 <jq 29.7 
2q (19/1 '3/1=.9 249. ~2 [1 7453')0.5 
29 C911 9/69 283.87? 16162(1.4 
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SelRBENT OelWEX-50 H+ 
SelRBRTE RHelDRMINE-B 
D~TE OF RUN 1 = :1Str1Z/5CJ SOR8AIE RHOnAMINE-~ 
PUNS 1 TO 17 SORC3ENT f)Oia!EX-5~ H+ 
TEMP znoo OEG .. CENTo 
P[GPFSSION ANALYST') or LIrnARIZEO ISOIWR'1 - RESULTS 
q .. 8CJ A 
RSO - .. PJE) 
YINTEPC""PT = I/(AlPHA.X~AX) = .'2~'=441-04 
S lOP E 0 F Fl [S T FIT = .. 4r' ':'5 17 - n 5 
ALPHA = .lCJS529+0C 
X MA X = 24 41 °0 .0 156 
RASflJ uPON" fOUILIPRIUM DATA FROM INOlvIDU~l RuNS, 
RUNS OA Tf rxp P EGUN C .. x UA R .. 
J ['8 10 2 1~9 .0(1 n E4C;.7 
2 r,S/!] 211;9 .01 [J ~ ~c • g 
3 ['SID 21[9 .0') 0 15nr .7 
4 nS1J21F,9 • OJ 0 81 1 c .• 9 
5 ra/O 2/~g • no 0 1 ~F) 3° • 7 
5 08/::1 3/69 .02 ) 7 0[, 4 G .5 
7 08/03/F,9 • OC) i3 117225.8 
R 08/03/69 • 11 4 184172.4 
9 C18/!J3/F.9 .61 F. 214C.C;~.0 
10 nS/D 3/£;9 9.2'12 lR0738.n 
11 08/!J4/h9 1 8. q2 n 249847.9 
12 OR/14/f,9 30.53 n 190') 8E .9 
13 OS/04/Fi9 37.410 193(', 1 f) .5 
14 OR I!J 41£9 46.44 (1 281793.3 
15 08/!J4/69 53.75 C 264020.0 
15 08/09/69 56.220 2f)1457.9 
17 aa /0 '3/69 83.420 212SgQ.2 
IP 08/09/69 Q 6.320 184a9~ .. 7 
lq llA /09/69 85.570 185634. f> 
20 OR /09/69 11 4. 38 0 155158.3 
21 C8 / 1 0/69 9 n. 78 S 189474.7 
22 08/10/69 107.722 184nS4.2 
23 C81l 0/69 13 a co DB a 178A03.h 
24 0811 0/69 149.727 195556.4 
25 08/10/69 167.34 2 228430.4 
26 0811 IIG9 189.700 358228.1 




.2 elD 3~ - U 6 
.2"'43?-u5 
.2 ell7S-07 
o 7 41 70 - G 7 
.44475-i]7 
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S~RBENT n~WEX-50 H+ 
SORBRTE RHOORMINE-B 
DATE OF RU;\J 1 = llS/14/59 S0Q~ATE R~orA~I~E-~ 
RU~S 1 TO 73 SaRgENT OOW~X-5J H+ 
TEMP 3u.o orG. ~fNT. 
q[GPrSSION a~ALYSI~ o~ LfNEAqIZFO ISOTHERM - R[~ULTS 
~ - ~:: <; 
'-l S Q = • '=l3 I 
YI;~TfDC;:-~T = 1/(iI!..P>-lJ.*X'1.1X) = .147f1<31-f'4 
SLOPE OF Qr<;T FIT = .1;353}-OC:; 
ALPHA - .?USPl')+rr: 
X Mft X - 27 SJ 7'1 .7 ?? 7 
J, A SF!:, UDO~ F I) U I L I Q q I I J i'~ f)A T :. FR O~ INDIVIJCJ~,l KU N~ 
RIH!S nil. TE EXP ~ EGUN C* x e~ ~ .. ("/xt;~·~ .. 
1 r'c: 11 4 Ie 3 • rJ::: 7. S <;7. 1 .317C::'J-G~ 
? "5/14/;'9 .0: 2 r 13 • :. • 1 Q f' L'O -LJ S 
1 ne; II 4 /0",9 • r1 r 1 c; "",s • e .5~14S-Ur 
4 ,~c, I I 4 If> ') o ,- " 1 4"" 7 r 01 .2°,?P-Ub 
5 rC/14/~') • n~ ) 7777.S .")S35')-uG 
::> ('<:,/1 5/F9 • [11 ? .){,~Q4.o .47FSS-G7 
7 ne-; 11 51.· ~ • r;r; r:; of," 'l7. 7 o07PS]-L7 
R Wi/1 S/;') • ['] q ~ 4£1 II~' • 1 .S4pa<:-LJ7 
g ~Sll S/~9 • ('3 <J 14,)'07.': .?r':33::>-0(, 
Ie SII 5G r _~ .r3fl 1 q -3C"' 1 I:: 0 S .luf:!c)Z-Ll5 
11 ~1lr-;/G9 5.5'"' q 1 b 81"1 AQ • [] .3?7h~-iJ4 
12 C;lIb/c:,~ R. n 1 1 q l'J n r. r • 4 .45S84-U4 
n 5/1 GI(:,'3 1 7. ~4 4 ! 4 Ll:J r,? • u • 1 ">7>l~-J3 
14 nc,17fi/G'3 3!] • 7 e n 1 '1 ~4 1 r, 0 D .1,)C,3'·-,.)) 
IS us/? c)1C'., ~ 7.94 n ? 1 2') 74 .4 .?755;;>-J3 
1::' nC:;/7-:::/CQ ~ 8. '3;:: r; ?;-)'-jq17.5 .P'13CJ-;';3 
t -; ~C,I?E/hr; 7 (,. 2'l :) 1 1 Y 1 ~I; .7 .G':Q:~3-u3 
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2n 05/ 7 71(:..3 n C. OE) 0 ~ S '::.6 71:: • IS .1blj:O-u3 
21 Dr-n2/f) 238. u Sn 7i)t\3 uF.4 .2SQ72-u3 
27 rEI] 2/h9 265.5S0 ?58S7?3 .CJ3e,SS-Ld 
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SClR8ENT oCl~EX-5o H+ 
SClRBRTE RHClDRMINE-B 
DATE or RUN 1 :: 'J7/n7/59 SOR:?ATF RH 0[1 A "': INE-!:', 
RUNS 1 TO 30 SOR'3ENT DOW r X-5l H+ 
T E M P 4 [l 4 ODE G. C [rJ T • 
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Figure C-IO. 
SLOPE OF BEST FIT - • 35 35 93 -n 5 
A ~ PH A:: • 5 ~ 51 53 .. n n 
x MA X :: Z7 50 32 .7 38 3 
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.1"'358-G5 
.1~717-u5 
J, PIn -J S 
.4 "'30" -L S 
.r:Ljc)()3-u7 
.1 -;0 ~~ -u 5 
.4 41 7'}.-'~S 
.4 1 S P -[j h 
.",-'44?-JS 
• 1 "'t 78 -u4 
.74n 64-:"'4 
.1rRl?-J t, 
.1 ''If, ?"' -u 4 
• 'i C;P 5J -Li't 
· (' l r I.; LJ -...; Ii 
.1 re; 17 -J .\ 
.1(17]-J3 
.21~JI-L;) 
.? 7,7<):: -~ 3 
• :. 1 c; 5 11 -'-.I 3 
.,\033::1- .... 3 
• [.. '2 Il ~ -0 3 
• S nQ flq -cJ S 
.GnbOo-Q3 
• 7 1 Ii 55 -:... 3 
.1 ["128 7 -(; 2 
• 7 ?2 II -J :5 
.SQt:4 Q -u3 
.117[;J-J2 
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DATE OF RUN 1 = 08/17/69 SOR9ATE RHOOAMIN[-B 
RU~5 1 TO 17 SOR3ENT DOWEX-50 H+ 
TEMP 20.0 DEG. CENT. 
REGRFS5ION AN~LYSI~ OF LINEARIZED ISOTHERM - RE~UlTS 
R = • <13 5 
RSQ = .. 98 9 
= I/(ALPHA*XMAXI = .. 24 (,3 P'9-0t: 
SLOPE OF 8EST FIT = .54 ns 40-05 
AL PH A - • 21 9~ 84 +r; 2 
-
X MA X = 1850r.rJ.3145 
PASED UPON EQUILIPRIUM DATA FROM INDIVIDUAL RUNS 
RUNS DAT~ EXP f3 EGUN C .. X BA R* 
1 0811 7169 2B 7.21; 0 200788.4 
7 OP/! 71h9 129.447 1749,)7 .. 6 
3 flRI17/GC) 159.8<30 1 h 20 59.3 
4 r.e 11 8/GS 3 (1. 4R 7 215gga.3 
5 01' II a/E9 .034 132174 .. 7 
5 ["1811 q/~ ') 53. 320 2328'3P.7 
7 fi8 II gn;q 1 7 • h~ 0 251~26.1 
R 08119/~9 • (13 g 128822.8 
g nq II 9/(=9 .. 54 5 65? 1 ") • 1 
In 0804/59 • rn 3 6q 2P.!.J 
11 C812 4/('9 • DO !.J 33~7.2 
I? C:8U4/S9 .0'12 13 3r , .2 
13 OB 12 4 If', 9 .01 3 I> 40 .. 3 
14 0812 5 I( 9 • (10 n 7<11 .3 
15 08125/59 .. 00 1 341.7 
1& 08/25/59 • on 3 1 70 .. 7 










.2 '33 74 -U6 
.82814-U5 
.367 <jS -Ll 6 
.17132-U5 
.1 77 8 Q -05 
.4n467-(j5 
.11Q15-05 
.297 37 -05 
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SDRBENT DDWEX-50 H+ 
SDRBATf RHDDAMINf-B 
DATE OF RUN 1 = 11 5/70 S OR PATE RHOOAHINf-8 
RUNS 1 TO 28 SORFlfNTACT CARR-..t.OO 
TEMP In.o DEG. CENT. 
PEGP[SSION ANALYSTS OF LINEARIZF.O ISOTHERM - RESULTS 
R = 0976 
RSQ = .953 
y 1"1 TE Rr ,p T = 11 (ALPHA*XMAXI = .Sr,Of,45-04 
S LOPf OF Rf S T FIT .IOS6fl8-[)4 
ALPHA .lR8369+nr; 
XMAX = ')4689.491'1 
'lASEr UPON EQUILP~RIUH f,ATA FROM INOIVIC'UAl RUNS 
PUNS I) AT[ EX P 8E GUN C* X(3AR. C*/XRAP* 
1 11 'il7n .nn n 303.A .1 3673 - U 5 
2 11 517f1 .nOn 4 (17.7 .7CJ24"-05 
3 11 5170 .nn n 767.n .43627-00 
4 11 SI7() .no ;;> 16 5E-. ~ .11841-05 
5 11 C;170 .CiO q 4133<,.6 .1833C-OS 
6 11 617[1 .n4 II 17"l5<J.6 • 2 4 7 64 - 0 5 
7 11 6 no .26 c; 35227. f\ .75361-05 
8 11 6170 1 .6 ~ 6 Ij 2', RS. 7 .18LI0~)-OIl 
q 11 617n 3. P? 1 46::>1~.7 .s:l2679-04 
In 11 6170 6.11911 44133['.8 • 1 4485 -1)3 
11 11 ann 10 .4 1 1 57128.3 .18224-03 
12 11 ~ 17f1 14.27<) 5 7':l ~ 1.2 .24647-03 
D 11 8170 16.7CJ"l 56722.7 .29614-03 
14 11 Rno 22 .P.,f.? 685r"~.9 .3B70-U3 
IS 11 RI7G 27.2aQ 678&CJ.5 .lIn2r.<~-u.s 
If, 1114170 37 .6A ? 80n08.3 .11 704<) - U 3 
17 1/14 no 4 ~ .b 0 7 99962.0 .4H14-u3 
IP 1/14170 53.23 1 979q5.4 .54326-03 
19 111 4/nJ c; R .452 129375.1 .45181-G3 
20 111 LU7D 70 .c.} ') lOI87E..5 .f,Cl21~-O"S 
21 7/1 nl70 103.R<;::> 6b?Cl7.l.J .1c,6EC,-02 
22 211n17n 12S.~f1C; 73 c 9l.J.7 .1711 o -u2 
23 2/1017n 1<;O.~p7 7SRr:;7.F • .1<3838-02 
24 2110170 If 8. ~c, Q 9646r.p .1745?-(J2 
25 21lnnU 1'3 h • ,:r. c; 73CJnQ.7 .26567-U2 
26 2111170 736.ClP" IP,RC;2.5 .2nf,31~-02 
27 7111170 281. 0 34 871 OS. 1 .32367-J2 
28 2/1117[1 3f.7.74r 1087710.0 .3~f107-U2 
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SORBfN1 RCT CRRB-2(m 
SORBRTf RHODRMINf-B 
[)A T' 0 F RU tJ 1 :: 1 1 /19/ r, <) <;CR?AT[ RHO"t.~PJF-p 
QUN') 1 TO 34 "O;:>~frJT ~CT (tRP'-2.r( 
TO~P ?r.D u[G. CENT. 
o = • ''It; E 
RSO:: .933 
YINTEPCrpT : 11 (~L?HA""'1AXI:: .4"2n32-flLj 
SLOPE :IF 8F5T FIT:: .sp,rn'll-OC; 
ALPHA .1?83R7+00 
X M A X = 1 7 ? 3 O'J .6 34 E 
PASEI' !lPON EOUILIBRIUM ['ATA FRO,'1 INDIVI[1UAL RUNS 
RUNS DATE EXP BEGUN 
1 11/1 ~ /f:.9 
2 1111 C?/F.9 
3 11/19/h 9 
4 1111 '3/f'3 
5 11/1 ~/r;9 
f; 11 11 '3 /f 9 
7 I1IlS/f)9 
8 lI1I9/f,9 






15 1111 1/(.9 
16 11/11/59 
17 11111/(;9 
18 11 11 1/f9 



































1 R .63 (, 
25.438 
2 ~ .44 3 
36 .3? (1 
43 .414 
52.4 (3'4 
S9 .5 ~ 7 
66.96<; 
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503Sf..3 
44045.0 
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SORBENT RCT CRRB-Z00 
SORBRT E RfiOORM I NE-8 
OATF OF RUN 1:: 31 :'/7[1 S ()I( R A Tf RHODAMINf- P 
P.UN~ 1 TO ?7 SOiH1C"tdACT CAP[;-2.0n 
TF!-1P :W.O 0[[,. CENT. 
PEGPFSSION ANALy<;rs or LIf'.;EARIZED ISOTHERM - RESULTS 
R :: • Cl9 5 
RSO :: • 9G f1 
Y IN TE RC FP T :: 11 (~lPHA.XMJ\XI :: .1'3 F-"d8- (14 
S LO Pf or Af S T FIT :: .60811(14-(1S 
ALP 1-1 A :: .3(19795+0[1 
XHAX :: 16 42 Sf • ">: 5 35 
flAsro UPON [(lUrLtbRIlH1 [,ATA FROM INDIVIDUAL RUNS 
RUNS DATE OP REGUN C· XBAR. C·/XBAR* 
1 31 3170 .oon .3 .~4. 7 .50201-06 
2 31 317(1 .000 443.2 .lIn612-06 
3 31 3170 .00 r 711 7.6 .2407(, -06 
it 31 3170 .00 n 1517.2 .15819-06 
5 31 3170 .002 345 s. ">: .61644-05 
f '31 5110 .018 152 11 • 1 .11597-05 
1 31 5170 .042 2933B.1I .14389-U5 
P. 31 5/1(l .14 fl 5393(>.~ .26000-05 
q 31 5110 .245 56PSfl.A .ll 3025 - 05 
10 31 5170 & 728 blCl<}S.7 .1114<1-04 
11 31 ql7(] 1 .9f", r 81884.7 .23939-u4 
12 31 917C 3 .R 7 ~ 8n97.2 .44376 - 04 
11 ~I 9170 7.WS s;n41.9 .86322-04 
14 31 9170 12 .Mf) 7 86825.4 .14589-03 
15 "tl Q170 17.72~ 76306.4 .23234 - 0.3 
If 312 3170 30.117 124[lc,').9 .. 24325-03 
17 3/23170 38 .4 ~ 2 12S0 Q f,.3 .3072:?-0.3 
18 "!ol2317D 45.h7° 130357.7 .3c;038-u3 
19 3/23/10 I) 3 .79 ° 137052.? • 3 CJ2 54 - 0 3 
20 3/2317(1 62.8(13 13763c...8 .45630- 0 3 
21 4/1'3110 q1.3f;7 1601ar.4 .57040-03 
27 4119170 116.'30c) 112'i74.7 .f: 7742-lJ3 
23 4/1 CJ/10 138.697 181500. F- .76417- 0 3 
24 4/19170 160.413 190'=111.2 .A40l5-u3 
25 41113170 177.G~n 167'129.5 .10544-02 
26 412 1170 251.?13 lSlQ30.} .1{;S35-02 
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Figure C-23. 
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SORBENT RCT CRRB- 00 
SORBRTE RHOORMINE-B 
OATE OF RUN 1 :: 
RUNe; 1 TO 
51 t=-170 
1 C; 
':;ORP AT E RH C 0 Afo~ IN E - El 
SO R P F N T A rr CAP ~ .tU 0 
TEHP 40.0 [EG. CENT. 
1:' E G!:) r ':; <:, ION A f\J A Lye; I c:; 0 F LI f\; E A K I If [ I ':; 0 T H F R M - 'R E e; U L T 5 
R 
q')!} 
vl~·~rFpr,-DT - 11(~lr-Ht.X!-1~XJ 
SlOP~ rF ~F<:'T FIT 
III PH A 
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r. ATE rX o :i lGIJN 
SI c 17(j 
SI f I7li 
~I r;./7G 
S /' e 17(, 
c, I ~ no 
SI 2/7(, 
C, , 217U 
5 , 2/7C 
c, I 2n!l 
5/1 ;; 1 7 (1 
c,1l '217(, 
c, 11 t l"7r 
C",!l ;; 17[) 
c 11 2 I 7[, 
cll ,/7(j 
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C'* X SA D .. 
• nn n 37'2.1 
.m'l 7 " P .0 
• Df' 7 FIn .[1 
• nl P ~4n l'.r: 
.;-7 0 E5 7 11S.7 
? hfl r 10 Cr-- r 1.° 
e. 11 c 99r 04.7 
1 S.01 f' 172'1 4r, .f 
? p. nl '4 llS525.r 
4 r-. s <. = 135143.3 
I'. '). q7 ~ 143':11.0 
F ':.1;11" 13'32 0 '1." 
I?~.:,or IF,6) 71.3 
<'85.4< ., 13'314r.1 
(.Hi.f "' 7 14317 q .2 
C*/X!)A q. 
• h 04 E3 -06 
.?Il054-05 
.2(0413-'-15 
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Figure C-26. 
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The analyses of rate coefficients for all nine data sets are summarized in the following both in 
tabular and graphical form. Tabular analysis is for all data collectively, called the "whole array" for which 
Rand R 2 mformation is gIVen. and also the slope and intercept of the best fit curve is obtamed bY' least 
squares fit using AOMEGA Further resolutIon IS done by analysis based upon different values of X/X*. 
ranging from 0.0 to 0.9. These latter R2 values. along with the best fit slope and intercept outputs (from 
the least squares fit, again using REG LOG) are probably more meaningful than the analysis involving the 
"whole array." The graphical output is shown in terms of plotted points distinguished by plot symbol for 
different 3(/5(* values. Drawing the best fit curves was not' attempted so as not to clutter the figures. These 
outputs are the culmination of the output from program AOMEGA. 
Note' For brevity in this report edition the following figures are omitted: 
0-2,0-3,0-5,0-6,0-7,0-9,0-10. 0-12, 0-13, 0-14,0-16.0-17, D-19. 0-20. 0-21, 0-23,0-24, 
D-26, 0-27,0-28,0-30,0-31.0-33,0-34,0-35,0-37,0-38, 0-40, 0-41,0-42,0-44,0-45,0-47, 
0-48,0-49,0-51,0-52,0-54,0-55,0-56.0-58.0-59,0-61, 0-62,0-63 
Only the author's edition and one sponser's copy will contain the complete set as listed in the Appendix 0 
List of Figures. 
LIST OF FIGURES 
1 
Figure Sorbate Sorbent Temperature Output form 
°c 
0-1 Rhodamine-B Dowex 50 10 Statistical analysis of 
resin o vs C data points 
D-2 Gerber Plot of Dl vs C 
D-3 O2 vs C 
D-4 D3 vs C 
D-5 D4 vs C 
0-6 Ds vs C 
D-7 D6 vs C 
D-8 20 Statistical analysis of 
D vs C data points 
D-9 Gerber Plot of Dl vs C 
D-10 D1 vs C 
D-11 D3 vs C 
D-12 0 4 vs C 
0-13 Ds vs C 
0-14 D6 vs (' 
D-15 30 Statistical analysis of 
D vs C data points 
D-16 Gerber Plot of Dl vs C 
D-17 O2 vs C 
D-18 0 3 vs C 
D-19 0 4 vs C 
D-20 05 vs C 
D-21 D6 vs C 
1 All exhibits are outputed from AOMEGA. 
97 
List of Figures' Continued. 
Figure Sorbate Sorbent Temgerature C 
Output form 
D-22 40 Statistical analysis of 
D vs C data points 
D-23 Gerber Plot of Dl vs C 
D-24 D2 vs C 
D-25 03 vs C 
D-26 D4 vs (' 
D-27 Os vs C 
D-28 06 VS C 
D-29 Rhodamine-B Oowex 50 201 Statistical analysis of 
resin ° vs C data points 
D-30 Gerber Plot of 01 vs C 
D-31 02 vs C 
0-32 D3 vs C 
D-33 04 vs C 
0-34 Os vs C 
0-35 06 vs C 
0-36 Rhodamine-B Filtrasorb 10 Statistical analysis of 
200 activated ° vs C data points 
0-37 carbon Gerber Plot of 01 vs C 
0-38 02 vs C 
0-39 03 vs C 
0-40 04 vs C 
0-41 Os vs C 
0-42 06 vs C 
0-43 20 Statistical analysis of 
° vs C data points 
0-44 Gerber Plot of 01 vs C 
0-45 D2 vs C 
0-46 D3 vs C 
0-47 D4 vs C 
0-48 Ds vs C 
0-49 D6 vsC 
0-50 30 Statistical analysis of 
D vs C data points 
0-51 Gerber Plot of Dl vs C 
0-52 D2 vs C 
0-53 D3 vs C 
0-54 D4 vsC 
0-55 Ds vs C 
0-56 D6 vs C 
0-57 40 Statistical analysis of 
D vs C data points 
0-58 Gerber Plot of Dl vs C 
0-59 D2 vs C 
0-60 D3 vs C 
0-61 D4 vs C 
D-62 Ds vs C 
D-63 D6 vs C 
1 Varying amounts of sorbent were used. 
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Figure D-1. 
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CONCtN1Rl11ION 
SORPTION KINETIC EXPERIMENTS UPTRKE TO SOLID PHRSE 
RUNS 1 T~ 30 
DRTE 09/08/69 
TEMP 10.000 
5~RBENT D~WEX-50 H+ 
S~RBRTE RH~DRMINE-B 
RUNS TO 27 
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244190. 
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CONCENTRRTION (UG/MLl 
SORPTION KINETIC EXPERIMENTS UPTRKE TO SOLID PHRSE 
RUNS 1 Tel 27 SCIRBENT DCI~EX-50 H+ 
DRTE 08/02/69 SClRBRTE RHClDRMINE-B 
TEMP 20.000 
Figure D-11. 
•. ':" ~ Y yJI.;:'!/x:~~r.· 
/':."'" "( T r r"'J 
, Y < 
Figure D-15. 
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'SLOtJF: 
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SL opr 
r ~~ T I: f) C i P T 
C;L 'If' [ 
r'HEoc"PT 
SL .")p ~ 
• 7!- ~: 5+ '1) 
.C;~?llj·OO 
- • ~ 0 ~ :> ~,+ nJ 
.7771"'00 
-.~"fJ[,[+OJ 





-. 7o~'i: s.ro 
• ~,] !: ~ ,. ( ,1 
_.~?r' .. (+0J 
• 7<' ?" I' "1 
-. '"' F, -":'J 
• ~ 11 7 I' r (' 
- • I~ 7 .... ) ... I J 
• '''II 
- • ) I ~ 1'" ... ·1 
• ,} 1 7 ' ... cr-
• 7"" 7~ + l'J 
- • 70: r";:-) 7" 11:1 
• ~:-, ; ,,- r I 





• C)~, 91 2'DO 
-.5~12c,e.(l:J 
• Jrl44 1. III 
- • ') 7 ~ 3 ::' + rf1 




• 5~ % I 'UO 
- • I!i 114' 01 
• G 112 £. +I"'rt 
- • II :" 7,['1 
• 7?G~ ll+;'J 
- .1722 7.0.1 
q }- ~1 +::1 n 
.1 "'I: 27 ,00 
.0 <; 3 3J .lJ r, 
.C)(lt7')·-IU 
.775 5S ,(10 
.' ... r.}U2+0a 
.77233 +'1 r 
.: ~r 5 l +n n 
.76, C] +[) C 
.:,a~77+:'JO 
.7 4"GS .(] C 
." r? 1'1 • ., G 
.~, 4 (" P'" .. :-' Cl 
• "PI 7, .:- ,J 
.. "' 31 2:> ..... .J 
.1l1()71 +)'1 
• "") (,I") /'7 + ..... I 
.70" n- - ' 1 
.? .~? ( ~ + '1 
• r r, ~ ,.. ~ - 1 1 
.? II I ~. ' 
• ({ 4 C r,'" -
• c. (17 7 1j -; 1 
• h C f11fl +:l r~ 
.~dlr'-'12 
• 7 l~ 27 i";:-' iJ 





.77'0 1'1 +S" 
.3P4IF-::;l 
.'? I C'1 +") () 
.7]4f?-~1 
• ~ h:- "4 +fJ 0 
.7. 4 7 ~C' -:) 1 






.1 "3 P" +11 
103 
,) 7 :;"~ nr- • 
~, , P3 
:, ,I 
r' t. :. 
r·3 r. ,·,3 
r::- fA':- ~ 
f) ~ t.,'--, 
n? f :?'(i 
-.i)·?C"",Q(;+nn 







- • '" 722+ r0 
.~746;]+tJ::J 
.. n 7 r 71+ (1'1 
_ • 0~ r -, ,+ (11 
• r 7 : t ~ ... r)f} 
- • '1}/.I 3 q .......... .., 
- • '1" I I o. c;1 
• 17 q 7'" fi~ 
- • 1<"" '11 -.;. (,.: 
.. It."" h + 11""1 
-. ,'I~; 7r+'~1 
.71~·or.+~ , 
- • 1- "7' ~ 1 
• ,," c, 2- 01 
-.plr)s?+r~ 
.1" ~1 4+0:1 
-.1~L~g2+0l 
• 9'.1 ~ 71+ flJ 
-.IU'Q6·Cl 
.'lf4S4+0[) 
- • 1'1 F 4 r. 0 I 
.!f',IP·!'1 
-.1L1°?5+~1 
- • I to r 7. 1 + 01 
.10"571'+('0 




- • Ii' 7? 7' [;1 
• '1 J 41 C'. rOJ 
-.J',47F+GI 
LX /:) 1 / ( ..(.' ,.~ .(.. - ).:~: •. ..:) 
2 x ! C r ! ( X M t y - y _' ~ ~d 
r.lX/~;;/C(X"~,'. XGA-<l 
rX/wi/C(.~IX - XJ~"' 
': x I::: r / ( C ( , .-, " .:I, - /, i: ;,' I-/' t~ I, ;) I ~ L f- H A I 
) X !;- r I ( C ( x .;~, X-/, ,~;: I - X ~ A R I ~ L f' H A ) 
-.7774r.+00 
• [;!14 4",00 
-.1P,Od2·CO 
• f,[J% 7'ULJ 
- • f 2~ 1:', +- C L • ~) 7 P u l +J \.J 
.hP.;,?S2+-IJL .:):'h:'U+uU 
-.')4'1 0 7.2(, -.17344'LU 





.942 '1S+-i.JC -. (.4fllJ+(;O 
.~aQI5.00 .?1583+S0 
-.H8~c..U"OO -.7'341b+L1U 
• 7 p '= : ... '" GO. c: 3 1"; (, '3 + t: L: 
- • 7 I)::} f" 1 ... 0 G • (- lj (" 7 ) .. C C 
.Jl<) ilt-JC .q,~ 5L+ul.. 
- .. ~, ~L 7.~ t- "" ( - .. -;', 1.: v .. L I; 
.I.j 17 Ill'" I. -4.) ... u l', 
• t I; II I 7 t- .~ [ 
.41" ~ ",) 0 
- .. r. r; 1 J ~ t- U C 
.:; 71 'Iu' 0 C 
.2 :,r, 73 - 0 I 
-.,)43ll7+00 
.f->7752-Cl2 
-.~ 113 "13 +OC 
.3')04,,-01 
-.74S7S+00 










.1 F,307-0 1 
-.11?01+01 
• I :;< III -01 
-.12C'2·01 
.1 '1 0 m:-o 1 
-.12f-04.01 
• (I ~ 'I ) ... _ , .. 
• <;', 5.i 2-G 1 









.526 C 4 -ill 
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.i'LC/4b+OO 
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SORPTION KINETIC EXPERIMENTS UPTRKE Tn SOLID PHRSE 
RUNS Tel 23 
OATE 05/14/69 
TEMP 30.000 
saRBENT oaWEX-50 H+ 
saRBATE RHaORMINE-B 
RUNS T0 30 
OAE'S r,7/n7/5 Q 
TO 07/11;1[,'1 
ARP H, 









".ORRENT Do.lrx-"O ..,. 
T~~P 4G.~ rEG.~>~T. 
VARIA"LE 

























- • 43 '" ~. r~, 
.I P 79r.r.:: 
- .. ..:I' t 3 ?+ "'., 
• (( 3" L. + ['J 
-.~~l~l+rl 
.. t;~"" g 1 .. t~J 
- .. 87; 1I J S+ C'"' 
.. (,071 4 +;""':: 
-.Q 7 17;,.n r 
.. ~a 17 C'" ... r J 
-. a17~ r ... r~ 
.. r:c £2 4'" 'lD 
- .. c;r t,3 r+ r 
.. ~I.J 7~ c ... r J 
- .. S,' r 1 0. ,1'" 
.. "'7<;:~ 7+ri 
-. '1 q i+ (1J 
• 'lP '1g 2-01 
.72:44'00 
-.'3JC" +00 
• 2fl11 9-01 
.2795 'J+ 00 
.4407 3' (10 




-.4127 5' 00 
• 5401 4+ 00 
-.43542+0G 
.'17251'+00 
-. 4f; 3J 3' 00 
.58'323+00 
- • 61) 45 5+ 00 
• h5rS 1'+00 
- • 7074 S+ 00 
.62QJQ+OO 
-. ')'183 4+(10 
• H (;3 5tOO 
-.23332+nl 
AlPIi~ -
x 'J r. 'x' -
.. "7 Ll g?? + 1 iI 
.. ] 21 ~r, ... i " 
.. ~ 7' 7':.. .. 
.. s; r) 1:....... ~ 
.. 7 c:,q I.J ......... " ~1 
.. c; r n ., 1 t·~ -
.. 7 .~.:.' 1 ~ ... "" (" 
.. c; r" r~ -, ... r- , 
.c,r'l' +" ~ 
• 3 ,~ ~ 1 +" r 
.1 ""'0 0~ +''',..... 
.'34705 -02 
.F (;385 +1' 0 
.44 Q 07-[)2 
.& 73 IS +00 
.2S501-01 
.401 97 +00 
.2680'1 -01 
.40537+00 
.270 R2 -') 1 
.40') 27 +00 
.2721Q-l1 
.4 142" +J 0 
.26392-Ql 






• P 342' +0 (1 




21 c,""" .., .... 1. 
.) 'i /:.... 1 / ( X "~., p • - 1..) t.. Ii ) 
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- .. ....., ') r '; r ... ~; 
.. 1c -:"7 r+ ,~, 
_ .. :;,"7 n., r ... r·· .. 






.41 U ?5+0J 
-.13450+01 








• C,I r:/j 1 + O!1 
-.147')7+(11 
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-.I~?ortOI 
• '1CJ G3 5+ 0:1 
-.171J2+0I 
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-.2,0179+01 
.1, OJ' 
... .= L 
.7 7' 
.1'13 R;, tJ 0 
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-.8IP77+00 
.2Q034-01 
-. R 77 ':G + 00 
.? 1 7,,' J 1 
- • 1 n; 0') '81 
.. 7 <)c, r;,. - J 2 
- .23;' 't. +::) 1 
.. I~ f'" L, 1" l,J,_ 
- ...... 7 ;::J J A ... ~ ~_ 
.7 7 7ou+,-, 
.. ('7 fj4 <-3" vV 
.. 7; . :. 3 ... L.:J 
-.I/ L J1· u -.J 
.. (() 2 ..... 7. JL-
- .. Q J ? :; ,~ + '-"~ 
.2t,71~<+,,~ 
• 71 ' 1 ~ + ~ 
- • -: C' L. _ 1 ... ~ ~ 
• ~ F ~ :' :J .... , I, 
-. !: ... h! :> .. '- ,~ 
• S4 1 S 4 -u 1 
.:'8332-01 
-. '00 '3e '3+JO 
















• f,O 3;:6-01 
-. ')1 9$ 1 +:.JO 
.1340f,+OG 
-.1" ~u 4.~ 1 
-. b J ... 71+ L G 
• '-t 7 7 .... 2'" L .... 
- . '- ~ .::.:';" ...... :. 
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SDRPTIDN KINETIC EXPERIMENTS UPTRKE TO SDLID PHRSE 
RUNS 1 TCI 30 
DATE 07/07/69 
TEMP ijO.OOO 
SCIRBENT OClWEX-50 H+ 
SCIRBATE RHClOAMINE-B 
., r I ~; { T ""' 1 7 
".\T~\ ~ 117/01 
)/ ..... 1,1 -l 




"""Grin DOwEX-')!l H+ 
1£1 0 20.n OEG.([~T. 
V,\OlA~LE 









"L O? F 
1'1 T 0 ,~? T 
<;L OP c-
I": T r 8 r [P T 
,)L (;?[ 





SL (10 F 
,'JT'CPCEPT 





-.8F 7 15+rr 
• 7~ 1 ~ S .. 'Ir") 
.f,1"~5+CJ 
• ,7;l,7 c; .. rr 
-.ql~ 3+rJ 
.n7c,4~, .. r:::, 
- • '~1 1 / 0" or: 
· s .... , 3 1" rr 
- • '311=''1 :)+!1:1 
• '1ll ~( ? ... C., 
-.~1[")3~+nr; 
• t3'7~4+""T 
-. q?)~ ?+["0 
• P" -:-7 l + r--' 
-. :qoo 7+""'0 
• ·ili f 1 S+ nc' 
- • q~;'! f .. ' r:) 
• ,"C "1I ?+ CJ 
-.<;n"3s+n::o 
• PI 730-00 
.eIl71{;+OO 
- • 511 17 8 + ['0 
• Cj' '.l~ 3-r1 
• 13 <;3 q. n'l 
.7"47 ",+nl 
- • 411 1 3 "+ '10 
.7(17; 5+ CJ 
-.4°f44+1~' 
.03h2r+(~ 






-. "lrJ 2+r.:., 
• I:' 4:l f,+ 01 
-.51732+no 








• E [)? 11 +} (] 
.553 r " +D c, 
.Q7534+'(] 
.nSl?p+l~ 
.8 '-i 1 :)0.-' r-l 
• 7 ~" 7 r; + ~ J 
• R Li 1: [)~. ) 
.711~7+'(~ 
.F 4" n ,rJ il 
.7 1 '\ f q +; [l 
• ,;; 4f- r=-) +~ C' 
.71'F1+;r 
.P4;::'Lir ....... \l 
.71;; 5' +'L:-: 
• '14 0 A 1 +J [' 
.7 1 C. 30 +.-, ~1 
.Q411~+lr: 
.7'".:7SG+"(] 
• Q 73 q1 +:: 11 




.421 Ljc; +J 0 
.41'rl-[)" 
." 1 fl 'el +,11 
• "1 1 ~ (~3 -!l 1 
.11 13 'i7 +:1 C 
• \ 22 '?:; -J 1 
.41',['5+'1:) 
.3254&-01 
." I ~ 'iq +0 (] 
.'2'lRI-CI 
.4 " I 2 ~ +:1 U 
.3333~-Ol 
.4 23 p~ +~ r 
• 3 ~c. 73 -t· 1 






• !..I 34 1"" +~) . 
107 
.1 Sf'! ..... r"In 
?! OJ W:. 
03 AR 1 
'J~ AR"2 
OS Ah: 3 
no, A!>. 4 
DS h,l S 
C~ AR (, 
OX/DT/(XSAP.* - XBAR) 
OX/OT/(XMAX - XSAR) 
DX/OT/C(X~~R. X'; A" I 
OX/[)T/C(x~AX - X3t.K) 
SX/OT/(C(XBAR'-XBA~)-XPAR/aL~~a) 




• (Hj '"4 -;O;.~:J 
- • 0', 1 q i' + r'J 
• '1:. '79 p+ r'r-') 
-.~' l~~"C'""' 
• 11,1( -'7 C' .. l:-: 
- • I'll '31 + n': 
.0' '7Q p+ 0" 
- • q Q 11 S .. 0.) 
.S~7?8+r.J 
-.""j'l(,+rJ 
.'1P"J r 7+C1 
-.19 ro '+r'1 
• ,p J 7 5+ C" 
- • 0 '3 1 5 f .. t~ [l 
.op:;/r+r'l 
-.9P'1'i2+nr' 
• "!7°) 4+ CJ 
-.'1E4P5+0n 
• ')5 ,)'lLJ+ (]:J 
.1l??P+00 
- • I I, ')4 4 + fll 
• 'C.,<'7? 7_ ('11 
-.':~'7+0r 
.77C17+r" 
- • 14 III P+"l 






• Qe I17+"') 
-.llt:-nS+:-:l 
• 1'141 7+ (11 
- • ILJ 'i7 1+ nl 
.l?lsr+['l 
-.l u nr+[11 
.13175+[11 
-. It' ('12 4 .. 01 
• 1 f, 7° ,+ ") 
- .. ~!" S" r + f"J 1 
.l5"7('+[)1 
-.lbJ~7+rl 
(]Q np. 4 
-.93C,8'l+OG 
.8F,Q7+DO 





- • '1 4 " I,) + iJ L - • '3 '3 31 '1 + J C -. ':J 4 
.893RS·JU .'l8643'0u -q .. ~.:~ 
- .. 9Lt~--,C~"LI -.7 p Bo6+Uu -.:,:4c4L .. r. 
.3 0 <L7.Jr .(2198·UC .SJJJ3,C, 
-.94C"S4+J~ .,G4584+uu -.':jl.!L>lf.Lf' 
• n '34 ;' L, .. J u • 8 g 40 1 .. :...: l. • q ') :: 2. 2 .. 2 " 
- .. 94U3'J+::JC -.94SL1+uu - • .34(;3E+L-
.8"27,,·JO .il'33c.S.J8 .5" '),)+C, 
-.9441~" .... l ~.o~3S2+"=C -.':J4~_Z"C .... 
.bS148+J(! .::':SC2,Jio:]LJ • .J3 ... ~:+:L 
-.g4~?H+CO -.<34G41+1-. ...... - ..... L.=-.=;(.~+'-= 
















-. r; 84 0" + u 0 
























• '17 S 19-(; 1 


















• S S - 1:. ... .= L 
-.q3~~.,+:r: 
.F~'::):+L~ 






.27 Sf, ')- 01 
-.f,'3i~l+LC 
.23 ',,;, 5 - 0 I 









• :- J:"'4 7 -:"'1 
-.7S~72 •• '-
• f-S 70 L -I..! 
- .... 1 L:. 3 ..... ~ 
• C: 0: 7 7-:! 
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SORPTION KINETIC EXPERIMENTS UPTRKE TO SOLID PHRSE 
RUNS Tel 17 
DATE 08/17/69 
TEMP 20.000 
S~RBENT D~WEX-50 H~ 
S~RBATE RH~DAMINE-B 
Q UN <, T'1 28 ,ORBATf RHODA'" IN(- B ALPH A .f,50'l20 DBA Rl OXIOT II XBAR- XBAR) 
'1 AT r~ I I S/70 ~ORBfNTArr CARB-Z.OO X HA X 9;>587. OBAR2 OX/OTIIXMAX - XBARI 
TO > 111/70 TfMP In .r: Of G. IT NT. DBA Rl OUOT IC IXBARc - l8AR) 
DBA R'I o XI OT IC IX MA X XSAR I 
DB AR5 OXIOT /CCI XBAR--XBAR 1- X8AR/ALPHA I 
DB ARG OXIOT IICC .I'IAJ-X8t1RI -XBAR/ALAiAl 
AR RA v X"lAR/XRAR* VARIARLE DR AR I DBAR? DB AR 3 DBA R4 DBAR 5 OBtlRr. 
P OR T I ON NAMf 
wHOLf A pC' AY 
II • 37h3 5 -DO .IGI8n·00 - .7015;>· no -.~ G949'00 - .59780.00 -. 50 99 5- 00 
R ~Q .IOh50-00 • 21i 119-0 I .Q9?13·00 .220"2'00 .35731.00 .2600 5+ 00 
PAD T I AL A PP AY ~ 
R • 27<;1 ~ .00 .73588'00 .&404 ?*DO 
-. ~ 59 71' 00 - .G~042'00 -. I'j '511.00 
R SO .7QO?-01 .5~157-0D .4101~·00 .21133' 00 .41014+00 .2113 3<>00 
R 
- .G788'3·00 .67203'00 - .'11 G7 Z'OO -.638G9·00 -.818&0+00 -. 841~ 1+00 
R sn .4li08'l·00 .451f,?+00 .8403 R '00 .70340·00 .G701l,00 .7080 1.00 
<l 
- .1i8730+00 .6712£'+00 - .911i60'00 -.8370 l' 00 -.81275.00 -.8429 2. 00 
Q \0 • 4F.'i5 4 '00 .4505'l+00 .8~01 G+OO .70058-00 • 6GO 55 +0 a .71 OS 1+ 00 
-.£.85G'l-00 • GG8RO +00 - .'11 F.3 5 -DO -.83479'00 - .81283+00 -. 84 1;32+ 00 
II ~o .47018·nO .4472'1+0n .83'170-00 .6'3688+00 • 660f,9'0 0 • 71 28 eo 00 
R • £'88'3 I -DO • £.G34'1·00 - .'31<;81-00 -.8317S-00 -.8115~+00 -.84 55 7+ 00 
11')0 .47459+00 .44011-0n .83882+00 .691 80.00 .65862+00 • 11 1;9 ge- 00 
- • 6'116 J.no .£,57'17-00 - .'314'1 '3'00 -.82729- 00 -.7'3378+00 -.11'1 bI3 2. 00 
P \0 .q7R3~-nO .42637+00 .R3720-0n • G 8441- 00 .63008+00 • 71 b4 3.00 
- .6'331 7 +00 .63163*00 - .'l1327-00 -.8;>011-00 -.77280+00 -.84 G2 ". 00 
II ~o .41104'3 -00 • 3'38'l5 +00 .83"06-00 .61266-00 .59722+00 • 11 61 3.00 
II 
-.69753-00 .57874+00 - .'30'146-00 -.80G'lI-00 -.752111 +00 -. 84 28 1.00 
II <;0 .47'160-00 .334'14+00 .8271 z-no • G 5111- 00 .56615+00 .71 03 3.00 
R 
- .1<;826 -DO .68071-01 - .£,7073-00 -.44321+ 00 - .~0515.00 -. '19 lIS 7.00 
II <;0 .12A35-00 .46337-02 .44'188 +00 .1 '364"- 00 .16" 31.00 .24 lIS 1.00 
- • ll?n!>+OO -.'34"8G-OI -.50277+00 -.3 56 8~- 00 - .31913 +00 -.3198 1+ 00 
II SIl .'l7Hl-01 .89275-02 .25278-00 .11347-00 .10184+00 .111 112 S+OO 
WHOlf A PP AV 
IN TERCEPT .10000-0Z .10000-0Z .10000-02 .10000-02 .10000--02 .10000-02 
<;LOPf -.1449Z+01 .13295-01 - .202_9+01 -.15601-01 -.118~7.01 -.15 lIS .... 01 
P All TI Al HIP AV <; 
1"1 TfllCEP T .IOnOO-02 .10000-02 .10000-02 .10000- 02 .10000-02 .10000-02 
5 LOPE .5698 '1+00 .65276+00 -.11526'01 -.90187+ 00 - .11526+01 -.90 13 7+00 
WTERCEPT .lnOOO-02 .10000-02 .10000-0Z .10000- 02 .10000-02 .IOono-02 
SLOPE - .56688'00 • 3Gl 32 -DO - .14580+01 -.8'1526+00 - .839310+00 -. lIS J41\l+ 00 
INTfRCEPT .IOOOO-OZ .IOOOO-OZ .10000-nz .10000- 02 .10000-02 .10000-02 
SLOPE -.57637+00 .36472+00 - .1'1670-01 
-.8 "'" 22.00 - .95005+00 -.851. S.OO 
IN TE RCEP T .IOnOO-02 .10000-02 .10000-02 .10000-02 .10000--02 .10000-02 
SLOPE -.5877 3-00 .36909+00 -.111777+01 -.11 11363+ 00 -.1141111+00 -.87181<>00 
INTERCEPT .100nO-02 .10000-02 .10000-02 010000-02 .10000 -0 2 .10mo-OZ 
SLOPE - .60l83+0n .37'194+00 -.14907+01 -.8U93+00 - .811809+00 -.1132916+00 
IN TERCEP T .10000-02 .10000-02 .10000-0Z .10000- 02 .10000-02 .10000-02 
SLOPE - .6Z024+00 .38331+00 - .15073+01 -.8111603+00 -.1I7Z79.o0 
-. " lIZ 3<>00 
IPHERCEPT • tOOOO-02 .100nO-02 .10000-02 .10000-02 .1OO00-OZ • lOmD-OZ 
SLOPE - .64647 +00 .396118+00 - .153011+01 -.85238+00 - .8991" 000 -.9201 fO<>oo 
IN TE RC EP T .10000-02 .10000-02 .10000-02 .10000-02 .IOO00-oZ .10000-02 
<;LOPE 
- .69?11 +00 .42136·00 - .15699·01 -.87323+00 -.92853+00 -.95!!5 111>00 
INTERCEPT .10000-02 .10000-02 .10000-02 .10000- 02 .10000-02 .10mo--U 
SLOPE 
- .18178+01 .16292+01 - .23798+01 -.18819+01 - .191175.o11 -.11I14Soollil 
INTERCEPT .10000-02 .10000-02 .10000-02 .10000- 02 .10000-02 • XO~.D-02 
SLOPE -.37381+01 
-.349110·01 - ."1790+01 -.315"6+01 -.19552.01 -. 18 !9e.e.OA 


































SORPTION KINETIC EXPERI-ENTS 0PTRKE TO SOLID PHRSE 
RUNS 10 28 
DRlf 11 sne 
1fMP 10.000 
SORBfN1 RC1 CRRB-2G0 
SORBRlf RHODRMINf-8 
fIP 
RUN S TO 34 
OATf'; ll'I'l/bQ 
TO 1?IOG/5'1 
AR RA V 
P OR TI ON 
WHOLE ARRAY 
P AR TI AL ARRAY < 
WHOLE ARRAY 
P All TI AL ARRAY <, 
Figure 0-43 
Xl All IX BA P. 
SollgHE PHOOAHINE-B 
S()RllfNT ACT CARB-1;O(1 
AL PH A 
X MA X 
.145Aqr OAARI 0 OX/cH II XBAR. XBAR I 
17137[1. DRAR2 OX/OTIIXHAX x8ARl 
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• A 1"74, 00 
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-. 7&RR&- DC 
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.lonOO-02 .100nO-0? .IOOOO-O? .10080-02 .10000-U2 .IOLOO-O? 
-.65882+00 .20S"'7-00 -.I~B'1.01 -.A5443+00 -.10114-01 -.87L;7<J+0(' 
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-.GR,)S8+00 .211'l0-00 -.11'590-01 -.85808,00 -.8632b'00 -.8'l4'3+00 
.lr1'11'10 OZ .10000-0/ .IOOOO-O? .IOODO-02 .10000-{j2 .IOlJOO-U2 
-.6'l~b3-no .?2258.no .166<;8-01 -.86477+00 -.85558+UO -.90lJ32+UU 
.IOOOO-O? .IOOOO-o? .IDOOO-02 .10000-02 .10000-02 .10UCO-02 
-.73803-00 .24234+011 .17031+01 -.87f;4u+00 -.88&49*OU -.33[,47-00 
.IOOOO-O? .10000-02 .10000-f12 .10000-02 .10000-oZ .IOUOO-02 
-.76053+00 .27541-nO -.17lRQ+01 -.8%(;2+00 -.R8663+0U -.%148+00 
.Ionno-oz .10000-02 .lnOOO-n? .10000--02 .10000-02 .10LOO-02 
-.86048-nO .,401'7'00 .IROAO-Ol -.95141+00 .83G73+UO -.10435-01 
.!flflOO-O? .100rO-02 .1110['''-07 .100GU-02 .100UO-O£ .10<1)0-02 
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SORPTION KINETIC EXPERI-ENfS UPTRKE TO SOLID PHRjE 
RUNS TO 34 
DRTE 11/19/69 
TEHP 20.000 
SORBENT RCT CRRB-L00 ~ 




AR R~ Y 






<;OR8AT E PHODAM !~f- R 
<;OR8ENTACT r ARS ;loL 
TfHP 30.0 Df(,.CfNT. 
VAP! ABLE 
NAMf 
TN T r!)( ~p T 
<;lopr 
T"TfR[[~T 
<; L Opr 
1', Tf "'r EP' 
<; l C PF 
;NlfP(EPT 
S L Oi'F 










DD AR I 
- • h I 'l3 f, +00 
• 3R 1[, [, ·fl(l 
• 3 1)9 r~ '-I .. fln 
.1 ?pq -) .. nn 
- • r;? 1 r s .(1n 
.. ~AC- 7 C +11(. 
- • h? 1 r 1 +f2r 




.. ~A7,"1 .. rn 
- .J?qf, .or 
.. ~ qf .... :... .. " r 
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.. 4 r 7 4 7 .. (1 rJ 
- .. h r n'-i 1 "(Ir 
.q7~r-4 .. nr 
.L,7I.q r +(lfl 
.. 4 c., 4)" 8 +rr 
- .f,'77g.rO 
.4~?f-=l+nn 
.. 1 ri ('1f;L -il? 
(t: "Sf: +(jr 
Ilr 
.. 7'")c .. ~ +or 
.. !' nr L -l)? 
• I nOne 
.. C;Q9! ~ .. rr 
.1 rHHllr(l? 
- .. r:;r"':'3 7+nn 
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."IF,c4+0(l 
.1 C(1(ll, -r;7 
- .Glg., I +no 
.1 oor [J -02 
.G3 c,<J7+[10 
• I rnilU-O? 
- .G44??+O(l 
.lonnu-02 
- .GQn<;9+n o 
TNTf OeLPT .loor,u-02 
,)lOPE -.a173()+oo 
Lonl MILLl SECONDS. 
AL PH A 
X HA X 
.78522n DRARI 
163160. DSAR? 
DX/oTIIXBARo - XBARl 
o x/or II XHAX - XBARI 
OXloT IC IXilAR. - XBARI 
oX/oT/CIX'IAX - XBARI 
00 A R3 
08 A R4 
DB A R5 oX/OT IIC( XBAR'-XBAR 1- XBAR/ALPHA 1 
oBAR6 OXlor II CI XHAX -XRARl -XBARI AL PHAl 
DBAR? 
.. f, Q 2(1)+(lO -.sll?~g+ro 
• 4 7e~8 +(In • ?'l41 Q+rtl 
.. f- (, q 4 (l ... r t' - .. q) 1 po+- on 
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.. f. U II All+- r P ' .. 0 r ~ p (, +- nr 
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.. r 77/'1 r "!'! .. q 1 11 2 +- f!r 
.. 4 c., q 4 -. +- rJtl .. .:J, 3 r; 1 " .. (1(. 
.f,uC,'U'I.'lll -.cqll?+nr 
• U 1 b4 I + n '1 • P Fil \. l,r 
.. 1I ~ -.f J +lJr 
• ?"iSq? +In 
.. I C'f'·rr' ..... ., 
.. LI '1247 +',,1 
- • R'l~~ n + rer 
• qr?1 n+ nf) 
.l r rr(1-n7 
• 14'l<; 1+ nJ 
OPA R4 
-.8oUOS+00 
.64013 + 00 
OllAR 5 
-.7334U+00 
.53788 +0 0 
-.34~1f,+CO .54?3'3+oL 
.ll o0 3+UL .2'l41'3+uu 
-. R 3? (, '3' JO • q 10 L2 .C L 
.f,'3?n+oo .f,5bI3+DlJ 
-.8 Z" ° 7' Ul - .78428 +0 0 
• b ~ 7 I '. + (lc • <; 150'3 +0 J 
-. A 7" , J + DC • 77 1 'l 3 +ll L 
.h81?,+OC .5'l5S~+OL 
-. R 2 J 4 b + DC - • 77 526 -0 0 
.f,70',-+00 .5uIU4+oL 
-.812'j+OG .12284+UO 
.&S n o2+:JO .S22~,,+Ov 
-.RO"",,+Oo -.71143+00 
.t, 4Q? 1+ ou • S('b 14 +OU 
-.7~'lu+GC -.70458-U,, 
.f-?OIJ..J+OC .41jf)43+ULJ 
-.741 '7 + (1L 
.. 540 (,.l+ Of 
• 1 OlJl .. ,,- G2 
-.8?)44+DC 
.El~04 <tu,-, 
.31 R 27 +U" 
.100 UO -{; • 
• A~ 1 uU +elL 
.If:Dn[)-~) .lr('OO-r; .lno'~w-C2 .10LOO-(;. 
.""sOQ'f1n -.11C,FO+GI .-.94F47+CL .115bu·,11 
.lnrH'''-,j? .1nr(1r-n? .1001;[;-02 .IOOOU-u.: 
· 41' f, 7 ~ • " '1 - • 1 U 4 I 7 + C I - • R 13 77+ Oil - • 1 12 ':11 +Li I 
.1F'(1rr -'i? .lflonO-O; .IOU:'Cl-02 .!ooJO-UL 
.411'lr,-,)(' -.lusn4+nJ -.80R oZ+00 -.77147+u,-
.lflUrn .lDflOr-O(' .100fJJ-C2 .loCutJ-uL 
.4171R+fJ(l -.14S2?+1)1 -.8039'l+00 -.7Ro1U+uU 
.1001'0-07 .lflOOn-02 .lo01111-o2 .loGOO-u2 
.4?Ul~+,J'I -.14G'?+fll -.7'3"44+00 -.7F.SI8+UO 
.loonO-fl? .Ioron-o? doOLJ-02 .loo0o-U2 
.43107+ n l, -.14:;63+(11 -.79S{;7+o0 -.7G402+[;0 
.1Onnn-O? .IGr,no-r,? doOUD-02 .1(lOUo-02 
."38SI+Or: -.14844+(1) -.7'n?1+o[i .78U23+UO 
.Ioono-o:' .lono(1-0Z .10000-02 .1ooUo-Ll2 
.447Q<;+OO -.14'l~4+nJ -.79414+o[i ·.78649+UU 
.Ioono-n? .ll'noo-c? .100UU-02 .10000-02 




.1 OOOel- 02 
-. '10193+00 
.10000 -02 
- .70667 +00 
'laA R6 
• 82 7d 3+ 00 
• 68529- 00 
-. J4 bl b+ 00 
• II :l8 3+ OU 
-. 8345 8+ 00 
• F'l bo 3+ 00 
-. 83 ~I 0+ 00 
• &'3 83 9+ (;0 
-.83S78+uO 
• &':1 8S 2+ 00 
-.838JI+00 
• 7022 7+lJo 
-. 83 'n 8+ 00 
• 7() "" 9+ UC 
-. 84410+ LJU 
.71 b 0+ OU 
-. 84 71 4+ DC 
• 71 7'05+ OU 
-.85UL4+Uo 
• 72 h 0- 00 
-. 82 ::l< 0+ Lo 
• P 21 3+ 00 
J:·8a..-
• 10 t..C 0- 02 
• q7 8~ 6+ UO 
• 10 W 0- 02 
-.34 b4 7+00 




• 10 wL 0- 02 
-. 8? 52 2+ 00 
.ll'cLO-02 
-. 8344 7+ 00 
• 10 cL 0- 02 
-. 83 b~ 5. OU 
• 10 LO 0- 02 
-. 85 ~2 7+ OU 
.loWa-02 
-. 8b 32 b+ 00 
.10 UJ 0- 02 
-. 90 8:3 7+ UU 
.10WO-02 





















o 0\ . x 
z X 









SORPTION KINETIC EXPERI-ENTS 0PTRKE TO SOLID PHRSE 
RUNS TO 27 
DRTE 31 3170 
lEMP 30.000 








'0140 l ' 
p ~RTIAl 
Nf1R"fl [V~ T i v 
~ I=' T ~, 
Figure D-S7. 
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r ~I T t D CE P T 
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.1 7n ~ 7 +[J r 
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Figure D-S7. Continued. 
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SORPTION KINETIC EXPERI ENTS UPTRKE TO SOLID PHRSE 
RUNS TO 15 
DATE 51 6170 
TEMP ij0.0B0 
SORBENT ACT CRRB ZI?lI?l 
SORBRTE AHOOAMINE-B 

